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Abstract

The primary objective of Mobile Cloud Computing (MCC) is the support of resource-
constrained mobile devices by means of Cloud or nearby computing resources. In general,
this is achieved by outsourcing or offloading computational intensive tasks of mobile
applications. This allows, for instance, to virtually extend the processing power of mobile
devices and, indirectly, to save battery life. In case remote resources are not available or
the communication link is broken, still a local execution is possible.

The challenges and issues that arise in such a scenario are manifold. The essential
ones, which are also addressed in this thesis, can be summarized with the following
four questions. Which part of a mobile application should be offloaded to the Cloud to
accelerate, for example, its execution or to relieve the mobile device with respect to the
battery consumption? Therefore, those parts of an application have to be identified that
have a high resource need, but whose offloading would only lead to a small communication
overhead. The decision where to run which part of the application has to take into account
the current latencies to the remote resources and the dynamics of their availability and
usage. This requires a Resource Management System that is able to discover matching
remote resources fast and efficiently without delaying the offloading procedure too much.
Subsequently, we have to determine when or under which conditions which parts shall be
offloaded. This decision-making requires a monitoring on client side and a prediction
about the future resource consumption of the given application parts. The final question
addresses the procedure of offloading itself and the applied communication protocol. It
can be summarized with how to offload.

In the last few years, several approaches for MCC have been developed and examined
in the research community. Most of them deal with one or two of the aforementioned
aspects, but do not consider the positive and negative effects for the other dimensions.
The key point of this thesis is that a comprehensive solution for MCC must handle all core
questions listed above in an integrated fashion. With our framework MOCCAA we did
not only strive for just another partitioning and offloading technique that is additionally



equipped with a standard Resource Management System and further modules. Instead,
the single modules of MOCCAA shall cooperate and interact with each other in such a
way that all dimensions can benefit and are improved a little bit further.



Zusammenfassung

Das Hauptanliegen von Mobile Cloud Computing (MCC) ist die Unterstützung mobiler
ressourcenlimitierter Endgeräte mittels Cloud-Ressourcen oder umliegender Rechenres-
sourcen. Im Allgemeinen wird dies durch Auslagerung rechenintensiver Prozesse mobiler
Anwendungen erreicht. Dies ermöglicht beispielsweise eine virtuelle Erweiterung der
Rechenkapazität des mobilen Endgeräts und, auf indirektem Wege, eine Entlastung der
Batterie. Im Fall fehlender entfernter Ressourcen oder einer unterbrochenen Kommu-
nikationsverbindung ist weiterhin eine lokale Ausführung möglich.

Die Herausforderungen und Probleme, die sich in einem solchen Szenario ergeben, sind
vielfältig. Die wesentlichen Punkte, die auch in dieser Arbeit behandelt werden, lassen
sich mit den folgenden vier Fragen zusammenfassen. Welcher Teil einer mobilen An-
wendung sollte in die Cloud verlagert werden, um beispielsweise die Gesamtausführzeit
zu reduzieren oder das mobile Endgerät hinsichtlich des Batterieverbrauchs zu entlas-
ten? Hierzu müssen jene Bereiche einer Anwendung identifiziert werden, die über einen
hohen Ressourcenbedarf verfügen, deren Auslagerung jedoch nur zu einem geringen
Kommunikationsaufwand führen würde. Die Entscheidung wo welcher Teil der Anwen-
dung ausgeführt werden soll, muss die aktuellen Latenzen zu den entfernten Ressourcen
und die Dynamik ihrer Verfügbarkeit und Last berücksichtigen. Dies erfordert ein
Ressourcenverwaltungssystem, das in der Lage ist, passende Ressourcen schnell und
effizient zu ermitteln, ohne den Auslagerungsprozess zu stark zu verzögern. Anschließend
muss bestimmt werden, wann oder unter welchen Bedingungen welche Teile ausgelagert
werden sollen. Diese Entscheidung erfordert ein Monitoring auf Client-Seite und eine
Vorhersage über den zukünftigen Ressourcenverbrauch der gegebenen Anwendungsteile.
Die finale Frage befasst sich mit dem Auslagerungsverfahren und dem angewandten
Kommunikationsprotokoll. Es kann mit Wie auszulagern zusammengefasst werden.

In den letzten Jahren wurden in der Forschungsgemeinschaft mehrere Ansätze für MCC
entwickelt und untersucht. Die meisten von ihnen befassen sich mit einem oder zwei
der oben genannten Aspekte, berücksichtigen jedoch nicht die positiven und negativen



Auswirkungen auf die anderen Dimensionen. Der Standpunkt dieser Arbeit ist, dass
eine umfassende Lösung für MCC alle oben aufgeführten Kernfragen auf integrierte
Weise behandeln muss. Mit unserem Framework MOCCAA haben wir nicht nur ein
weiteres Partitionierungs- und Auslagerungsverfahren angestrebt, welches zusätzlich mit
einem Standard-Ressourcenverwaltungssystem und weiteren Modulen ausgestattet worden
ist. Stattdessen sollen die einzelnen Module von MOCCAA so zusammenarbeiten und
miteinander interagieren, dass alle Dimensionen davon profitieren und weiter verbessert
werden.
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1 Introduction

In recent years mobile computing devices have gained increasing importance in both
the private and business sectors. At the beginning of 2017 more than 66% of the world
population owned a mobile device [2]. Their continuously enhanced soft- and hardware
opened up new scopes of application and created a fresh impetus in fields like social
networking, ubiquitous computing, cognitive assistance and so forth. Together with
Mobile Computing, the fast and enduring expansion of Cloud Computing has launched
the post-PC era. Nowadays, more and more private persons move away from a central
data management at home to Cloud storages that enable them accessing their data
by different devices via Internet. In particular, the business community pushed the
development of Cloud Computing to make, on the one hand, use of resources in a more
efficient and flexible manner and, on the other hand, to provide novel and innovative
services. Companies utilize the computational power of Cloud resources, for example,
to speed up their work, to compensate peaks under high loads or to reduce costs by
consumption-based billing and simplified maintainability. Any such support by Cloud
Computing would also extend the capabilities of resource-constrained mobile devices.
While mobile devices tend to avoid energy and computational intensive applications,
Clouds are designed for these particular use cases.

Many of the current mobile applications already integrate Cloud services to provide
advanced features, e.g. for calendar, email and office apps, or to make additional storage
available. Such applications were laid out at design time for making use of predefined
Cloud services. Hence, the developer determines whether a function will be executed
locally or in the Cloud.. These applications mainly exploit the device and location
transparency of Cloud services. They allow users to access centrally administered data
and functions in a transparent way, but they are not primarily conceived to relieve mobile
devices and to boost mobile applications.

Mobile Cloud Computing (MCC) aims at improving the battery life, the processing power
and the data storage capacity of mobile devices and consequentially also at enabling
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new fields of application. It has to be understood as a type of infrastructure that is
merging the capabilities of resource-constrained but mobile and context-aware devices
with that of immovable but virtually unlimited Cloud resources. Othman et al. define
MCC "as an integration of Cloud Computing technology with mobile devices to make the
mobile devices resource-full in terms of computational power, memory, storage, energy,
and context awareness" [3].

Although at first glance both Mobile Computing and Cloud Computing fit perfectly
together, many challenges have to be overcome to trigger a wide and straightforward
use of MCC. Energy constraints, unreliable communication links, restricted and costly
bandwidth, security and privacy factors, and other issues have to be considered when
bringing the mobile and Cloud worlds together.

In the last few years, several approaches for MCC have been developed and examined
in the research community. Most of them base on Virtual Machine (VM) migration
and code offloading. We will discuss both of them in the related works chapter. The
approach we like to adopt is oriented at code offloading. Compared to existing solutions,
our comprehensive framework is not only contributing a new and lightweight offloading
mechanism but provides as well an MCC architecture, a Cloud infrastructure and
development tools and instruments that guide the developer towards a mobile application
that takes advantage of MCC in a more efficient manner. The next section lists the
central requirements in MCC and presents the main challenges that are addressed in this
work.

1.1 Challenges in MCC

The objectives of MCC can be summarized as follows: Leveraging remote resources to
boost application performance on mobile devices while conserving their resources. Remote
resources are typically resources in the Cloud but could be any other computational
resource such as desktop computers, Cloudlets [4], and other mobile devices too [5]. In
this thesis, we stick to Cloud resources, albeit the presented approach is also applicable
to desktop computers and Cloudlets without any further restrictions.

Simply employing a further tier of resources to mitigate the local computational load
would resemble hybrid Clouds where, for example, a private Cloud would split its tasks
and execute confidential parts locally and non-critical parts in a public Cloud. The
special character of MCC are the constraints and conditions that are related to mobile
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devices. For instance, mobile users and unstable network connections, which may cause
connection losses and varying bandwidth, have to be taken into account. In practice, this
means that applications must also function smoothly without any network connection.
Only relying on a distributed solution with a thin client that, for example, orchestrates
remote services or any kind of remote endpoint to extend battery life, would end up with
an unreliable and unpredictable application performance. Hence, a typical requirement
in MCC is the local availability of applications. Nonetheless, this does not necessitate
the same implementation of the application on server side in case remote resources are
engaged.

The decision where to run which part of the application has to take into account the
dynamics of resource availability and usage. Network load, multitenant remote Cloud
resources and mobile users utilizing diverse applications may trigger high fluctuations
with respect to resource availability. These dynamics demand for typical MAPE-K cycles
[6] that could reside on both the client and server side. A particular challenge is that a
fast and resource-saving approach is needed for the part running on the mobile device.
Monitoring applications and the device in a fine granular manner, searching regularly and
extensively for ideal remote resources, and analyzing each time many possible offloading
options would ultimately slow down the system and empty the battery quickly. To put it
briefly, an MCC framework should not give away the gained benefits through its own
resource requirements, but still should be capable of deciding what to outsource where
and when.

Discovering available and suitable resources in the Cloud must be fast and efficient
since clients cannot proceed with outsourcing and remote execution as long as no Cloud
counterpart is found. Additionally, to reduce time and message complexity during the
client-server interaction, candidate servers suggested by the resource discovery system
should not only fulfill the resource requirements of the client but should also be located
nearby as frequent interactions would suffer from high latencies. The resource discovery
system itself should be scalable and should operate as autonomously as possible.

When tasks are outsourced and client and server interact for exchanging data and
results, an efficient communication protocol could reduce latency further. For example,
compressed messages could leverage communication links more efficiently.

The last aspect considered in this work is about architectural optimizations. For instance,
the maximum achieved acceleration when outsourcing tasks to one server is limited
by the memory, storage and clock speed of that server. Splitting tasks and deploying
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them to multiple servers could significantly reduce the overall response time. Another
use case could be the inclusion of remote endpoints that provide an alternative but
optimized implementation for an interface the client necessitates. When combining such
architectural patterns with intelligent data management, fast resource discovery, efficient
communication protocols and resource-saving MAPE-K cycles, developers will gain a
scalable, flexible and comprehensive framework to harness the qualities of MCC.

1.2 Solution Approach

Although the previous section listed a number of major challenges in MCC, the core
questions, which cover these challenges, are what to offload (which part of a mobile
application) and how, when and where to execute the resource-intensive part remotely.
Most approaches in the research community deal with one or two aspects of MCC, but do
not consider the downsides and effects for the other dimensions. Approaches like [7] and
[8] relieve the developer by deciding autonomously what to offload, but need synchronized
Virtual Machine (VM) images and adapted operating systems. Other concepts like [9]
and [10] bear on the developer’s experience and extensive code adaptations to be able
to offload application parts. The approach of Ou et al. [11] calculates precisely what
to offload where, but does not consider the high monitoring and synchronization costs.
Further related works are discussed in detail in Chapter 2. The key point is that a
comprehensive solution for MCC must handle all core questions mentioned above in
an integrated fashion. Nonetheless, the solution has to be applicable to a wide range
of mobile applications and should neither slow down the development of applications
considerably nor negatively affect their usage by the end user.

The thesis presents a flexible but also comprehensive and comprehensible solution where
each of the following parts can be adapted easily to the concrete scenario and application
or left out if not needed. MOCCAA stands for MObile Cloud Computing AdaptAble,
which emphasizes the modularity and extensibility of the framework and its suitability
for different purposes in the area of MCC. MOCCAA comprises the following modules:

• MOCCAA-DRMI (Delta-synchronized Remote Method Invocation): An asyn-
chronous Remote Method Invocation that applies our graph-based delta synchro-
nization to ensure state consistency between client and server.
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• MOCCAA-InspectA (Inspect Advisor): A tool that helps developers to detect
resource-intensive methods, to create prediction functions for their resource con-
sumption and to minimize monitoring costs by extracting the most relevant features
for prediction.

• MOCCAA-RMS (Resource Management System): A self-configuring, scalable and
distributed resource management and discovery system.

• MOCCAA-SAM (Semantic-Aware Middleware): A middleware that makes use of
the MOCCAA-SAM Store to match local interprocess communication messages
transparently against local and remote components. This architecture facilitates
the integration of powerful, but resource-intensive remote components, which may
be prioritized over local ones, and fosters various patterns of cooperation that
demonstrate useful solutions in the area of MCC.

• MOCCAA-SAM Store: A registry that allows component providers to publish
semantically enriched interfaces and to offer corresponding local and remote imple-
mentations.

• MOCCAA annotations: Android/Java annotations that enable developers to use
the MOCCAA functionalities without additional configuration files. For instance,
annotated methods are executed through MOCCAA-DRMI on one or more remote
resources found by MOCCAA-RMS whenever a prediction function of MOCCAA-
InspectA recommends it.

On the one hand, the modularity of MOCCAA shall allow developers to apply MCC also
for small and simple scenarios in a beneficial, but straightforward manner. For example,
our most basic mechanism, a delta-synchronized RMI invocation, shall be as fast and
compact as possible, especially for typical MCC payloads, that is, large messages that are
processed partly on client and partly on server side. It is applied by developers through
annotations in the code. On the other hand, a mobile application can be extended with
MOCCAA-RMS and MOCCAA-SAM to implement more complex scenarios that call for
scalability and robustness or for support for heterogeneous parties.

1.3 Structure of Thesis

The structure of this thesis is as follows. Chapter 2 begins with an overview of related
works in the area of MCC. It focuses on the main ideas of different highly cited works
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and highlights their drawbacks and advantages as compared to MOCCAA. Subsequently,
Chapter 3 gives a short introduction to the modules of MOCCAA and the interplay
between them. It also introduces the basic principles of the MOCCAA framework.

Chapters 4 to 7 present the single modules of MOCCAA. Since the modules address
aspects of MCC that are orthogonal to each other, each chapter includes sections
for specific related works and evaluation. Chapter 4 starts with the communication
protocol of MOCCAA. MOCCAA-DRMI is applied between clients and servers to
transfer objects in a compressed format and to invoke methods on them. The evaluation
compares MOCCAA-DRMI with Java RMI and discusses shortcomings of other delta
synchronization techniques when it comes to remote method invocations on objects.

At design time, developers have to decide how to modularize their application as MOCCAA
offloads the execution of application parts. This is also known as partitioning of an
application and is one of the major distinctions between different MCC approaches.
For the partitioning step, we provide MOCCAA-InspectA. It is presented in Chapter 5.
MOCCAA-InspectA comprises the following elements:

• Our graph partitioning algorithm Max-Flow-Max-Cut that tries to modularize
applications such that the gained benefit is maximized in case of offloading.

• A verification tool for partitioned applications that helps developers to avoid race
conditions and deadlocks when application parts can be executed remotely.

• A tool for identifying monitoring points and creating prediction functions to estimate
the resource consumption of methods during runtime and to decide whether an
application part shall be offloaded.

• Design guidelines to support developers in implementing applications that are
modularized and particularly suitable for MCC scenarios.

Chapter 6 continues with the server side of the MOCCAA framework. MOCCAA-RMS
is a resource management system that assigns offloading tasks to nearby worker nodes or
servers with sufficient resource capacities. It arranges servers in a hierarchical manner to
be able to scale with respect to increasing monitoring and scheduling efforts in case of
rising numbers of servers and offloading tasks. The main contributions of MOCCAA-RMS
can be summarized as follows:
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• A scheduling algorithm for groups of servers that incorporates the size of incoming
offloading tasks to predict the required capacity and that estimates the future
utilization of servers to calculate the waiting and retention times of tasks. These
information could lead, for example, to a rejection of a started offloading procedure,
if local capacities of the client would perform better, or to a rescheduling of the
task in MOCCAA-RMS.

• An algorithm for upper-level nodes of the hierarchy that routes offloading tasks to
groups of servers in proximity of the requesting client if specific conditions, such as
a shorter retention times, are met.

• Auto-scaling capabilities that make use of the public Cloud whenever the current
set of server groups violates specific performance conditions. These conditions are
derived from the performance of client devices.

Chapter 7 introduces the middleware MOCCAA-SAM and the registry MOCCAA-SAM
Store. They enable developers to leverage third-party components by means of local
interprocess communication messages. However, the components may be available locally
and remotely. Remote components may help conserving local resources. Different patterns
of use are presented in Chapter 7.

Chapter 8 summarizes the contributions of this thesis and draws conclusions from each
chapter. Finally, it lists aspects that were not addressed in this thesis and provides an
overview about future works.
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2 Related Work

The core questions in MCC are how to partition a mobile application and where and
when to deploy the individual parts to accelerate the application’s execution and to
extend the battery life of the smartphone. The proposed methods in the area of MCC
can be distinguished firstly with respect to the granularity and structure of the partitions.
Their design affects largely the flexibility and efficiency of the offloading mechanism
and the layout of the corresponding execution environment of the Cloud counterpart.
Furthermore, it may also have an impact on the requirements the developer has to adhere
to when developing the mobile application. In this view, we will discuss frequently cited
related works in the following and focus particularly on their partitioning approach. The
related work sections of Chapters 4 to 7 dive then into specific fields of MCC.

The idea of Giurgiu et al. [10] relies on modularized software. Developers have therefore
to create their application by small software bundles that offer their interfaces as services
and interact via services as well. Both the smartphone and the server have to run AlfredO
[12] and OSGi [13] which support modularized software written in Java. An offline
profiling determines where to run the bundles by abstracting the resource consumption
and the data flow of the interdependent bundles as a graph and cutting it in such a way
that a given objective function is minimized or maximized. According to the authors,
optimal cuts can be determined due to the small number of bundles. A downside of
this approach is the dependency on software developers and their modularization of the
application. An unfavourable modularization cannot even be compensated by an optimal
cut when there just exist a few bundles. Despite that, the adaptation of the application
to OSGi may cause considerable additional efforts for software developers.

Another work that is based on modularized software can be found in [14]. The authors
apply a graph-cutting algorithm to partition applications that are composed by means of
Microsoft’s Component Object Model. For a certain period of time, the profiling tracks
the user in typical scenarios and records particularly the inter-component communication.
The developer may also add location constraints to the components manually. The goal
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is to minimize the communication delay of distributed applications. This solution is
primarily developed to optimize existing distributed applications that are deployed on
computers with a continuous power supply.

A more fine-grained approach is pursued in [11] by considering each class as a vertex in an
undirected graph. The edges represent the communication, in particular, the frequency
of invocations and data accesses between nodes. Each vertex is labeled with a vector
that indicates the current memory utilization, the accumulated processing time, and the
bandwidth usage of the respective class. The weighted sum of these three attributes
builds the vertex weight. At the very beginning, the proposed algorithm merges all classes
that cannot be offloaded and sums up their vertex weights. The rest of the graph has to
be partitioned into k areas that can be offloaded to k nodes. For each node, constraints
with lower and upper bounds for the aggregated vertex weights have to be predefined.
The algorithm attempts to identify partitions that adhere to the constraints and that
minimize the communication between the nodes. One of the major drawbacks of this
approach is that it always partitions an application into a given number of parts, without
checking if this number is reasonable or if offloading is required at all in the current state.
In their experiments, the mobile device is simulated by a laptop that is connected via
Wifi with two desktop computers which represent the surrogates. The connection and
roundtrip times are not considered in the proposed approach so that closely interwoven
partitions would cause major problems in real scenarios with remote surrogates. Besides
that, the authors did not specify the resource consumption of the algorithm itself. It
is in need of the current data accesses and memory and bandwidth utilizations of each
class. For example, snapshots of the JVM heap are taken during runtime to examine the
memory utilization of each class.

Chun et al. [7] employ device clones running as application-layer virtual machines to
enable an offloading approach that does not require any preparatory work by software
developers. Hence, their CloneCloud framework supports unmodified mobile applications
as well. A static analysis tool discovers first possible migration points with respect to
a method- and thread-level granularity. This implies that methods accessing certain
features of a machine or methods that share their native state with other methods,
have to stick together. A dynamic profiler captures then the execution and migration
costs for randomly chosen input data and creates a profile tree that depicts the method
invocations and their costs, e.g. their execution time. Finally, an optimizer selects the
migration points that reduce the total execution time or the energy consumption of the
mobile device by considering the computation and migration costs. During runtime the
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virtual state, the pogram counter, registers, heap objects, and the stack will be offloaded
as soon as methods marked with migration points are invoked. The downside of this
approach is that it demands for a synchronized clone. Consequently, the authors presume
in their evaluation that a VM is instantiated already and that data, applications and
configurations were available in the VM. They do not cover the additional time for the
instantiation and synchronization steps and the costs of maintenance, bandwidth and
leasing of the VM. According to Satyanarayanan et al. [4] deploying and synthesizing a
VM on a nearby computer, also known as a Cloudlet, that is connected over a 100 Mbps
network, requires between 60 and 90 seconds.

In [15] Cuervo et al. introduce MAUI, a system that is similar to the aforementioned
framework CloneCloud. Like CloneCloud, MAUI operates at the level of method gran-
ularity and requires a VM as device clone. However, MAUI is asking the developer to
annotate the methods that shall be considered for offloading. During runtime, MAUI
checks the resource consumption of these methods by serializing the required member and
static variables and by monitoring the CPU cycles and the execution times. Using the two
latter values, the energy consumption can be estimated with a linear regression model.
By incorporating additionally the bandwidth, the latency, and the size of serialized data,
MAUI is able to evaluate the costs for offloading the code and migrating the states and
to decide finally where the method will be executed. In contrast to CloneCloud, it offers
an online profiling, however, to the detriment of a higher resource consumption. And due
to the VM synchronization, MAUI is exposed to the same handicaps like CloneCloud.

ThinkAir [16] from Kosta et al. is a MCC framework that was derived from CloneCloud
and MAUI. Developers shall only need the @Remote annotation for their method to
execute it remotely. However, further details for developers are not explained. Functions
for resource consumption prediction for previously unknown methods are learned online,
that is, during runtime. Learning and capturing such monitoring data requires many
resources and usually slows down the application. Information like CPU time, display
brightness, Garbage Collector invocations and many more are provisioned. In addition,
six different Virtual Machine (VMs) types are provided. Developers may parallelize their
methods and execute them in parallel on these VMs. Yet, IPC is limited to the respective
VM and is not distributed. Table 2.1 compares the previously presented partitioning and
offloading mechanisms with MOCCAA. The framework MAUI from Cuervo et al. [15] is
omitted in the table as ThinkAir [16] from Kosta et al. extends it.

Techniques like Cloudlets [4] and dynamic Cloudlets [17] reduce the aforementioned syn-
chronization costs of VM-based approaches by detecting and leveraging nearby resources.
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However, such solutions are also beneficial and applicable to other MCC approaches and
do not directly address the disadvantage of high synchronization costs. Yang et al. [8]
mitigate the problem by analyzing the stack and heap to determine possibly accessed heap
objects. Compared to CloneCloud, they achieve better execution times through reduced
state transfer times. Nonetheless, still for each user a synchronized and customized VM
is needed that runs at least the same operating system and application.

Other works make use of well-known technologies like RPC [18, 19] and remote services [9]
that are accessible via stubs. The main drawback of these approaches is the considerable
effort a developer has to undertake to harvest their benefits. In [9] developers have to
create interfaces by using Android’s Interface Definition Language AIDL and provide
methods that transform their objects to so-called Android Parcels. Furthermore, a
second implementation has to be supplied for the remote service. Flinn et al. [18] ask
the developer to adapt their code by making extensive use of their Spectra API to be
able to invoke remote methods by means of RPC. In [19] the knowledge of the authors’
description language Vivendi is required to create the tactics the developer wants to
apply for the methods available via RPC.

Considering existing partitioning and offloading mechanisms, two constrasting trends can
be identified. While very fine-grained VM migration approaches like [7] and [15] relieve
the developers and optimize the objective functions using a high level of details and
information, they demand for fully synchronized device clones and additional time for
instantiating the VM and transmitting the data. In contrast, the rather coarse-grained
approaches provide more flexibility. In [10] and [14], it would be possible that the
components are reused by several users. Thus, components have to be offloaded only once,
but can be instantiated several times in the Cloud. In addition, the components just need
a simple runtime environment instead of a heavyweight VM. Nonetheless, developers
have to modularize their software and use frameworks like OSGi or Microsoft COM on
their mobile devices too. Furthermore, coarse-grained components do not allow the same
optimization degrees like fine-grained partitions. The class level partitioning in [11] can
be construed as an attempt of a compromise between these two different poles. However,
the offloaded partitions change over time so that they cannot be reused by different
clients. Moreover, the class granularity fails to take account of the fact that objects of
the same class may differ significantly in terms of size and number of invocations.

Our MOCCAA framework works at object and method granularity. However, the
object should represent a component with a low number of method invocations of other
components that reside on the client device. During design time, the graph partitioning
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tool of MOCCAA-InspectA helps developers to modularize their application in this regard.
For communication purposes, MOCCAA makes use of Remote Method Invocation, but
uses an intermediate serialization format that is translated seamlessly from/to Android
as well as from/to Java representations. Delta synchronization is supported to reduce
state transfer costs. Offloading is enabled through annotations at objects and methods.
VMs are not needed per user. This relieves application users as they do not need to
search and lease own VMs. Instead, servers are the responsibility of the application
providers. This allows them to reuse installed applications or even tailor them to a
more efficient utilization of the available Cloud resources. MOCCAA-RMS facilitates
monitoring, scaling, managing and finding suitable resources within the domain of the
application provider. Monitoring and prediction costs on the mobile device are reduced
through our analysis tool MOCCAA-InspectA. Local IPC is mapped to network IPC
through MOCCAA-SAM and the MOCCAA-SAM Store.
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3 Solution Overview

The approaches presented in the Related Work chapter focus on partitioning and offloading
mechanisms. However, MCC approaches can also be distinguished with respect to their
optimization goals, their observed QoS features, their discovery protocols, the type
of involved remote resources and further aspects like security, privacy, and costs and
incentives for sharing resources. Comprehensive surveys can be found in [3, 20, 21]. On
the one hand, discussing these would go beyond the scope of this thesis, and on the
other hand, many of these aspects can be treated to a great extent orthogonal to the
concrete partitioning methods and offloading approaches. Besides that, most of them
are already considered in adjacent research areas like conventional Cloud Computing,
Mobile Computing and Service-oriented Computing. Hence, we are focusing primarily on
the challenges listed in the introduction chapter, but do not lose sight of other relevant
aspects that are associated with MCC.

The modules of the MOCCAA framework can be grouped into the following parts of the
framework architecture.

• Development Part: To identify resource-intensive methods and objects that can
be offloaded, MOCCAA-InspectA is applied at development time. Nonetheless,
developers may also rely on their own knowledge and experience and skip this step.

• Mobile Part: MOCCAA-DRMI and the MOCCAA annotations enable developers
to mark and configure objects and methods for offloading to given servers.

• Cloud Part: MOCCAA-RMS monitors the load of servers and assigns offloading
jobs to matching servers. Developers install it on their servers to obtain a self-
configuring, scalable and distributed resource management and discovery system
tailored for Mobile Cloud Computing.

• IPC Part: The middleware MOCCAA-SAM and the central registry MOCCAA-
SAM Store allow different patterns for local and distributed IPC. In particular,
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they support the integration of remote components executed in the Cloud, which
may be prioritized over resource-intensive local implementations.

The following sections introduce each MOCCAA module and show the interplay between
them. A detailed description is found in the upcoming chapters.

3.1 MOCCAA Annotations and MOCCAA-DRMI

Our approach works at the level of method and object granularity. At the beginning,
either the developer applies MOCCAA-InspectA to detect very resource consuming
objects and methods or decides based on own experience. A further benefit of MOCCAA-
InspectA is the automatic detection of cycles. Candidate methods should not have cyclic
dependencies on their invoking methods. An unfavorable constellation would be, for
instance, a method A.a1() calling a method B.b1() while B.b1() itself would call, maybe
indirectly, method A.a1(). In that case, B.b1() should only be executed remotely if
A.a1() is offloaded too.

Subsequently, the developer has to annotate candidate objects and methods as briefly
shown in Listing 3.1 and 3.2. The annotation @InjectOffloadable is used to mark the
concrete object reference. In this way, our framework is injecting a proxy that holds
an instance of the class referred to. Dependency Injection [22] is well-known to most
developers and does not impose a high burden on them. As demonstrated in Listing
3.1, the methods of the object can be invoked as usual and do not need any special
treatment.

public class MyClass {

@InjectOffloadable

ComplexCalc complexCalc;

public int m1(int p1, String p2) {

complexCalc.setVar1(p2);

complexCalc.doComplexCalc(p1);

...

System.out.print(complexCalc.getVar1());

}

}

Listing 3.1: Annotating the offloadable object
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The injection is implemented through bytecode manipulation and carried out by means
of the Javassist library [23]. The injected proxy intercepts all method invocations on the
instantiated object and decides whether a local or a remote execution shall take place.
The default behaviour is a local execution. In contrast, invocations of methods, which
are labeled with the @Offload annotation, lead to further analyses that evaluate the
availability of applicable remote resources given through the @OffloadServers annotation.
Alternatively, the annotation @OffloadRegistries can be used, if servers are managed by
MOCCAA-RMS.

@Offloadable

@OffloadServers({ipAddress1, ipAddress2})

public class ComplexCalc {

String var1;

@Offload

public void doComplexCalc(int p1) {

...

}

...

}

Listing 3.2: Annotating the class and the method

This behaviour can be adapted through a plugin architecture. Adding the annotation
@OffloadEvaluator(...) to an @Offload method, a class implementing our Evaluator
interface can be specified. The Evaluator will then be instantiated by the proxy and
used whenever the @Offload method is invoked. The method parameters and the proxied
object are handed over to the Evaluator so that it is capable to decide with the aid of the
current content and size of the parameters and object whether a local or remote execution
is favorable. Additionally, MOCCAA-InspectA can inject aspects that monitor different
quality dimensions and provide them through a Monitor singleton to Evaluators.

Figure 3.1 illustrates the simplified sequence diagram of a proxied method call. The
remote instance of ComplexCalc is not called directly. Indeed, MOCCAA-DRMI is applied
for marshalling and unmarshalling object graphs and parameters in a delta-synchronized
manner. After unmarshalling the transferred data at the server, the remote method is
invoked. Hence, whenever a method is called remotely, the actual proxied object will
be synchronized with the server side. The first time, the whole object graph will be
transferred. After executing the method, the delta will be transferred back and applied
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to the object graph on client side. A second method invocation on the same object would
just transfer the delta from client to server and subsequently call the method. Further
details are introduced in Chapter 4.

:MyClass :Proxy :ComplexCalc 
[local] 

:ComplexCalc 
[remote] :Evaluator :Monitor

doComplexCalc

return

evaluate

return

getMonitoring

return

alt: Evaluation prefers local execution

doComplexCalc

return

doComplexCalc

return

[else]

Figure 3.1: Simplified sequence diagram of a proxied method invocation

Many scenarios could benefit from a parallel processing of the workload on one or multiple
servers. Therefore, MOCCAA supports additional annotations that allow developers to
split tasks and deploy them on multiple servers and aggregate the results on one server
or one device. While a single @Offload annotation supports the remote execution of a
method on a server, a chain of @Offload methods allows the server to offload the received
object again and execute the next method on another server. The first server takes the
role of a client.

Listing 3.3 shows two methods doComplexCalc and doComplexParallelCalc. While do-
ComplexCalc is executed on the server with the address ipAddress1, it delegates the
execution of doComplexParallelCalc to another server. The annotation @Splittable
effects that the array is splitted into multiple arrays. Hence, the method doComplexPar-
allelCalc is invoked on the servers with the addresses ipAddress2, ipAddress3, ipAddress4,
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but each of them is receiving another part of the array. Each of them could store its
results in another field or another part of an array.

The @Splittable annotation is experimental as there is no check for side effects. In
Section 5.7, the @Splittable annotation is used in the scope of a comprehensive example.

@Offloadable

public class ComplexCalc {

String Name;

int[] resultArray;

@Offload

@OffloadServers(ipAddress1)

public void doComplexCalc(int p1, URL[] imgURLs) {

...

doComplexParallelCalc(imgURLs, p2);

...

}

@Offload

@OffloadServers({ipAddress2,

ipAddress3, ipAddress4 })

public void doComplexParallelCalc(@Splittable URL[] imgURLs, int p2){

...

}

}

Listing 3.3: Chain of @Offload and @Splittable

Assuming that the server part of MOCCAA is installed on the addressed servers, this
configuration is already sufficient to employ basic MCC functionality.

Nonetheless, this configuration evinces a lack of flexibility when it comes to the distribution
of workload. Servers might be highly utilized, suffer from bad communication links or
even be down so that alternative servers have to be employed. MOCCAA-RMS extends
therefore our framework with run-time server monitoring and distributed registries. It is
accessible through REST and delivers, inter alia, detailed information about available
servers that fulfil the constraints given by the client.

Flexibility is also demanded when it comes to the consideration of devices with different
or varying resource capacities. The decision to offload may depend on the current
performance of the mobile device. Chapter 5, in particular MOCCAA-InspectA, show
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how the resource consumption of methods can be estimated in advance. Furthermore,
semi-automatic partitioning is explained. It supports developers in finding partitions
that have low offloading costs and high gains with respect to battery life and execution
time.

3.2 MOCCAA-InspectA

The MOCCAA-InspectA tool helps developers in analyzing their applications in a fine
granular way. At development time, the developer has to provide some typical and
atypical input data, for example, by means of JUnit tests. These tests enable MOCCAA-
InspectA to analyze method invocations, object graphs, execution times and the resource
consumption. Since tests should be anyway part of the application development, these
requirements do not impose high burdens on developers.

By means of an AspectJ compiler, MOCCAA-InspectA weaves Aspects around the
methods of the application. After each method the CPU time, the memory usage, the
battery status and the execution time of the current thread are recorded. During the
execution of the application a dump is created on the mobile device, which includes also
the method invocation paths and call frequencies. It is stored as a GraphML file that is
imported into MOCCAA-InspectA to be analyzed further. First, the monitoring data is
fed into a graph partitioning tool, that applies our Max-Cut-Max-Flow heuristic on the
call graph to find a beneficial partitioning. The heuristic is explained in Section 5.4.

Subsequently, the developer has to annotate the respective resource-intensive methods
and the associated classes and objects. Our partitioning verification tool checks, inter
alia, for cyclic invocations between the invoking method and the remote or annotated
method. For this purpose, we do not investigate the previously created GraphML dump
since it is very likely that call graphs of test runs do not cover all possible execution
paths. Instead, a System Dependence Graph (SDG) is generated by means of the static
code.

All information, including the annotated methods, their invocation paths, call frequencies,
and resource consumption are further analyzed to generate prediction functions used by
Evaluators. These serve as estimators for the resource consumption at runtime. During
runtime certain monitoring Aspects are kept to deliver monitoring data to Evaluators
and their prediction functions. Chapter 5 discusses several techniques for predicting
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and estimating the resource consumption of method executions. The estimated resource
consumption is also communicated with MOCCAA-RMS to find suitable servers.

3.3 MOCCAA-RMS

Knowing the resource demands of the client, a matching server has to be searched that
can process the user request. Offloading shall not only reduce the energy consumption of
the mobile device but should also reduce the overall response time of the application.
This requires initially a fast resource discovery through one or more registries that have a
low time and message complexity to find suitable servers. What is even more important,
is that servers supporting the application’s execution are as close as possible to the client.
While the resource discovery is just needed at the beginning, an intensive communication
may take place between the client and its offloaded part on the discovered server.

A further important requirement is the ease of use for developers. A reliable Resource
Management System (RMS) that automatically configures and monitors servers and
registries and allocates tasks is desirable. Furthermore, it should scale well whenever
more resources are added to the system.

MOCCAA-RMS is a self-configuring Resource Management and Discovery System.
Developers only need to install it on their servers and specify an initial root server.
They organize themselves such that eventually a tree of registries is established with
leaf nodes as worker nodes that process offloading tasks. Within each group of worker
nodes, a super peer is responsible for scheduling incoming offloading tasks. Monitoring
data is reported by super peers in an aggregated manner to parent nodes. Thus, earlier
ancestors receive a more coarse-grained overview of their descendants, which is beneficial
for scalability, however, at the expense of precision in higher levels of the registry tree.

MOCCAA-RMS allows clients to find preferably close servers fulfilling their given resource
requirements. MOCCAA-RMS is presented in Chapter 6. A discussion about related
works in the area of Cluster, Grid, and Cloud Computing is included too.

3.4 MOCCAA-SAM and MOCCAA-SAM Store

So far, the MOCCAA framework has only taken single applications into account. Existing
approaches also focus on assisting single applications [7, 8, 16, 24]. Interactions and
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interdependencies between cooperating applications have only received limited attention,
although they form an ideal basis for outsourcing tasks to third parties in the Cloud.
Figure 3.2 illustrates potential IPC in current MCC approaches. If IPC occurs, both
participating parties have to be offloaded to the same server.
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Figure 3.2: IPC staying local.

MOCCAA-SAM supports the redirection of IPC messages, which ask, for example, for
complex calculations, image processing, weather data, and so forth, to remote endpoints
capable of responding to these. For this purpose, it makes use of its local knowledge
base, which resembles a registry with reasoning capabilities. If a target component is not
found on the local device or if the client application prefers remote execution, the remote
MOCCAA-SAM Store will be queried for matching counterparts. Semantic information
supports unambiguos matches. The result may be a downloadable component or a remote
endpoint satisfying the constraints given by the client application.

MOCCAA-SAM is a message-oriented middleware that allows different patterns of
interaction. In certain cases, for example, user data is already present in the Cloud and
third party applications may process them online instead of downloading the data to the
mobile device. The Mobile Code IPC pattern presented in Chapter 7 enables applications
to upload mobile code to a remote sandbox which is fed by the user data located in the
Cloud. Locally available components may serve as fallback solutions if communication
link failures occur or if servers are down. MOCCAA-SAM, MOCCAA-SAM Store and
patterns that are useful in the scope of MCC, are explained in Chapter 7.
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4 MOCCAA-DRMI

The communication overhead when offloading application parts, application states,
parameters, files or any other kind of data required for the fulfillment of the outsourced
task and the communication overhead when synchronizing back the results, is a major
bottleneck in MCC. Without this overhead, almost every task on a mobile device would
be sent to powerful computers and be executed remotely. Since this is not the case,
partitioning algorithms try to find cuts in the call graph of applications that minimize
the communication efforts and maximize time or battery savings [11, 25, 26, 27]. The
communication latency can be reduced further by preferring nearby servers or Cloudlets
[4, 28]. Another technique is to assess available communication links, which are normally
WLAN and cellular connections, and calculate then the tradeoff between local and remote
execution [27, 29]. MOCCAA applies these techniques through MOCCAA-InspectA,
MOCCAA-RMS and injected Aspects and Evaluators.

An additional dimension for reducing the communication overhead, which has yet received
only limited attention, is given by the communication protocol itself. MOCCAA-DRMI
(Delta-synchronized Remote Method Invocation) makes use of the application state that is
transferred at the time of the initial offloading and returns, in case of back-synchronization
and future interactions, only the delta between the new and the received state.

The following sections first explain existing and relevant approaches and introduce then
MOCCAA-DRMI. Finally, an evaluation proves the efficiency of our communication
protocol, but also reveals shortcomings in the event of large numbers of changes. A
tradeoff is proposed to avoid this drawback 1.

1Partial results of this chapter have been published at the 8th International Conference on Cloud
Computing and Services Science, 2018 [30]. Co-authors helped in implementing the approach, but did
not contribute to the idea or to writings.
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4.1 Related Work

Comparing existing MCC approaches, clone-based frameworks like CloneCloud [7], MAUI
[15] and ThinkAir [16] require the highest synchronization efforts. They first synchronize
the whole application state, which includes the heap and the stacks, and start then
the remote thread. In addition, these approaches have to take care of the application
environment since the remote clone needs the same operating system, the same updates
and the same libraries as the local device. First efforts to reduce these communication
expenses were made in [31] and [8]. Yang et al. [8] mitigate the problem by analyzing the
stack and heap to determine possibly accessed heap objects. Compared to CloneCloud,
they achieve significantly better execution times through reduced state transfer times.
Nonetheless, still for each user a synchronized and customized VM is needed that runs
at least the same operating system and application. In [31], the delta between two
application versions is extracted as patch. When updating an application, only the
patch is transferred and applied on the old version. Subsequently, the old application
version is uninstalled and replaced by the new one. This solution is not addressing
the communication between client and server when offloading the state of a running
application, but could alleviate the update costs for VM clones. Nevertheless, a private
VM has to run for each user.

In [4] and [17], nearby resources are utilized to reduce the synchronization costs of
clone-based approaches. Nonetheless, the main drawback of transferring high amounts of
data for synchronizing client and server is not addressed. In general, nearby resources
that are accessible through high transfer rates and with low latencies would also be
beneficial and applicable to other MCC approaches.

Frameworks that make use of Remote Procedure Calls, Remote Method Invocation or
Web services [9, 19], first transfer the skeleton or service implementation to an available
server and invoke then the requested method with the required parameters. Due to the
requirement of locally available implementations in MCC, these methods may be invoked
on local objects too. For this reason, remote objects have to be synchronized first with
the local ones, before a remote execution can be started. Whenever methods are invoked
on objects on server side, they may change object states that have to be synchronized
back. However, none of the existing approaches reduces the amount of transferred data
through elaborated serialization or synchronization algorithms or adapted architectures.
In general, no delta synchronization algorithms or libraries were found for Java and
Android.
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4.2 Foundations

Communicating object states requires first the serialization of object graphs. According to
[32], serialization is mainly used to persist data for storing it or communicating it through
networks by transforming a data structure into a sequence of data. Deserialization
reconstructs the data structure from the received data sequence. Both may be combined
with a compression algorithm, for example, to reduce storage and bandwidth needs. For
a further reduction, binary serialization formats are preferable since human-readable
formats, like e.g. JSON, YAML and XML, carry additional information about the
structure and naming. This is not needed if the client application and the server
counterpart are aware of the schema, if the schema is communicated beforehand or if
both sides have the same platform and code.

A benchmark listing the performance of current JVM serializers can be found in [33].
While for the scenario given in [33] the built-in JVM serializer is on average 6 times slower
than the fastest serializers protostuff and kryo, a non-cached XML serialization by means
of JAXB even decreases speed by a factor of 1000. Without any further compression the
message size for the JVM serializer is more than twice the message size of protostuff and
kryo. JAXB, which is used by default in Web service stubs and skeletons in Java, yields
to message sizes that are about three to four times larger. The benchmark in [34] comes
to similar results. However, here JAXB is around 100 times slower than kryo and has
approximately the same message sizes as the JVM serializer.

During the serialization process, the built-in JVM serializer captures first the metadata
of a class and subsequently that of its superclasses before starting writing the data
associated with the instance. For each field of the instance the type, the name, the length
of the name, and the data are recorded. If a field has a non-primitive type, its class and
parent classes are described first through metadata. This may result in multiple class tree
traversals and messages with a high metadata ratio. To apply the JVM serializer, each
class requires a unique serial version ID and has to implement the Serializable interface.
The ID of type long is part of the metadata and thus contributes to the overall message
size.

To reduce the message size and the complexity, performant serializers like protostuff
and kryo make several assumptions that allow them to omit class metadata and field
descriptions. We opted for kryo as the fundament of our delta synchronization since
it is well-tested for Java and Android, does not require schema definitions or class
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modifications, and is also suited for object graphs containing cycles. In particular the
latter aspect is a downside of protostuff. However, by means of extensions protostuff
can be equipped with cycle detection too. In contrast to the built-in JVM serializer,
kryo expects that classes on both sides have the same order of fields. In addition, kryo
foregoes metadata for classes. Only the fully qualified name of classes unknown so far
are serialized. They are assigned an incremented integer value for indexing and future
abbreviations.

4.3 Delta Synchronization

As described in Chapter 3, MOCCAA works on object and method granularity. It applies
the delta synchronization between object graphs on client and server side. We assume
that class files and needed libraries are available on both sides. Application providers
include their own Cloud resources where the remote part is already installed. Further
information regarding the Cloud resources can be found in Chapter 6. In particular,
Section 6.2 and 6.3.1 give detailed reasons for pre-installed applications in the Cloud. To
be more precise, MOCCAA does not require VM clones in the Cloud, but expects that
application partitions, which will be discussed in Chapter 5, are available remotely. In
the following, these partitions are referred to as components.

Components in the sense of MOCCAA can be thought of as usual Java packages that
have, however, only a single public class or interface. Components that shall be executed
remotely require the annotation @Offloadable at their public interface or class. Within a
component, any other method in the component or package may be invoked. Furthermore,
interfaces of other components may be used, if no cyclic dependencies occur. With respect
to cyclic dependencies, deadlocks and race conditions that may appear in case of remote
executions of components that run in parallel to local operations, Section 5.5 presents our
code checking tool that examines during the design phase, if the code meets or violates
specific conditions.

As mentioned in the introduction to this chapter, MOCCAA-DRMI aims at commu-
nicating only the deltas between the states of a component located at the client and
a server. To execute a public method of a component remotely or, in other words, to
offload its method execution, the state of the component has to be transferred first. After
the method is invoked on the component with the given parameters, the server side shall
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subsequently return only the differences between the new and the old state. In succeeding
requests, the client may send itself just the delta to the server.

A prerequisite for delta synchronization is the definite identification of objects. Therefore,
MOCCAA injects an identification field offloadId into the classes of an offloadable
component during design time. The injection is performed by means of the bytecode
manipulator Javassist. The identification field allows MOCCAA-DRMI to assign objects
unique IDs during runtime. Omitting this field, could lead to the scenario depicted in
Figure 4.1. The top left side illustrates the state of the client before offloading the objects
1, 2, and 3. The white object graph is transferred then to a server, where the method
invocation leads to the instantiation of object 4 and the replacement of object 3 by object
4. Without a unique ID, it is not determinable, if object 3 was replaced or whether it
just changed the values of some member variables. Algorithms such as rsync or xdelta
[35], for instance, work on streams and are thought for file systems. They are not able to
detect such deltas with their sliding window approach.
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Figure 4.1: Object 3 replaced on server, but still referenced by object 0 at client side

During runtime, the proxy intercepts calls on @Offload methods. If the Evaluator decides
to execute remotely, the proxy serializes initially the object graph by first numbering
the unnumbered objects and applying then the Kryo serialization library 2. The benefit
of Kryo is that classes do not need to implement Java’s Serializable interface and that

2https://github.com/EsotericSoftware/kryo
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it works on Android too. Furthermore, it compresses the serialized file more efficiently
[36].

The method parameters are also serialized and transferred together with the object graph
and the method name. However, parameters are passed by value, the object and its
member variables behave like passed-by-reference. In this way, the developer can decide
what shall be synchronized back and what not.

After the remote method invocation, the proxy returns immediately since we apply an
asynchronous RMI. The client application can continue its execution as long as it is not
invoking any further methods on the object. In the latter case, for example after invoking
a getter on the object, the proxy would block until the object is synchronized back. In
case a timeout is reached or the communication link is broken, our proxy invokes the
local method.

We decided on an asynchronous RMI as we expect high workloads and long execution
times. Nonetheless, the developer should take into account not to access any objects
from the transferred object graph as long as it is not synchronized back. For this purpose,
the developer should invoke a method such as a getter on the object so that the proxy
blocks until synchronization is finished, or access the object graph in general through
methods of the annotated object as it is proxied. In Section 5.5, MOCCAA-InspectA
supports developers in detecting potential race conditions.

On server side, the framework deserializes the object graph and parameters and invokes
through Java Reflection the method with the given parameters. A copy of the received
original graph is kept in memory. After method execution, a depth-first search is
comparing the changed and the original graph and noting down all differences by
recording the concerned object ID, the field ID (field position), the new value (ID
in case of reference), and a code that is describing the required command, for example,
resizing an array, assigning a value, adding or removing an element from a collection.
Due to unique IDs cyclic references do not pose a problem during the graph comparison.
Newly added objects are assigned IDs from a new range of successive IDs that does not
intersect with that of the client. The recorded deltas and the compressed and new objects
are transferred back by invoking a callback function on the client. On client side, the
commands are applied through reflection.

On client side, the previous serialization file is replaced by the serialization of the updated
and synchronized version of the object graph. This allows the client to transfer itself only
the deltas to the server when invoking a remote method on the object a second time.
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The following section compares Java RMI and our Delta-synchronized RMI (MOCCAA-
DRMI) and discusses their advantages and disadvantages.

4.4 Evaluation

The first experiment is carried out on a local computer. Both the client and the server are
running on the same device, a notebook with 8 GB of memory, an Intel i5 processor with
two 2.6 GHz cores and Java 1.8. All used libraries, including Kryo, Javassist, AspectJ and
our proxies and Evaluators can run on Java 1.8 as well as on Android 6 and upper. This
allows an application for Cloud Computing as well as Mobile Cloud Computing. However,
since we compared our approach with Java RMI, which is not suited for Android, we
restricted the following experiments to Java VMs.

Table 4.1: Experiment 1 - Java RMI executed locally

Java RMI
Number of
objects

Submitted
in Bytes

Received
in Bytes

RTT
in ms

10 241 241 2.5

100 1411 1411 4.4

1000 13111 13111 21.4

10000 130111 130111 62.3

20000 260111 260111 72.3

30000 390111 390111 343.0

For the experiment, a class Node is implemented. It has one Integer field and two Node
references so that a tree was created. On the root node, we invoked a method with
an Integer parameter that changed the Integer field of a random successor node. The
method was executed on the server which required first the whole object graph. In case
of MOCCAA-DRMI, the delta was returned then after method execution and applied to
the client’s object graph. In case of Java RMI, the whole object graph had to be returned
to stay synchronized. Each value in Table 4.1 and 4.2 shows the average of 100 runs.

The local execution shows the time overhead independent of the used network and
bandwidth. The object graphs with 10 and 100 nodes are processed and synchronized
faster with Java RMI. MOCCAA-DRMI has first to create copies of the received object
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Table 4.2: Experiment 1 - MOCCAA-DRMI executed locally

MOCCAA-DRMI
Number of
objects

Submitted
in Bytes

Received
in Bytes Java RMI

10 78 35 5.0

100 708 35 6.2

1000 7009 35 7.0

10000 70009 35 30.4

20000 140010 35 35.2

30000 210010 35 52.9

graphs and traverses the object graph to detect the changes. At a certain level, copying
and traversing the object graph with MOCCAA-DRMI is faster then serializing with
Java RMI. The test with 1000 nodes shows that MOCCAA-DRMI performs faster than
Java RMI when the graph gets more complex and the changes are small. Since only one
Integer is changed, the serialization costs for the delta are negligible then.

Regarding the message size, the response of MOCCAA-DRMI retains its size as expected
since all test scenarios change one Integer value. Hence, the new Integer value, an assign
command, the field position and the object ID and header information are returned.
Compared with Java RMI, the request message size is smaller too due to a compression
with Kryo.

Table 4.3: Results of experiment 2 with a bandwidth of 10 MBit/s for upload
and 42 MBit/s for download

Number of objects
in object graph

RTT in ms
DRMI Java RMI

10 35.5 32.4

100 36.7 34.9

1000 39.3 56.0

10000 65.4 116.1

20000 71.9 154.8

30000 84.2 448.4
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Repeating the same experiment over a network with a client upload rate of 10 MBit/s
and a download rate of 42 MBit/s, we obtain the results listed in Table 4.3. The message
size stays the same like in experiment 1. The average ping time between client and server
were 30 ms. Compared to Java RMI, MOCCAA-DRMI has a lower increase in roundtrip
times due to small message sizes. Restricting the bandwidth further would be in favour
of MOCCAA-DRMI.

Table 4.4: Experiment 3 - Java RMI locally executed. 10% of all Integers are updated.

Java RMI
Number of
objects

Number of
deltas

Submitted
in Bytes

Received
in Bytes

RTT
in ms

10 1 241 241 2.4

100 10 1411 1411 4.3

1000 100 13111 13111 21.8

10000 1000 130111 130111 63.5

20000 2000 260111 260111 74.2

30000 3000 390111 390111 339.3

Experiment 3 complies with the conditions of experiment 1 except that 10% of all Integer
values are changed. Thus, the number of deltas is increased. Table 4.4 and 4.5 show
that the response message size of MOCCAA-DRMI grows and that it almost reaches
1/10 of the Java RMI message sizes. Each delta requires around 10 Bytes. As expected,
the roundtrip time also increases slightly. However, the performance does not decrease
much.

The experiments lead to the conclusion that an option should be provided for developers,
if they want to deactivate delta calculations and always transfer the whole object graph.
This is recommended whenever message sizes are a few bytes to kilobytes or whenever
most elements of the object graph are changed. In contrast, determining and transferring
deltas is highly suitable when few modifications are expected and message sizes are a few
kilobytes, megabytes or bigger. In addition, it can also be preferred when clients often
invoke methods on the same object.
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Table 4.5: Experiment 3 - MOCCAA-DRMI locally executed. 10% of all Integers are updated.

MOCCAA-DRMI
Number of
objects

Number of
deltas

Submitted
in Bytes

Received
in Bytes

RTT
in ms

10 1 78 35 5.3

100 10 708 116 6.1

1000 100 7009 963 8.3

10000 1000 70009 9964 37.0

20000 2000 140010 19964 46.7

30000 3000 210010 29964 61.3
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5 MOCCAA-InspectA

As introduced in the previous section, MOCCAA requires different kinds of annotations,
user-defined Evaluators and servers equipped with MOCCAA-RMS to offload object
graphs and outsource method execution. In contrast to [11, 15], a fully autonomous
offloading procedure is not intended, though possible under certain conditions. Assuming
that a mobile operating system is used that allows access to fine granular resource
monitoring, an autonomous offloading framework necessitates capturing the resource
consumption of each method, predicting the future invocation path and consumption,
and determining the partitions for offloading. Other applications running in parallel
and the available local and remote system resources must also be taken into account to
be able to decide about what to offload when and where. The whole procedure, which
has to be repeated regularly, is mainly at the expense of local battery power, storage
and computational performance as each method call is embraced by multiple monitoring
calls.

A strategy to mitigate monitoring efforts can be achieved through correlations between
different quality dimensions such as execution time, CPU cycles and battery consumption.
In [15], for example, linear regression models help to estimate the energy consumption
of methods through measuring the CPU cycles. Network characteristics are assessed
whenever a method is offloaded or by sending/receiving 10kB packages to a specific
server. Cutting back the data collection will, however, reduce the precision and, above all,
not skip the partitioning task, which is an NP-hard optimization problem [24]. Further
problems become obvious when diving into an application’s code.

Firstly, before migrating an application’s part to a third-party server, all dependencies
have to be detected and possibly submitted, too. This includes dynamically loaded
classes and libraries, processes addressed through IPC techniques, and resources accessed
locally. State-of-the-art tools, such as presented in [37], are only capable of creating
System Dependence Graphs (SDGs) for statically typed object-oriented applications. A
feasible option would be the use of proxies. After offloading code, proxies could intercept
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not available objects and method calls and ask the mobile device to deliver the associated
parts in addition. Yang et al. implemented a similar approach in [8] in order to avoid
the synchronization of the whole application’s heap and stacks.

Secondly, a fully autonomous partitioning and offloading framework has to handle the
same issues known from any other distributed system. This includes termination criteria,
race conditions, and deadlocks. For example, an application is partitioned during runtime
into two parts. The second part is migrated to a remote server and executed there.
Whenever it creates, updates or deletes global variables, system properties, files or other
resources that might be created or accessed by a second application on the local device,
a race condition can occur. Furthermore, due to tight coupling the first part of the local
application has to be stopped while the second part is running in the Cloud. For this
reason, VM-based approaches such as Clone Cloud [7] and MAUI [15] are thought for
single thread applications. After initializing and synchronizing the VM clone on the
server, the local thread is resumed whenever the remote execution is finished and the
state transferred back.

If a parallel execution shall be supported, the framework has to search, inter alia, for
partitions that fulfill the Bernstein conditions listed in [38] and, in specific cases, further
conditions mentioned in [39]. Alternatively, a thread granularity can be applied in multi-
threaded applications. In [40], Gordon et al. assume that developers make use of the
built-in synchronization mechanisms of Java, for example locks and conditions, whenever
heap objects are accessed. This allows the creation of happened-before relationships
[41] between reads and writes of different threads. When a thread is migrated to a
surrogate VM, the whole application is stopped, the program state is synchronized
through a distributed shared memory approach, and finally the local and remote threads
are resumed. Encountering a lock will trigger a synchronization of object states and
the acquisition of the lock. Therefore, object fields are tracked and marked with a dirty
flag whenever they are updated. The average acceleration the framework achieved for
applications such as chess, calculus, image processing, poker, and sudoku were 2.88
through a Wifi and 1.28 through a 3G connection. Threads were offloaded from a 1 GHz
smartphone to a 8 x 3.12 GHz server.

Notwithstanding the preceding option, mostly an automatic parallel execution is not
possible for monolithic applications since objects within the application are strongly
interwoven with each other and, thus, would require permanent synchronization. Excep-
tions are applications that offload single calculations and encapsulated operations like,
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for example, in case of chess and calculus. Finally, file access, IPC, reflection, system
properties and further aspects have to be considered.

In summary, high monitoring efforts, NP-hard partitioning, and distributed synchroniza-
tion issues contradict an autonomous partitioning and offloading framework for MCC.
Instead, MOCCAA advocates strong cohesion and loose coupling between an application’s
partitions. Therefore, it supports developers at design time to detect and establish a
safe and cost-efficient, but static partitioning. The ideal cutting points are determined
by use of MOCCAA-InspectA and multiple test runs of the application. Through the
analysis of call graphs and SDGs, MOCCAA-InspectA also highlights interdependencies
between partitions. These should be resolved by the developer such that a partition is
only used through a single interface or class. The application shall ultimately comprise
components that encapsulate resource-intensive functionalities and that are replaceable
by their remote equivalents.

The final decision about an application’s partitioning is taken by developers when they
annotate the interfaces or classes that serve as points of access for the resource-intensive
functionalities. MOCCAA-InspectA gives hints where these access points could be or, to
put it in another way, where to cut and where to restructure. Restructuring expenses are
kept to a minimum when developers adhere to a few specific design guidelines. They resem-
ble those known and common for microservice architectures [42], but with stronger focus
on encapsulating resource-intensive functionalities rather than business functionalities.
The design guidelines are presented and discussed in detail in Section 5.3.

MOCCAA-InspectA not only supports developers in partitioning their applications,
but also assists in finding monitoring points and prediction functions for estimating
the resource consumption of components during runtime. The prediction functions
are utilized in so called Evaluators that decide whether a component’s computation is
offloaded to a remote server or not. Evaluators, the identification of ideal monitoring
points, and the determination of prediction functions are presented in Section 5.6 after
examining related works, architectural guidelines, graph partitioning and the verification
of the partitioning.

5.1 Related Work

In the previous section, automatic partitioning and offloading was excluded due to
miscellaneous strong disadvantages. The following sections focus on MCC approaches
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that demand modularized applications and renounce automatic partitioning. This enables
us to classify and assess MOCCAA with respect to state-of-the-art approaches.

In general, safe and robust solutions for MCC are obtained if developers implement
their application for a distributed environment from the very beginning. The first step
is a modularized structure with clear interfaces, which also eliminates the automatic
partitioning step. MCC frameworks that are laid out for already decomposed applications,
typically map then local communication between modules to well-known client server
concepts such as Remote Procedure Calls [18, 19] and Web services [9, 17]. These MCC
approaches differ from each other in the degree of autonomy regarding the offloading
time and place, in the considered offloading conditions, and in developing efforts. In [18]
developers have to make use of the Spectra API for including remote implementations.
In [19], the authors’ description language Vivendi enables developers to create tactic files
that list potential candidate methods and indicate parameters which shall be considered
for the offloading decision. Subsequently, stubs are generated that have to be placed in
the application code manually by the developer. During runtime, the authors’ system
Chroma monitors local resources and the selected methods resource consumptions and
tries to predict their future resource demands. Based on the resource availability, the
predicted resource demands, the parameters indicated in the tactics file, and a utility
function, a decision is made for or against a remote execution.

Service-oriented approaches, like in [9, 17], resemble the RPC-based approaches. Devel-
opers make use of a proxy which, depending on the available local and remote resources,
sends the request to a local or a remote service. In both the RPC-based and the service-
oriented approaches, the remote service implementations differ from local ones and are
developed and optimized for a server’s runtime environment. In contrast, Rellermeyer
et al. [12] assume that both the client and server are backed by the same platform
technology and propose to utilize an OSGi framework and an R-OSGi middleware [13].
OSGi bundles are Java components that expose their interfaces as local services which
are managed by the local OSGi service registry. By means of R-OSGi remote parties can
access these services. In [12], the authors equip the middleware with the functionality
of moving bundles. Entry-level smartphones would thus run presentation-tier bundles
supported by remote logic-tier bundles while high-end devices could also execute back-end
bundles locally to drop communication latency.

Although many client-server-based solutions, in particular Web services and R-OSGi,
support asynchronous calls, they are typically used and set up in a synchronous manner.
This configuration can be due to subjacent protocol and infrastructure restrictions (e.g.
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HTTP 1.1, firewall), and due to reasons of convenience and simplicity for developers.
In Chapter 4, we presented MOCCAA-DRMI, which is an asynchronous and delta-
synchronized RMI that is, however, used like any local synchronous method call. The
local execution will only block when the results are actually accessed. An early method
call can thus save time. In addition, MOCCAA-SAM supports IPC between different
applications and their local and remote components through message passing, which
is inherently asynchronous. MOCCAA-SAM and its benefits and shortcomings are
explained in Chapter 7.

A further alternative for asynchronous solutions are mobile agents. The application has to
be pre-partitioned into a local client and computationally intensive components that are
packaged as agent behaviors. In [43], the authors therefore run the JADE environment on
the smartphone and as containers provided through PaaS (Platform as a Service) in the
Cloud. Whenever local resources are scarce and sufficient remote resources available, the
agent and its current state are serialized and sent to a PaaS instance where it executes
its tasks which were implemented as behaviors. The agent may send results back to the
client and stay on the server, or migrate back, be deleted or move to another server. The
latter option is not used by the authors, but is suggested for moving to more powerful
servers. Indeed, a monitoring and prediction component on the mobile device decides
where and when the agent has to migrate to. The agent is not responsible for decision
making. The agent environment JADE is mainly used for reliable and asynchronous code
offloading.

The agent-based approach [43] as well as the OSGi-based technique [12] allow the
exchange of code between client and server on account of same runtime environments.
The procedure of migrating a components code to a remote party and execute it there is
also known as Mobile Code Offloading. It requires that all needed libraries and other
dependencies are either bundled in the component or are available at the remote site
too. Further issues are trust, security, safety, communication costs and billing since
most approaches for Mobile Code Offloading expect that neither the application provider
nor the user have own remote resources at their disposal. Instead, it is assumed that
third parties or other users nearby [44, 45] offer resources including the needed version of
runtime environment. In [44], for example, the author’s framework Scavenger is offloading
an image processing component together with user photos and necessary libraries to the
computer of other users. Transferring code and libraries may strain the communication
link and slow down the whole application. Exposing private data to third parties may
violate a user’s privacy and property rights. In general, the question arises whether and
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in which scenarios code offloading is beneficial and which effects and impacts it has on
the partitioning process.

5.2 Principles

As mentioned in the introduction of this chapter, MOCCAA advocates strong cohesion
and loose coupling between an application’s partitions. For this reason, it analyzes a
developers code during design time and assists in determining monitoring points and
prediction functions by collected test data. In particular, the assistance for structuring
code and bundling resource-intensive partitions distinguishes MOCCAA from other MCC
approaches. Furthermore, MOCCAA does not rely on one prediction function or a certain
prediction technique and does not monitor features that do not narrow the prediction
outcome. Techniques, functions, and features are first assessed automatically during
testing. If no well-performing solution is found, the developer may provide code for
decision making.

Regarding code offloading, MOCCAA supports two different modes. MOCCAA-SAM
enables applications to send proactively mobile code to third parties if the required
platform, libraries and dependencies are or can be provided at the remote site, if the user
has an account there, and if the correct token is injected into the submitted message
(Chapter 7). This kind of code offloading is preferable when dependencies to third parties
exist. These could be, for instance, file hosting providers that store images, videos and
other files in the Cloud, but might provide them on the smartphone too. A further example
is given by third-party libraries that may have highly performant implementations in
the Cloud. The mobile code would be executed then in the Cloud without transferring
libraries or user data. The partitioning process of MOCCAA-InspectA has to consider
remotely available data and third-party implementations, but has to take also into account
users that do not adopt such services.

The second offloading scheme serves the purpose of utilizing the application provider’s
own servers. When computation shall be offloaded, the resource management system
MOCCAA-RMS (Chapter 6) checks which servers of the application provider have suffi-
cient resources available, a low roundtrip time and the correct version of the component.
If the correct component is not available, the root server is asked to provide the com-
ponent in a packaged file that also lists dependencies or, alternatively, as a container
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configuration. Following clients would not encounter this additional step as long as the
component is present on a server with sufficient resources and adequate roundtrip time.

In both cases, the mobile code may be programmed in another language than supported
on the mobile device. It is up to the application providers to find the best configuration
for Cloud resources. MOCCAA-InspectA supports them in identifying which parts should
and could be extracted, what kind of restructuring is needed to enhance safety and avoid
bottlenecks, and when offloading should take place during runtime. By means of these
recommendations and by employing MOCCAA-Annotations, -RMS, -SAM and -SAM
Store, developers may realize the design that is ideal for their application.

Figure 5.1 illustrates a developer’s procedure when applying MOCCAA-InspectA. During
the development phase, the developer should comply with the design guidelines explained
in Section 5.3 to achieve a modularized structure. In case of legacy applications, the
developer should directly start with the next phase. In phase 2, various test runs that
represent the typical usage of the application but also the extreme scenarios, have to
be executed. This allows MOCCAA-InspectA to capture the resource consumption of
each method, their parameters and invocation paths, and the size of each object and
parameter when serialized. The values of each test run are fed into a database and
mapped to the static SDG (System Dependence Graph) of the application. Subsequently,
a graph partitioning algorithm is utilized that cuts off partitions such that the benefit
of offloading is maximized. The benefit could include the overall response time, the
resource consumption of the mobile device and the communication efforts. Ideally, the
identified partitions should correspond to the components established by the developer.
If partitions access each other through more than one class or interface, the developer
will be informed. It is up to the developer to restructure the code or choose another
partitioning scheme. After restructuring, graph partitioning should be re-applied until
no further changes are deemed necessary.

Subsequently, for each partition an Evaluator can be implemented. They decide during
runtime when computation shall be offloaded or not. If an Evaluator is missing for a
partition, offloading takes place whenever remote resources are available. Typically an
Evaluator estimates the resource consumption of an invoked method and switches to a
remote execution when local resources are scarce and would be preserved or when the
response time would be reduced significantly. To support the developer in implementing
suitable prediction models for their Evaluators, MOCCAA-InspectA analyzes the afore-
mentioned test runs for correlations between the resource consumption of the considered
method and eligible monitoring points. The latter could be, for example, parameters or
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Figure 5.1: MOCCAA-InspectA flowchart

runtimes of previously invoked methods. Different types of prediction techniques are
applied and assessed with respect to their precision and runtime. The developer may
select the most suitable one and integrate it in the Evaluator.

The following sections dive into each step and explain them additionally with the aid of
examples.

5.3 Design Guidelines

In 1972, David Parnas emphasized the importance of modularization with respect to
comprehensibility and flexibility of software systems [46]. Development time will be
reduced due to clearly defined interfaces and little need for communication, improvements
and extensions are considerably simplified as they may be implemented by a distinct
module, and, finally, systems are better understood as they are decomposed into modules
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that realize well-defined tasks. Parnas also described different mechanisms and criteria
for decomposing a system into modules. He discouraged developers from drawing a
flowchart and splitting that successively into modules. Instead, the goals and criteria
for decomposition should be clear beforehand. Developers should also not confuse
decompositions with hierarchical structures or layered systems where a partial ordering
of levels is given.

In the course of the last three decades, the trend towards modularization persisted
and continued to find its way into client and server systems and applications. A large
number of standards, models and specifications such as Remote OSGi [13], Microsoft
DCOM [47] and the Service Component Architecture [48] paved the road further towards
current distributed modular architectures and patterns. Nowadays, the most common
architectural pattern is known as Microservice [49]. Microservices are strictly decoupled
from each other and only communicate by means of REST and Web services, RPC,
or messages. This implicates dedicated processes for each component or Microservice
and decoupled stacks. Thus, databases, libraries or any other resources are not shared.
This asks for cross-functional development teams for each component, but also allows
convenient and suitable programming languages and execution runtimes and tailored
stacks. Furthermore, each component may be deployed, maintained, replicated and scaled
independently from others.

Microservice architectures follow a functional system decomposition where each Microser-
vice realizes a certain category of functionalities for a specific type of resource. An
application is divided along its business capabilities. A typical online shop could have
Microservices for managing customers, products, orders, the delivery processing, the
shopping cart, and the checkout. A Microservice should be manageable by a small team
of "up to nine developers", which is also known as Amazon’s Two Pizza Rule. This size
allows team members to grasp the requirements, the code, the used tools and environment
and the interdependencies quickly. It enables them to practice continuous deployment
and delivery, to switch easily to emerging technologies and to evolve or replace their
Microservice straightforwardly.

In [42], a Microservice architecture is defined as "a distributed application where all
its modules are Microservices". While this architecture can lead to the aforementioned
benefits, a range of other complications may occur. Fowler and Lewis list the most
common ones in [50]. Among other things, the complexity of refactoring rises when
components only communicate by means of services. Recognizing unfavorable cuts,
restructuring and shifting code to other components, testing the whole application, and,
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in general, the continuous design process may be slowed down. Developers might relocate
problems inherent in the partitioning and the components to the communication inbetween
them, which could finally lead to chaotic and increasing communication efforts. When
it comes to MCC, these aspects represent major handicaps and would keep developers
in continuing implementing software monoliths. Besides that, if all components would
communicate through services even in the purely local case, not only the development
but also the communication overhead would escalate.

To circumvent these drawbacks in MOCCAA, it supports different communication and
synchronization approaches that a developer has firstly to be aware of. They are presented
in detail in Chapter 4 and 7. In broad terms, the developer has first to distinguish between
MOCCAA-SAM and MOCCAA-DRMI. MOCCAA-SAM is recommended when third-
party applications, modules or services shall be included or when the own application is
split into components that shall be accessible for third parties, too. In any other case,
MOCCAA-DRMI should be preferred since it is easier to apply, to debug, to adapt and
more efficient with respect to the communication efforts. The following sections focus on
MOCCAA-DRMI. Chapter 7 introduces MOCCAA-SAM.

5.3.1 Implementation Guidelines with MOCCAA-DRMI

Before discussing the architectural guidelines, we present the different annotations for
configuring MOCCAA-DRMI and the restrictions that apply to their use.

For partitioning with MOCCAA-DRMI, the developer has to apply the annotations
explained in Section 3.1. The interface or the class representing the interface for the
component has to be annotated with @Offloadable. Concrete instances of the component
are injected by MOCCAA-InspectA in variables annotated with @InjectOffloadable. The
classes of a component are still residing within the main application, but should be placed
within their own package structure.

MOCCAA-DRMI can be applied in a synchronous and asynchronous manner. In the
latter case, any access of components to other packages or libraries is allowed as long as
the components hold their own instances of the respective classes. External references to
these instances would cause unforeseen side effects, in particular, race conditions. Such a
scenario may occur, for example, when setter methods of the @InjectOffloadable instance,
i.e. the component, are called. After setting a member variable of the component by
passing an object reference, the caller still holds the reference and may update and modify
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the local copy of the object even if the component is offloaded. By adding the annotation
@ByValue to the parameters of the method’s signature, MOCCAA-DRMI creates deep
copies of the passed objects. All component methods annotated with @Offload also
receive their parameters by value. If these annotations are absent, the developer has
to ensure that external references are unset after handing them over to the component.
Therefore, the application’s SDG and call graph should be analyzed as described in 5.5.3.
In summary, developers have to observe the following implementation principles when
applying MOCCAA-DRMI for modularization and offloading purposes:

• An instance of an @Offloadable class represents a candidate component for of-
floading. The instantiation is accomplished by MOCCAA-InspectA through
injecting a proxy which holds a new instance of the component. The devel-
oper has to use the @InjectOffloadable annotation instead of using the construc-
tor: @InjectOffloadable MyCompClass myComp instead of MyCompClass
myComp = new MyCompClass()

• When invoking a component’s method, the component performs as by reference,
irrespective whether it is offloaded or not. Methods are called as usual for blocking
invocations: Type result = myComp.doComplexCalc()

• The parameters of a component’s @Offload method, i.e. a method that may be
offloaded, are passed by value

• The parameters of a component’s method are also passed by value, if they are
annotated with @ByValue

• To bypass blocking when invoking resource-intensive methods of the component
(marked with @Offload), which might be executed remotely, the following options
are recommended:

1. Methods do not return results (public void method(...)) but store them in a
member variable, which will be synchronized back after the method’s execution.
Whenever the getter of the member variable is called and thus the result is
needed, the proxy will block, if the member variable is not synchronized back
yet. The component’s injection through @InjectOffloadable has to be extended
with @Nonblocking to put in the non-blocking proxy.

2. The caller utilizes a Future (available since Java 5) to test and query for the
asynchronously returned result at a later point in time.
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3. The caller applies CompletableFuture (available since Java 8) to chain asyn-
chronous and resource-intensive tasks (asynchronous workflow) and to query
for the returned result at a later point in time. Meanwhile, the last cached
result or a default value may be returned.

4. The developer may provide an own event handler for processing the returned
result by annotating the injection point with @Nonblocking and @Nonblock-
ingHandler(...).

• In case @Offload methods are invoked asynchronously, the following instructions
and rules should be followed:

1. The only public class within the package structure of a component is the class
annotated with @Offloadable

2. External accesses and modifications of objects referenced by the component
are only allowed through the @Offloadable class, that is, the component’s
interface. MOCCAA-InspectA should be used to detect external references
and cycles between objects within the component and outside the component
(Section 5.5.3).

3. All member variables are private and accessed through getters and setters since
all methods of the @Offloadable class are proxied. This allows MOCCAA to
block methods returning results whenever the component is executed remotely
and is not synchronized yet.

Regarding the non-blocking invocation strategies, the first option resembles usual method
calls. Nonetheless, the developer should particularly take care of invoking the resource-
intensive method at the earliest possible stage. An injected @Nonblocking proxy intercepts
the method call, copies the parameters and starts a thread from the thread pool, if an
@Offload method is invoked. It returns then to the caller. The main thread of the caller
may continue. The recently started thread, however, acquires the lock that belongs to the
proxy and that keeps its interception method synchronized. If the interception method
of the proxy is invoked, the thread of the caller will block.

The recently started thread consults then with the Evaluator to determine whether
the method shall be offloaded or not. In the former case, MOCCAA-DRMI is utilized
to transfer the component’s object graph and the method invocation by means of an
asynchronous message. The calling thread sets a wait condition with timeout. After
a timeout, which is set by the Evaluator, it checks whether the remote component is
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up to decide whether to wait further. After two timeouts the local method is called.
Assuming that the remote component successfully executed the method, MOCCAA-
DRMI synchronizes the component’s deltas back. The receiving event handler on the
client side finally signals the waiting thread that the condition is met and, thus, that the
lock can be unset.

Section 5.5.1 explains further scenarios. While developers might pay attention to synchro-
nization issues when applying MOCCAA-DRMI in an asynchronous way, unexpected race
conditions and deadlocks may appear, if MOCCAA-DRMI is applied in a synchronous
manner in a multi-thread application. Therefore, Section 5.5.3 presents our partitioning
verification tool that supports developers in identifying them.

5.3.2 Architectural Guidelines with MOCCAA-DRMI

Recalling the principles of Microservice architectures, the combination of a functional
system decomposition, independent stacks and deployments, manageable team and
component sizes, and well-defined interfaces is striking. Typical drawbacks are particularly
impairments in debugging, high communication costs and non-shared resources and
software stacks.

In case of a mobile application, all components should be able to run locally in the event
of poor network connectivity or unavailable remote resources. Thus, the components are
endowed with the same platform and runtime environment. However, since MOCCAA-
DRMI uses an intermediate format when serializing, it is able to deserialize to another
object-oriented format and language. This allows an alternative implementation at the
remote site.

Furthermore, certain parts have to run locally and cannot be offloaded to remote servers
or replicated. Typically, this includes the access to local resources, like e.g. system calls
for accessing sensors, and the interaction with the user. Special classes that are invoked
by the operating system, for example the Activity and Service classes in Android and
their lifecycle methods [51], have to reside on the device too.

Functionalities that are bundled into components according to the Implementation
Guidelines in Section 5.3.1, should themselves be splitted into a model and a logic part.
The latter is responsible for calculations and changes in the model. Apart from its
interface, the logic implementation may differ on server side. Since we assume that the
application is already deployed in the Cloud or on servers, as described in Chapter 3 and
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6, only the object graph of the model, the parameters and the method invocation need to
be transferred. An example is illustrated in Figure 5.2, where the calculation component
has different logic implementations on server and client side.

Since bandwidth is limited and costly, developers should strive for small object graphs
of their model and parameters, at least at the time of offloading. The logic part may
access local libraries and resources, for example graphics acceleration, as long as it
does not change the application’s state, with the exception of the model. The size
and complexity of the logic part is irrelevant for the serialization and synchronization
process. Nonetheless, local resources on the mobile device are scarce and should be
utilized in an energy-efficient manner. The remote logic implementation, however, may
be optimized for high-performance computing. For special cases, such as batch processing
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and map-reduce tasks, MOCCAA provides annotations for @Offload methods to split
tasks and parameters to multiple containers or servers. Further information can be found
in Section 3.1 and Section 5.7.

When decomposing an application for MOCCAA, in particular with MOCCAA-DRMI,
developers have to know - in addition to the Implementation Guidelines - that local and
remote logic may differ, that model and parameter sizes matter, and that local component
implementations have to exist and that they are packaged in the main application.

Whichever software development methodology is applied now, as soon as the key function-
alities of the mobile application are identified, developers should estimate and rank the
relative resource requirements RRR of each of them. Initially, it is sufficient to estimate
roughly the relative computation efforts of their key methods. The whole team should
participate and apply a technique like, for example, Magic Numbers or Planning Poker.
Both are well-known in Scrum and used to classify the complexities and sizes of work
items in short time [52]. Alternatively, single functions can be evaluated and measured.
The average time in milliseconds is taken for a first estimation. Figure 5.3 illustrates the
excerpt of a sample application.

Subsequently, the interdependencies and the expected average invocation frequencies if
should be drawn. Therefore, an early component diagram can be created or, alternatively,
an existing one can be extended. Additionally, the sizes of in- and outputs of each
component’s key methods (illustrated as provided interfaces), including the sizes of the
components’ transferred states (the aforementioned model), should be assessed.

Indeed, this initial component diagram only serves as starting point for detecting advan-
tageous and possible cuts and partitioning the application coarsely. It is a simplified
view that is disregarding the different instances, scopes and contexts of a component.
The drafting of concrete call graphs, however, is too costly when done by hand and too
uncertain with respect to their precision and validity in this phase of development. This
is done by MOCCAA-InspectA in the second step. Nonetheless, a good preparation in an
early stage induces only small required adjustments to the application structure in subse-
quent phases. After first tests are performed on the prototype, the graph partitioning
tool in Section 5.4 determines the most beneficial cuts. If these cuts equal the component
structure of the application, adjustments can be even avoided completely. Thus, in the
very initial phase, developers should roughly know where annotations like @Offloadable
and @InjectOffloadable may be worthwhile and structure their code accordingly.
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Figure 5.3: A component cc with the two interfaces cc1 and cc2 and three paths croot → ...→ cc

After annotating the component diagram with the respective estimations and assessments
the following restructurings and calculations are recommended.

Components within a cycle should be considered as a single composite component since
they would otherwise contradict the Implementation Guidelines in Section 5.3.1. A
redesign should be taken into account, if single parts of the cycle shall be offloadable
(i.e. orchestration instead of choreography). Anyhow, circular dependencies are an
anti-pattern in object-oriented languages [53].

Starting with the leaf nodes in the component diagram, which is now a directed acyclic
graph but not a tree, for each incoming dependency e of component c the following
calculations have to be carried out:

LCec = ifec ×
RRIc
LP

(5.1)

RCec = ifec ×
RRIc
RP

(5.2)

The local costs LCec of an incoming dependency e of a component c is equal to the product
of the relative resource requirement RRIc of the respective interface implementation, its
relative invocation frequency ifec , and the local processing power LP . Accordingly,
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the remote costs RCec are calculated with RP . In the example of Figure 5.3, LP δ1
cd

is
1 × 20/ 1

ms , LP δ1
cc = 10 × 100/ 1

ms , LP δ2
cc = 10 × 100/ 1

ms , and LP δ3
cc = 1 × 10/ 1

ms , if LP
is set to 1

ms . If we assume 1GHz for mobile devices and 3GHz for servers, RP can be
estimated at 3

ms . The values for both can be quantified roughly by single function tests.
In general, LP should be evaluated with a low-end device as potential cutting points
shall be determined and not the average speed-up.

It should be noted that RP may vary for each interface, depending, for example, on
the ability to parallelize executions. For example, RP δ1

cc could be 10× 100/5×3
ms , if the

developers already know that containers with at least 5 available cores are used.

The communication costs are composed of the round trip time RTT and the time needed
to transfer the amount d of data through a network with bandwidth B. The total
communication costs CCec include additionally the invocation frequency ifec :

CCec =

if
e
c ×

(
RTT + de

B

)
, if sequential

RTT + ifec × de
B , if @Splittable

(5.3)

For the preliminary assumption of RTT = 20ms and B = 20MB/s, we obtain CCδ1
cd

=
20.05ms, CCδ1

cc = 210ms, CCδ2
cc = 205ms, and CCδ3

cc = 25ms, if methods are invoked
sequentially. Using @Splittable for cc1 will result in CCδ1

cc = 30ms and CCδ2
cc = 25ms.

LCec , RCec , and CCec are now available for each dependency in the component diagram.
Since we excluded circular dependencies or merged them through composite components,
at least one leaf interface exists that has no further dependencies. If the communication
costs are left out, the gain for a leaf dependency through remote execution would be:

RG
δleaf
c = LC

δleaf
c −RCδleafc (5.4)

Including the communication costs at this cut will lead to the following gain:

G
δleaf
c = LC

δleaf
c −RCδleafc − CCδleafc (5.5)

In Figure 5.3, the gains for the leaf dependencies at cc and cd result in:
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RGδ1
cc ≈ 1000ms− 333ms ≈ 667ms, Gδ1

cc ≈ 667ms− 210ms ≈ 457ms

RGδ2
cc ≈ 1000ms− 333ms ≈ 667ms, Gδ2

cc ≈ 667ms− 205ms ≈ 462ms

RGδ1
cd
≈ 20ms− 7ms ≈ 13ms, Gδ1

cd
≈ 13ms− 20ms ≈ −7ms

Starting with leaf dependencies, the cost benefit of offloading can be propagated back to
the respective callers. Thereby, only the communication costs of the current, newly cut
dependency are considered, while the communication costs of successive dependencies
are ignored:

RGδcurrentc = LCδcurrentc −RCδcurrentc + if δcurrentc ×
∑

s∈SUCCδcurrentc

RGδs (5.6)

Gδcurrentc = RGδcurrentc − CCδcurrentc (5.7)

δcurrent is the incoming dependency to c that is considered for a cut. SUCCδcurrentc is
the set of outgoing dependencies of c that directly succeed δcurrent. Back to the previous
example, the gain for cutting at the dependency between ca and cc2 is

RGδ3
cc ≈ 10ms− 3ms+ 1×RGδ1

cd
≈ 20

Gδ3
cc ≈ 20ms− 25ms ≈ −5

Propagating RGδ2
cc and RGδ3

cc back to the dependency at ca that is originating from croot,
the following gain is obtained for sequential invocations:
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RGδ1
ca ≈ 5× 10

1/ms︸ ︷︷ ︸
Local Computation

− 5× 10
3/ms︸ ︷︷ ︸

Remote Computation

+5×
(
RGδ2

cc +RGδ3
cc

)

≈ 33 + 5× (667ms+ 20ms) ≈ 3468ms

Gδ1
ca ≈ 3468ms− 113ms︸ ︷︷ ︸

Communication costs croot→ca

≈ 3355ms

The remote gain RGδ2
cc +RGδ3

cc of the succeeding dependencies is included 5 times since
we assume that each use of ca will lead to the utilization of its dependencies. If this is
not applicable, developers have to adjust the respective frequency in the formula above.
Figure 5.4 shows the component diagram including the cost gains.
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Figure 5.4: All gains annotated at dependencies. Green cuts are optimal.

γδcurrentc =
∑

p∈P δcurrentc

∏
δp∈p

ifδp

×Gδcurrentc

 (5.8)

The total gain γδcurrentc of a dependency is the product of the gain Gδcurrentc in case
of offloading and the relative invocation frequencies ifδp along the paths p ∈ P δcurrentc .
P δcurrentc is the set of all paths starting at croot and preceding the considered dependency
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δcurrent. Thus, the total gain γ takes into account the total number of uses of a dependency
and allows finally a comparison of all cutting points.

Depending on the size of the component diagram, optimal cutting points might be
obvious for developers or not. In the latter case, our Max-Flow-Max-Cut heuristic in
Section 5.4.2 can be used to filter out unfavorable cuts incrementally. It may be applied
by hand on the component diagram or through MOCCAA-InspectA on the application
skeleton. Alternatively, a library such as the Binary quadratic and Max cut Library[54]
may be utilized. In any case, developers have to be aware that components may be
executed remotely and locally, depending on the current situation. Thus, two different
dependencies on the same component may be executed on two different devices, id est
locally and remotely. Single-thread applications with synchronous method invocations
do not need any further safety arrangements. If, however, multiple threads are running
or asynchronous method invocations are activated for MOCCAA, the guidelines in
Section 5.3.1 have to be borne in mind. For the application in Figure 5.4 this means
that if component cb is running locally or remotely, component ca should not access
cc at the same time, if cc is a stateful component. MOCCAA-InspectA ensures this
through standard synchronization techniques. It will inject locks along the dependency
paths of @Offloadable components. In addition, it checks the SDG of the application to
detect references outside of a components interface that contradict the modular structure.
Further information can be found in Section 5.5.

The dependencies δc can be depicted as node in a graph G = (V,E) with the total
gains γ as edges. The goal is to determine a subset S ⊆ V of vertices such that the
total gain of edges connecting S and V \S is maximized. This problem is known as
Maximum-Directed-Cut problem and is NP-hard [55]. Figure 5.5 depicts the graph for
the previous example. By coincidence, it is a tree. Finding the maximum cut is also
NP-Hard for directed acyclic graphs [56] and trees [55].

Applying our Max-Flow-Max-Cut heuristic, which is presented in the following section,
will result in the cut illustrated in Figure 5.5. Section 5.4 explains the heuristic with a
detailed and more complex example. For small graphs such as the component diagrams
of small to medium applications, the Max-Flow-Max-Cut heuristic can be applied and
calculated by hand. Otherwise, at least a skeleton or prototype has to be provided to
MOCCAA-InspectA.
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Figure 5.5: Dependencies depicted as nodes with total gains annotated at the incoming edges. A
gain is active or valid if the respective edge is cut and the successive dependencies are processed
remotely.

5.4 Graph Partitioning

After designing and implementing a first modular prototype, the subsequent steps in
the MOCCAA-InspectA flowchart depicted in Figure 5.1 are composed of test runs,
method-granular monitoring and mapping the collected data to the call and system
dependence graph of the application. This allows MOCCAA-InspectA to calculate the
gains for the edges in the call graph and to determine a beneficial cut for partitioning the
application. In the optimal case, the components established by the developers already
define this cut. Otherwise, code restructuring is required according to the calculated cut
or the developers are content with their current cut and its gain. In the subsequent step,
annotations have to be included at the cut points and Evaluators may be implemented
for deciding at runtime whether to offload or not. It should be noted again that the
cut points were determined for certain devices with given test input. For this reason,
Evaluators shall estimate the cost gain at the cut points during runtime. Section 5.6
provides further details for Evaluators and their estimation functions.

The following sections first introduce our graph partitioning heuristic Max-Flow-Max-Cut
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before moving on to the verification of the partitioning, and the predictions by Evaluators
at runtime. Finally, Section 5.7 presents the implementation and shows evaluation
results.

5.4.1 Calculating Cost Benefits

When testing applications, MOCCAA-InspectA captures the resource consumption of
each method, their parameters, invocation frequencies, and the size of each object and
parameter when serialized. This is performed through aspect-oriented programming
and explained further in Section 5.6. The values of each test run are first dumped as
GraphML file on the device (listing 5.1), and then fed into a database and mapped to
the call graph of the application. The call graph is generated by means of IBM WALA
and will be introduced in Section 5.5.2. Subsequently, our graph partitioning algorithm
is applied on the call graph enriched with monitoring data. It suggests cutting points
such that the cost benefit, i. e. the saved response time in this scenario, is maximized.
At the end of this phase, developers shall know how to structure their code and where
to include MOCCAA annotations to leverage remote resources efficiently. In any case,
the offloading decision is made by the respective Evaluators during runtime. They are
introduced in section 5.6.

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" standalone="no"?>

<graphml xmlns="..." ...>

<graph id="de.iuvosoft.android.inspecta" edgedefault="directed">

...

<key id="battery" for="node" attr.name="battery" attr.type="double"/>

<key id="ram" for="node" attr.name="ram" attr.type="double"/>

<key id="cpu" for="node" attr.name="cpu" attr.type="long"/>

<graph id="0" edgedefault="directed">

<data key="name">de.iuvosoft.android.inspecta.testapp.activity.MainActivity</

data>

<node id="1">

<data key="name">onCreate</data>

<data key="counter">1</data>

<data key="time">347366303</data>

<data key="battery">-1.0</data>

<data key="ram">5.0190162658</data>

<data key="cpu">160813228</data>

</node>

<node id="2">

<data key="name">mapGUI</data>
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<data key="counter">1</data>

<data key="time">110729</data>

<data key="battery">-1.0</data>

<data key="ram">0.0</data>

<data key="cpu">102188</data>

</node>

...

</graph>

...

<edge id="4" source="1" target="2"/>

...

</graph>

</graphml>

Listing 5.1: GraphML file generated by MOCCAA-InspectA

In Section 5.3.2, the calculation of the total gain γ was already introduced. Similar
formulas are applied to enrich the call graph. We repeat them here with slightly changed
indices since a call graph is given instead of a component diagram where each component
may have several methods. Additionally, the utilized call graph has an instance-based
sensitivity to be able to differentiate instances of the same class, whereas the component
diagram has a type-based sensitivity. Further details of the call graph generation are
discussed in Section 5.5.2.

Starting with the leaf nodes, for each incoming invocation δ of the method m of an
instance the following calculations are carried out:

LCδm = f δm ×
RRδm
LP

(5.9)

RCδm = f δm ×
RRδm
RP

(5.10)

The local costs LCδm of invocation δ of a method m is equal to the product of the resource
requirement RRδm (CPU cycles) of the method, its total invocation frequency f δm, divided
by the local processing power LP . Accordingly, the remote costs RCec are calculated
with the expected remote processing power RP . If other dimensions, like e. g. energy
consumption, shall be considered, a weighted function has to be applied.
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The communication costs are composed of the round trip time RTT and the time needed
to transfer the amount d of data through a network with bandwidth B. The total
communication costs CCδm include additionally the total invocation frequency f δm:

CCδm = f δm ×
(
RTT + dδm

B

)
(5.11)

Thus, the total gain γδm for an offloaded invocation of a method is estimated through:

γδm = LCδc −RCδc − CCδc (5.12)

= f δm ×
(
RRδm
LP

− RRδm
RP

−
(
RTT + dδm

B

))
(5.13)

The total gain γ takes into account the total number of uses of an invocation and enables
a comparison of potential cutting points. B, RTT , LP , and RP have to be set by the
developer in the graph partitioning tool. The default values are set to RTT = 20ms,
B = 10MB/s and 1GHz for mobile devices and 3GHz for servers. Again, the cutting
points are just suggestions for including the MOCCAA annotations. The Evaluators will
decide at runtime whether to offload or not.

Each method invocation δm ∈ E can finally be depicted as an edge in a graph G = (V,E)
with the total gains γδm as weights and the methods m ∈ V as vertices. In case of a
maximum directed cut, the aim is to determine a subset S ⊆ V of vertices such that the
total gain of edges connecting S and V \S is maximized. As mentioned in Section 5.3.2,
this problem is NP-hard [55]. It is also NP-Hard for directed acyclic graphs [56].

5.4.2 Max-Flow-Max-Cut Heuristic

In order to decide which methods shall be executed in the Cloud, we apply our Max-Flow-
Max-Cut heuristic to determine an initial cut. Indeed, many algorithms exist to find
maximum cuts in directed and undirected graphs. A comprehensive list of algorithms
for maximum cuts in undirected graphs can be found in [57]. These algorithms can be
adapted easily for the maximum directed cut. Most of them base on Tabu Search and
evolutionary algorithms. In [58], Goemans and Williamson present an algorithm that
has an approximation guarantee of 0.79607 with respect to the optimum for maximum
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directed cuts and an approximation guarantee of 0.87856 for maximum undirected cuts.
The best approximation achieved before that was 0.25 [59]. Goemans and Williamson were
the first that applied semidefinite programming for graph partitioning. The maximum
cut problem can be formulated as an Integer Quadratic problem:

Maximize 1
2 ×

∑
i<j

wij × (1− yi × yj) (5.14)

subject to yi ∈ {−1, 1}, ∀i ∈ V = {1, ...., n}

wij stands for the positive weight between the two nodes i and j of the set V . Goemans
and Williamson used relaxation techniques to be able to apply semidefinite programming
on this problem.
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Figure 5.6: A potential cut of a Maximum Directed Cut algorithm. Black nodes are executed in
the Cloud.

Despite performant existing approaches for the maximum cut problem, we implemented
an own heuristic as the existing solutions are not suited for modularizing applications.
As can be seen in equation 5.14, a cut is searched for that maximizes the sum of weights
of cut edges. If the weight of each edge would be equal, for example 1, as many edges
as possible would be tried to be cut. This would lead to a zigzag course of method
invocations between client and server. This is also true for maximum directed cuts. They
only count edges that lead from S ⊂ V to V/S and ignore reverse edges. An example
cut is depicted in Figure 5.6 where black nodes would be executed remotely in the Cloud.
Each of them would invoke a method on client side. However, the weights of our graph
represent the gained benefit if all nodes that succeed the cut edge are offloaded. This
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also reflects the typical nature of applications where methods invoke other methods in
turn. Often, methods only consist of several invocations of other methods. These method
invocations contribute to the resource consumption and response time of the invoking
method.

Our Max-Flow-Max-Cut heuristic is inspired by the Ford-Fulkerson algorithm [60] that
makes use of the Max-Flow-Min-Cut theorem [61] to find the minimum cut in a directed
graph with a source node s and a target node t. It should be noted that the minimum
cut problem is not NP-hard. The theorem states that a maximum flow in a network
has exactly the same value of a minimum cut. To determine the minimum cut, the
Ford-Fulkerson algorithm takes a random path from s to t and determines the edge
with the minimum weight. The weight is also called capacity. The minimum weight is
subtracted from the capacities of all edges along the path so that at least one edge has
the capacity 0. This step is repeated for other paths until no further path leads from
s to t. All nodes that are reachable from s belong to the first partition. The rest is
assigned to the second partition. This short summary of the Ford-Fulkerson algorithm is
incomplete and omits details such as residual graphs, which are essential for determining
the minimum cut independently of the set and order of taken paths. Nonetheless, residual
graphs are not needed here since the Max-Flow-Max-Cut heuristic does not treat edges
with capacity 0 as blocking edges.

Algorithm 1: Max-Flow-Max-Cut Edge Ranking Algorithm
Input: A directed acyclic graph G = (V,E), where V = {v1, v2, . . . , vn} set of

vertices, E = {e1, e2, . . . , ej} set of edges, source node v1 and target node vn
Output: A list D, containing edges ranked by weight

1 while Select random path p from v1 to vn where at least two edges have a positive
weight do

2 Determine edge emin with least positive weight weight(emin)
3 foreach Edge e in path p do
4 weight(e) = weight(e)− weight(emin)
5 end
6 end
7 D = Sort edges e ∈ E by weight(e) in descending order
8 return D

The Max-Flow-Max-Cut heuristic consists of two phases. In the first phase, edges are
ranked by Algorithm 1. In the second phase, potential cuts are determined by means
of the highest ranked edges. The main idea behind the Max-Flow-Max-Cut heuristic is
explained in the following sections by means of an example.
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Figure 5.7: Applying the first phase of the Max-Flow-Max-Cut Heuristic on an example graph.

Figure 5.7a depicts a directed graph with seven weighted edges. When applying Algo-
rithm 1, a random path from source node s to target node t is selected. According to line
1, the path has to contain at least two edges with positive weights. Otherwise, the while
loop is interrupted. In the given example of Figure 5.7a, the path s→ 1→ 2→ t shall
be selected. In line 2, the least positive weight along this path is determined. The weight
is then subtracted from each edge along the given path so that we obtain s 40→ 1 0→ 2 10→ t.
In the current scenario, the edge s → 1 is dominating the path. When selecting now
s

40→ 1 20→ 3 20→ t, the weights are updated to s 20→ 1 0→ 3 0→ t. In a further iteration, the
path s

0→ 1 25→ 4 5→ t is changed to s 15→ 1 20→ 4 0→ t. The updated graph is shown in
Figure 5.7b.

Let us assume that Algorithm 1 now selects the path s 15→ 1 0→ 2 10→ t. When subtracting
the weight 10 from the edges, it will result in s 5→ 1 −10→ 2 0→ t. The last remaining path
is s 5→ 1 20→ 4 0→ t that is finally updated to s 0→ 1 15→ 4 −5→ t (Figure 5.8a).

The edges are ranked in line 7 of Algorithm 1 in descending order. The output would be
D = (1 15→ 4, s 0→ 1, 2 0→ t, 1 0→ 3, 3 0→ t, 2 0→ t, 4 −5→ t, 1 −10→ 2).

In the second phase of the Max-Flow-Max-Cut heuristic, Algorithm 2 is applied. The
highest ranked edge, which we also call the dominating edge edominating, is cut. All
preceding nodes are added to the set S, all succeeding nodes to the set T . Each edge
visited along the paths is deleted from D. Subsequently, the next remaining edge in D is
selected and the same procedure is applied.

In the given example, the edge 1 15→ 4 is cut first. Hence, node s and 1 are added to S, and
node 4 and t to T . The edges s 0→ 1 and 4 −5→ t are deleted from D. The next dominating
edges in D would be 2 0→ t and 1 0→ 3. The final result is shown in Figure 5.8b.
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Algorithm 2: Max-Flow-Max-Cut Partitioning Algorithm
Input: A directed acyclic graph G = (V,E), where V = {v1, v2, . . . , vn} set of

vertices, E = {e1, e2, . . . , ej} set of edges, a list D of ranked edges
Output: Two partitions S and T

1 while Select next edge edominating from D do
2 Add all preceding nodes of edominating to S
3 Add all succeeding nodes of edominating to T
4 Delete preceding edges of edominating from D
5 Delete succeeding edges of edominating from D

6 end
7 return S, T
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Figure 5.8: The graph after finishing the first phase of the Max-Flow-Max-Cut heuristic (a) and
after applying the second phase (b).

The key principle of the Max-Flow-Max-Cut heuristic is to let edges – along a flow
through the network – to compete against each other. Since a flow consists of several
paths, the Max-Flow-Max-Cut heuristic randomly selects paths from s to t. In each
iteration of Algorithm 1, at least one edge is set to zero. Algorithm 2 ensures that a
single cut is performed that keeps succeeding nodes of the cut edges in the target set
T .

The performance of our heuristic increases, if many different paths are visited to compare
as many edges with each other as possible. Therefore, our implementation of the depth
first search for finding path between s and t remembers the last visited paths and prefers
traversing first new paths.

Finding a minimum cut with the Max-Flow-Min-Cut theorem has a complexity of
O(V ∗E2). Our Max-Flow-Max-Cut heuristic applies a simplified version of it iteratively
until no further reduction is achieved. The number of edges is limiting the number of
iterations in Algorithm 1.
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To apply the Max-Flow-Max-Cut heuristic to the graphs obtained in Section 5.4.1, the
leaf nodes are connected to a single virtual target node t. The weights of the respective
edges are set to zero.

Depending on the random paths selected in Algorithm 1, the final results may differ.
An example is given in Figure 5.9. The heuristic determined two different cuts when
executed repeatedly. The cuts differ by a weight of 5. It is thus recommended to repeat
the execution several times and to build the average of all rankings D obtained. A
further improvement can be achieved by using the found cut as initial setup for other
heuristics. Currently, we implement the heuristics in [62] to combine them with the
Max-Flow-Max-Cut heuristic.
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Figure 5.9: Two different cuts that were obtained by the Max-Flow-Max-Cut heuristic

5.5 Verification of Partitioning

After determining beneficial cut points and possibly restructuring and adapting the
application code, developers have to annotate the classes, methods and objects to enable
them for offloading. These annotations were presented in Section 3.1 and 5.3.1. During
runtime, the Evaluators, which are introduced in Section 5.6, will decide for these
objects and their annotated methods whether offloading is beneficial and shall take place.
Depending on the device, available Cloud resources, the actual scenario and context,
different outcomes can be expected.
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Before starting configuring and implementing the Evaluators, the applied cut and, thus,
partitioning has to be verified with respect to the conditions and principles discussed
and listed in Section 5.3.1. These conditions vary depending on the number of threads
and the remote method invocation strategy used.

5.5.1 Risks of partitioning

In case of a single thread application and synchronous DRMI (see 5.3.1), race conditions
and deadlocks may be excluded. Methods are called as usual on the respective object
and block until a result is returned. Internally, DRMI still works asynchronously when a
method execution is offloaded. The main thread is blocked at a condition that is waiting
for the response. The wait statement is equipped with a timeout period that will lead to
a local execution when passed. Additionally, a worker thread checks messages obtained
from MOCCAA-RMS. If servers are down or remote exceptions are thrown, the local
method execution will be started. As mentioned in Section 3.1, cyclic dependencies
between an invoking method and the called and offloaded method should be avoided.
Section 5.5.3 elucidates how MOCCAA-InspectA helps developers to discover them.

Opting for synchronous DRMI in a multi-thread application may result in deadlocks when
developers do not adhere to the implementation guidelines in Section 5.3.1. In particular,
if cyclic dependencies exist between the caller and the offloaded method, synchronization
mechanisms that developers have to integrate to handle concurrent threads and to protect
critical sections, may work smoothly on the local device, but could entail unforeseen
effects when methods are executed remotely. For example, a reentrant lock RLOCK is
set on the local device in method a1 of object A. a1 calls method b on object B, which
is annotated with @Offload. Within method b, method a2 on object A is invoked. a2
is also protected through RLOCK. In the purely local case, a thread could execute the
sequence A.a1() → B.b() → A.a2() since RLOCK is reentrant for the same thread. If
B.b() is executed remotely by MOCCAA, the invocation B.b()→ A.a2() would establish
a new local thread as the primal thread is waiting for the response of B.b(). A deadlock
would appear.

For this reason, a modular design according to Section 5.3 is essential. The component
diagram should constitute a directed acyclic graph. Each component holds its own
state and is only accessible through a single interface or class. To verify both aspects,
MOCCAA-InspectA employs the IBM WALA library [63]. More details are presented in
Section 5.5.3.
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Figure 5.10: Component diagram with two offloadable components ca and cb

In case a component is offloaded that depends on subsequent components, like e.g. cb in
Figure 5.10, the states of all of these components will be transferred. The cost benefit
for offloading was calculated for the complete execution of a method, which includes the
execution of its successive and needed components. Furthermore, a server may thereby
offload itself components to other servers (see also Section 3.1 and Section 5.7). As
described in Section 5.3.1, the access to the local component will be locked by MOCCAA-
DRMI as soon as a method is invoked on it. The component is protected by MOCCAA-
DRMI. Nonetheless, this protection is not sufficient since subsequent components would
still be accessible by other threads or, in the asynchronous case of MOCCAA-DRMI,
even by the invoking thread. In Figure 5.10, cb is offloaded. Therefore, the states of cb,
cc and cd are transferred. If croot continues while cb is executed remotely, it would start
ca which would access cc and probably change its state. A race condition would occur
when the remote states are transferred back. Here again, MOCCAA-InspectA supports
developers to equip critical sections with appropriate protection. Section 5.5.3 goes into
details. Before, the following section explains the generation of System Dependence
Graphs and call graphs.

5.5.2 Generating SDGs and Call Graphs

MOCCAA-InspectA applies the IBMWALA library [63] to generate a System Dependence
Graph (SDG) of the application. According to [64], an SDG is a directed graph G = V,E

with statements s ∈ V and dependencies d ∈ E. Statements can be, for instance,
assignments and method calls. A typical SDG is depicted in Figure 5.11. Within a single
procedure nodes may have control and data dependencies. A data dependency is given
whenever a node relies on a value of a preceding node. A node n2 is control dependent
on a node n1, if the execution of n2 is coupled with the outcome at n1. Typical control
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structures are if, while, for, and switch statements. The dependence graph for a single
procedure is also called a Procedure Dependence Graph (PDG).

static void getSum (int i, int x) {

int sum = 0;

while (i < x) {

sum = add(sum, i);

i = add(i, 1);

}

System.out.println("i = " + i);

}

static int add (int a, int b) {

return (a + b);

}

Entry getSum

Entry add

i = iin x = xinsum = 0 while i < x print i

call add call add

ain = sum bin = i sum = ret ain = i bin = 1 i= ret

a = ain b = bin ret = result

result= a + b

Control
Data
Parameter
Call

Figure 5.11: An example of a System Dependence Graph

PDGs are connected through call edges and newly introduced parameter and result
variables that enable a joint examination of a system. In Figure 5.11, the variables
ain, bin and result capture the interprocedural effects between the calling site and the
procedure add. On the calling site, the assignments of the actual parameters are control
dependent on the call of add and data dependent on the local variables in getSum.

Finally, the overall picture allows different examinations such as the generation of program
slices and call graphs. On the left side of Figure 5.11, the program slice for the variable i
is extracted by tracing back its dependencies. Irrelevant statements are crossed out. A
call graph can be obtained by considering procedures as nodes. In particular, the last
feature is essential for the verification of the partitioning in Section 5.4. We assume
that member variables are declared with a private access modifier and accessed through
getters, setters, or other kinds of methods. This allows us to ignore the inner workings of
procedures and focus on interprocedural dependencies.

Plain call graphs do not factor in objects and references. Multiple references could point
to the same object in the heap and, thus, just represent aliases. Different instances of
the same class could be members in different instances of different classes. Depending on
the calling site and the called instance, offloading could be beneficial or not. Call graphs
that key in a pointer analysis with these information are also known as context-sensitive
call graphs. Since the granularity of MOCCAA is on object and method level, instance-
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based sensitivity is crucial for the partitioning step. However, the call graphs that are
equipped with monitoring data collected during tests and that are used in Section 5.4 for
partitioning, do not require a high sensitivity. This is due to the fact that MOCCAA
only allows the @InjectOffloadable annotation for member variables. If this annotation is
present, MOCCAA injects a proxy that holds a new instance of the respective class. The
sensitivity of the pointer analysis should thus capture allocation sites, but does not need
to create a new context for each reference or alias. The analysis in this phase shall detect
the objects and methods that should be considered for offloading. In a later phase, the
Evaluators may take the calling sites into account when deciding whether to offload or
not. Since the Evaluators operate at runtime, the calling site can be determined directly
without the use of an SDG.

For the call graph in the partitioning step, we apply the IBM WALA library with a special
variation of the Anderson analysis approach [65]. For each allocation site a new instance
is considered. However, different optimization steps reduce the number of instances:

• If more than 25 objects of a particular class are instantiated within a single method
then they are represented by a single instance.

• Instances of classes with primitive types only and String, StringBuffer, and Excep-
tion instances are differentiated by their type.

This optimization configuration can be adapted or switched off in case of small to medium
applications. The complexity of the original Anderson analysis is O(N3/log(N)) [66].
N indicates the number of nodes in the graph. The previously mentioned optimization
steps aim at reducing this number.

Typical time and memory consumptions for the generation of context-sensitive and
context-insensitive call graphs for Java applications can be found in [67]. Analyzing a
JBOSS application server with more than 100K lines of byte code, 348 classes, 1554
methods, and 3455 objects required around 7 seconds and 24 MB of memory in the
context-sensitive case. A context-insensitive analysis needed 2 seconds and 7 Mb of
memory. As in case of the IBM WALA library, the evaluation of Whaley and Lam
also regarded multiple threads and merged certain types, e.g. Exceptions, to one node.
However, Java reflection was disregarded. IBM WALA incorporates objects instantiated
through object.clone() or Class.newInstance() in a context-sensitive manner. Therefore,
precision is higher at the expense of increased time and memory consumption for the
additional nodes. Since our analysis is executed during design time, a complexity of
O(N3/log(N)) is acceptable for most applications.
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MyClass.doThisEntry/main ComplexCalc.doComplexCalc

Figure 5.12: Call graph with type-based sensitivity

It should be noted that the accuracy of the call graph is reduced due to the optimization
steps and a limited context sensitivity. Furthermore, the pointer analysis is flow-insensitive.
A flow sensitive pointer analysis could return different results depending on the currently
considered point in the program, while flow-insensitive pointer analysis disregards the
execution status. Notwithstanding, flow-sensitive pointer analysis is very time consuming
and NP-hard for most scenarios [68], including ours.

Figure 5.13: Call graph with instance-based sensitivity

As depicted in Figure 5.13, in our configuration each instance of a class is modeled with its
own methods. The edges are annotated by the monitoring module of MOCCAA-InspectA
with the amount of transferred data, the invocation frequency, and the calculated cost
benefit for cutting at this edge. The context-insensitive version illustrated in Figure 5.12
holds one instance per class at maximum and, thus, differentiates by type. For certain
types of checks, especially when analyzing dependencies, the latter call graph is sufficient.
The next section presents the checks that were regarded as necessary in Section 5.5.1
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and that are now implemented by means of context-sensitive and context-insensitive call
graphs.

5.5.3 Partitioning check

After determining the partitions with the heuristic in Section 5.4, developers have to
mark the public interface of all offloadable components with the annotation @Offloadable
and any other component with @Component. Each component has to be within its own
package or package tree.

In the first step, packages are scanned for @Component or @Offloadable interfaces or
classes. The respective package and subpackages are linked to the component. Subse-
quently, a type-based call graph (context-insensitive) is generated for the application,
leaving out libraries. Starting at the entry points of the application, which have to be
listed by the developer (e.g. main in Java, onCreate in Android), a depth-first search
checks each path in the call graph.

If a method of an @Offloadable or @Component is invoked, subsequent edges should lead
to methods or nodes within the packages of this component, to nodes within included
libraries or to nodes of other components, on condition that the respective nodes are
marked with @Offloadable or @Component. Hence, components should not be accessed
through any other interface than the marked one. If a breach is detected, the developer
has to modularize it appropriately.

After modularization is ensured for the considered application (included libraries and
resources are excluded for the analysis), again a depth-first search is started. This time,
method invocations that lead from one component to another are stored in an adjacency
list for the respective path. For the example given in Figure 5.10, the path from croot to
cd would capture the components croot, cb, cc, and cd.

After all paths were traveled, for each @Offloadable component a graph is created that
captures the succeeding components that could be invoked. In case of a cycle, the
developer will be warned. By preventing cycles, one of four conditions for deadlocks [69]
is violated.

Whenever an @Offloadable component is invoked, the framework has to acquire first the
locks of the succeeding components in the graph before its execution starts. Therefore,
we inject static reentrant locks into each method of each component interface. Before
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an @Offloadable component is executed, the injected code tries to acquire the locks of
succeeding components according to the aforementioned graph. After acquiring the locks,
executing the components remotely, and synchronizing states back, unlock statements
enable their local execution.

Our static reentrant locks will lock all objects of a certain type to avoid race conditions. If
a more fine granular lock mechanism shall be implemented, the developer has to take care
since context-sensitive call graphs are not sufficiently accurate to detect each reference
and instantiation [70].

5.6 Resource Estimation

The previous sections covered the design of applications according to the MOCCAA
principles, the partitioning of applications with the Max-Cut-Max-Flow heuristic to find
beneficial cuts, and the verification of the partitioning. All these steps were performed
at design time to prepare offloading at runtime. Nonetheless, it may not always be
beneficial to offload the components at the given cut. The cut was determined with data
collected during tests. For this reason, developers may add to offloadable methods the
annotation @OffloadEvaluator(...) and specify a class that implements our Evaluator
interface. Whenever the method call is intercepted by the proxy, which was injected by
MOCCAA, the proxy consults with the Evaluator whether offloading would be beneficial.
Therefore, it hands over the method parameters and the proxied object to the Evaluator.
Furthermore, additional monitoring information can be provided such as the parameter
sizes and execution times of previously called methods. These information are used by
the Evaluator to calculate first a task size and then, based on the task size, the potential
resource consumption on the local device. In this work, the resource consumption is
limited to the execution time dimension. Energy consumption cannot be measured
precisely without additional equipment. Furthermore, current operating systems prevent
reading hardware monitoring data during runtime. Yet, this is not narrowing the results
and algorithms of this work. If energy consumption can and shall be included, a weighted
function can be used to combine the execution time and the energy consumption.

Both, the task size and the execution time, are needed by the remote resource management
system MOCCAA-RMS to find a suitable server for offloading the component (see
Chapter 6). While on the testing system, the task size may equal the execution time,
the values may differ later when the application is deployed on the mobile device of
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a customer. Different devices have different loads and resource capacities. Hence, the
function that estimates the local execution time based on the task size, may differ from
device to device.

Indeed, the task size does not have any measurement unit. It is not required that it
resembles the execution time exactly or, in general, the resource consumption, but it
should correlate with them. In the ideal case, a linear correlation is given between the
device-independent task size and the device-dependent resource consumption, which is
the execution time in our case. An appropriate estimation for task sizes may be, for
example, the number of items that a method has to process, the amount of data that
has to be analyzed, or the complexity of a problem that has to be solved. Also, multiple
parameters or features may affect the task size. For example, the number and the average
size of images may play a decisive role for the task sizes of a photo app.

The estimation of the task size and the execution time may be implemented by the
developer. Alternatively, MOCCAA-InspectA suggests a model for estimating both.
However, MOCCAA-InspectA is not capable to create fitting models, if essential features
cannot be extracted and measured. This may be the case, if the task size depends on
external features such as the number of entries in a database. In this case, the developer
has to supply suitable information. An example is given in the evaluation section.

To establish a model s for task size estimation automatically by means of MOCCAA-
InspectA, first a function f(s) is needed that rates the fitness of the model. To define f ,
it is required to be aware of the purpose of the task size. For a potential offloading job
j, the task size s(j) is used on client and server side to calculate the target functions
rclient

(
s(j)

)
and rserver

(
s(j)

)
. The overall goal is to find the party with the minimum

result:

min
(
rclient

(
s(j)

)
− communicationcosts

(
j
)
, rserver

(
s(j)

))

rclient and rserver may be weighted functions that include the predicted execution time for
the respective device or server and additionally a battery consumption of 0 for the server
and energy

(
s(j)

)
for the client. As we are unable to measure the battery consumption,

rclient and rserver estimate only the execution time or, more precisely, the retention time
in case of the server. The communication costs are addressed separately as it simplifies
the creation of rclient. As we omit energy consumption, communicationcosts(j) is equal
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to the time needed to synchronize the state and transfer the parameters of the offloading
job j through the currently available bandwidth:

communicationcosts(j) =
size

(
state(j)

)
+ size

(
parameters(j)

)
Bandwidthup

+
size

(
statedelta(j)

)
Bandwidthdown

If rclient
(
s(j)

)
− communicationcosts

(
j
)
is negative, offloading is dismissed by default

as rserver
(
s(j)

)
cannot be less than 0. The retention time rserver on server side will be

discussed in Chapter 6. For determining rserver, MOCCAA-RMS incorporates the load of
nearby servers and the queue and task sizes of waiting and currently processed tasks.

Since, in our case, the task size s(j) is utilized to estimate the execution time, the real
execution rjtest time on the testing device serves as measure for the fitness of the model
for s(j):

min
(
|rjtest − s(j)|

)

Again, it should be noted that this fitness function is only used in case of an automatic
generation of the task size estimation s(j) by MOCCAA-InspectA. The question that
arises now is which features are suited for the prediction of rjtest, which is indeed the
execution time of a method mc called on a component c to fulfill j. In Section 5.4, tests
were run to collect data for graph partitioning. By means of aspect-oriented programming,
monitoring aspects were woven into the code to measure, inter alia, the execution time
of methods and the sizes of parameters. Each run was first archived as GraphML file
and then stored into a database together with the respective call graph. To identify the
relevant features for predicting rjtest, MOCCAA-InspectA first extracts all methods in
the call graph that were executed before mc. An example is shown in Figure 5.14 and
5.15. It depicts the GraphML file of a test run by means of Gephi 1. Larger circles stand
for higher execution times.

In addition to the parameters of the candidate method mc, the number of calls, the
parameters and the execution times of preceding methods may serve as features for s(j) or,
more specifically, rjtest too. In case of primitive data types such as Integer and Double, the

1https://gephi.org/
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Figure 5.14: Method x has the highest
execution time and shall be the candidate
for prediction.

Figure 5.15: Extracting methods that are exe-
cuted before method x.

value of the parameter is stored. In case of arrays and collections, the number of contained
elements is recorded. If complex objects are passed as parameter, their serialized size
serves as feature. It is required that the developer runs the application with various input
data so that variable execution times and varying manifestations of features are measured.
Since testing should be anyway part of the application development, this process step
can also be included in JUnit tests. Alternatively, our tool MOCCAA-TG (MOCCAA
Test Generator) can be applied. By means of the program slice of the candidate method
mc, it first extracts all primitive variables that may affect the execution of the method.
Subsequently, it instruments the bytecode of the application such that the values of these
variables are varied for different runs. However, the tool only works for primitive data
types. MOCCAA-Testgenerator can be found on GitHub2.

After collecting test data, a Correlation-based Feature Selection (CFS) [71] is carried out
to determine the features with the highest correlation to rjtest. The heuristic measure
that is applied for feature selection and that shall be maximized is as follows:

MS = k × corrrf√
k + k × (k − 1)× corrff

MS stands for the so-called merit of a set of k features. The average correlation between
the features f ∈ F and the target variable r is expressed by corrrf . The average
correlation between the features themselves is formulated by corrff . Since the latter is

2https://github.com/hbaraki/MOCCAA/TG
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part of the denominator, a high correlation between features leads to a low merit. In
fact, it is possible that a high number of features exhibits a strong correlation with r,
which would correspondingly lead to a high number of monitoring points. However, using
CFS, features that correlate with each other, and, hence, are redundant information, are
penalized. Applying CFS, thus, not only identifies the most promising features, but also
reduces the number of monitoring points during runtime.

To determine features that maximize the merit, a search strategy is required. Hall
suggests in [71] three different search strategies. Forward selection greedily adds features
until no improvement is detected. Backward elimination starts with all features and
greedily removes one after the other provided that no degradation is experienced. The
Best First approach is the strategy that we apply. It may start with no features or all
features. In case of MOCCAA-InspectA, Best First begins with no features. Best First
is adding then features one by one. If multiple consecutive fully expanded subsets do not
enhance the currently available best subset, the search is stopped.

Subsequently, the features, their monitored values and the respective values of the target
variable rjtest are split into training and test data. The data is fed into Auto-WEKA
[72]. Auto-WEKA automatically selects a suitable prediction model and optimizes the
hyperparameters of that model. It utilizes the open-source machine learning platform
WEKA (Waikato Environment for Knowledge Analysis) [73] and applies, inter alia,
multi-layer perceptrons and various regression models, such as linear regression and
additive regression, for prediction purposes. MOCCAA-InspectA accesses Auto-WEKA
through its public API. Both, Auto-WEKA and WEKA are implemented in Java.

The model returned by Auto-WEKA is the searched model s(j). On the testing system,
it predicts rjtest. Since a deviation between s(j) and rjtest might be existent on other
devices, a second model rclient

(
s(j)

)
has to be determined on the final device at runtime.

And as mentioned before, s(j) may also be given by the developer without making use
of the automatic generation through CFS and Auto-WEKA. In this case, the model
rclient

(
s(j)

)
will also differentiate from s(j) on the testing device.

To determine rclient
(
s(j)

)
, the evaluator has access to a regression library that applies the

Multivariate Adaptive Regression Splines (MARS) algorithm [74]. MOCCAA-InspectA
uses the Java implementation by Gregory Amis 3 together with an adapted version of
WEKA for Android 4. The overall size of the libraries is 80 kB. Being aware of the

3http://cns.bu.edu/~gsc/CN710/pmwiki.php?n=Main.MARSplines
4https://github.com/MeiyappanKannappa/Weka-Android
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only considered feature s(j), the MARS algorithm does not need many permutations to
figure out the relevant feature and to adapt the splines. The MARS models will have the
form:

rclient
(
s(j)

)
=

k∑
i=1

ciBi
(
s(j)

)
.

ci is a constant coefficient. Bi is a basis function and may be 1 (for the intercept), a hinge
function, or a product of hinge functions. A hinge function allows to incorporate a feature
after or before it exceeds a threshold, the so-called knot. It has the form max(0, knot−x)
or max(0, x− knot).

The MARS algorithm traverses two phases to determine the regression function. In the
forward pass, it greedily adds basis functions that lead to the highest reduction with
respect to the residual sum of squares (RSS). In the backward pass, the model is pruned
to prevent overfitting. Therefore, it applies Generalized Cross Validation (GCV). Using
GCV for regularization, a high number of hinge functions and a high RSS are penalized.
Terms are left out such that the GCV heuristic is minimized [74]. The determined basis
functions of the regression model usually retain their form during runtime. However,
the weights and knots of the basis functions are adapted during runtime if significant
discrepancies occur.

Lastly, the Evaluator can call the prediction function to receive the estimated resource
consumption of a given annotated method. This information cannot only be used for
deciding about the offloading step, but also to find suitable servers through MOCCAA-
RMS. Chapter 6 provides further details.

The identified features have to be equipped with the appropriate annotation @In-
spectA(executionTime = True, parameter = True...) to be monitored and to be accessible
by the Evaluator during runtime. In our current implementation, this step has to be
done manually by the developer. Further attributes for our @InspectA annotation are
cpuTime, batteryUsage, and memoryUsage. They monitor the quality dimensions CPU
utilization, memory consumption and battery usage for a method execution. However,
monitoring these dimensions requires itself a significant amount of resources and should
be avoided during runtime. In addition, current mobile operating systems only provide
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these information in debug mode. This is also true for Android 7 and upper versions
which refuse access to such information at runtime due to security reasons.

Discussion

A straightforward method to determine the resource-intensive parts of an application
would be to take the average or maximum resource consumption of each method during
tests at design time and mark those with a high consumption as potential candidates
for offloading. Such a pure offline profiling is used, e.g. in [10] and [7]. The absence of
monitoring costs at runtime is its strength, the lack of flexibility required for different
devices and scenarios its drawback. Other approaches ask the developers to mark the
resource-intensive parts and the parts that have to be monitored [9, 15] or monitor each
aspect of the running application [11]. The latter is required, if partitioning takes place
during runtime too. The approach that we followed with MOCCAA-InspectA strives
for a compromise. Beneficial and potential offloading candidates are identified with test
runs and graph partitioning during design time. An estimator for the task size is also
created at design time. The number of monitoring points is kept minimal through the
application of CFS. At runtime, the task size estimation is used to predict the local
resource consumption (here: execution time) on client side and the remote retention time
on server side. Only in case of a potential benefit, offloading takes place.

5.7 Implementation and Evaluation

5.7.1 Utilization of MOCCAA-InspectA

The current version of MOCCAA-InspectA works for Java 8 and Android SDK versions
greater than or equal to 23 (Android 6.0). Starting MOCCAA-InspectA on the developer’s
computer, it will connect with the Android Debug Bridge (adb). This allows the developer
to display running applications and their overall resource consumption within a given
time frame. The initial views are depicted in Figure 5.16 and 5.17. Information such as
CPU and memory consumption can be listed, but also details like obtained and demanded
permissions and package specifics.
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Figure 5.16: Application information

Figure 5.17: Monitor view listing all running applications and their overall resource consumption
in a given time frame.

To obtain more detailed information, the developer has to include our InspectA.aar
archive and our Gradle commands into the build process 5. These start an AspectJ
compiler that weaves Aspects around the applications’ methods. After each method the
current thread’s CPU time, the memory usage, the battery status and the execution
time are recorded. During the application’s execution a dump is created on the mobile

5https://github.com/hbaraki/MOCCAA/inspecta
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device that can be imported into MOCCAA-InspectA. Figure 5.18 shows the detailed
view with method granularity. The information can now be sorted in descending order
so that methods with high memory, CPU, battery or time consumption can be detected
easily. However, we apply our graph partitioning algorithm to find a beneficial cut.

Figure 5.18: Application information

In fact, Android provides so called tracers for battery, memory and CPU. The dumps are,
however, created separately for each dimension and the analysis requires much experience.
Furthermore, SDGs and monitored data are not merged by tracers.

Sector 4 in Figure 5.18 displays the invocation path of the monitored methods. All
information, including the invocation path and frequency, are stored as a GraphML file
that is further analyzed.

We provide the same tool for packaged Java applications6. However, it does not measure
the battery consumption. The developer has to provide the jar file of the application and
the required dependencies. A configuration file may be added to exclude the analysis of
certain packages or libraries. They are treated then as endpoints.

6https://github.com/hbaraki/MOCCAA/partitioning
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Figure 5.19: Graph partitioning tool with the SDG of an application. Recognized components
are equipped with a black frame. Component and edges can be clicked for further information.

Subsequently, MOCCAA-InspectA weaves in aspects for monitoring the application at
method granularity. The modified application has to be used now in typical scenarios or
should be tested by means of JUnit tests or with our testing tool MOCCAA-TG. Here
too, the monitored data is stored as GraphML file and displayable in the GUI.

After test data is available, our graph partitioning algorithm makes use of the stored data
to find beneficial cuts. Our graph partitioning algorithm is also available on GitHub 7. It
is accessible through a GUI, too. The same GUI is used for the partitioning verification
tool. The black boxes in Figure 5.19 show the verified components and classes. The
bottom left shows the applicable graph partitioning algorithms. Currently, only our
Max-Flow-Max-Cut heuristic is available.

Developers may adapt the parameters for graph partitioning by changing the default
values for upload and download transfer rates and the assumed local and remote processing
powers in the parameters section of the GUI.

7https://github.com/hbaraki/MOCCAA/partitioning
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5.7.2 Evaluation of Graph Partitioning

For evaluating the Max-Flow-Max-Cut heuristic, we generated random acyclic directed
graphs with edge weights between 1 and 500. The number of edges was derived from
the number of vertices. The combinations are listed in Table 5.1. Each experiment was
repeated 10 times with regenerated graphs. For the graphs with 10 to 30 vertices, we
also evaluated the quality of the cut. For 10 vertices, the found cut was on average 5.2%
worse than the maximum cut. This value increased to 10.14% for 20 vertices, and to
11.02% for 30 vertices. As the number of possible paths increases exponentially with the
number of vertices and edges, we currently did not evaluate the cut quality for larger
graphs. In the current phase, the Max-Flow-Max-Cut heuristic is extended with further
heuristics presented in [62] to improve the quality of the cuts.

Table 5.1: Performance of the Graph Partitioning algorithm.
Number of Vertices Number of Edges Time in ms
10 15 1.23
20 40 4.21
30 90 61.29
40 160 676.37
50 250 1567.71
60 360 1645.19
70 490 1909.76
80 640 2503.18
90 810 3146.2
100 1000 3438.89
200 4000 5640.95
300 9000 7761.89
400 16000 9903.23
500 25000 13347.18
600 36000 17134.08
700 49000 19567.09
800 64000 23149.84
900 81000 25685.47
1000 100000 27285.23

Regarding the time requirements of the Max-Flow-Max-Cut heuristic, the heuristic is
suitable for design time. According to Figure 5.20, even large graphs with 100, 000 edges
require less than 28 seconds. The experiments were executed on a single core of an Intel
i7 system with 4× 2.8GHz and 4GB of RAM. The memory consumption for the largest
graph was less than 128MB.
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Figure 5.20: Performance of the Graph Partitioning algorithm.

5.7.3 Evaluation of the Prediction Process

In the current phase, we do not provide a GUI for the automatic creation of the prediction
functions for Evaluators. Developers have to hand over parameters, i.e., the call graph,
monitoring data, and the target method to our resource estimation software. However, as
described in Section 5.6, the developer may also set the target size s(j) by hand. In that
case, the prediction model rclient

(
s(j)

)
for the execution time is automatically learned

by the Evaluator on the device. The disadvantage of the latter approach is that only
the MARS algorithm is applied on the device, while on the testing device CFS would
evaluate different features and Auto-WEKA would test different prediction techniques
and configurations.

In the following, we will prove by examples the eligibility of both approaches. Listing
5.2 shows an example with five methods. Method x is annotated with @Offload and
is the candidate method. In the first scenario, the developer sets the estimation for
the task size manually to s(j) = input1 and sets the @InspectA annotation in front of
the parameter input1. After deploying the application to a Samsung Galaxy S5 (CPU:
4 × 2.5GHz), the Evaluator triggers the MARS algorithm. After 250 executions of
method x with random input between 0 and 1000, the graph in Figure 5.21 is obtained.
The calculation required on average 122ms. Feeding the model with 250 test samples,
the Mean Absolute Error (MAE) results in 52ms and the Mean Absolute Error in %
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(MAEP) approximately 3.7%.

Leaving the feature selection and the creation of the model for s(j) to CFS and Auto-
WEKA, s(j) will result in the graph depicted in Figure 5.22. The MAE amounts to 3ms
and the MAEP to 0.23%. The automatic creation selected input1 as only feature for s(j)
and evaluated an additive regression model as best candidate.

1421.03.2018 MOCCAA

♦ Example with multivariate adaptive regression splines (MARS) for prediction:
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Figure 5.21: input1 is given as task size. Execution time estimation is performed via MARS.
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♦ Example with multivariate adaptive regression splines (MARS) for prediction:
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Figure 5.22: Task size estimation on the testing device performed with CFS and Auto-WEKA

The counterexample of listing 5.3, however, shows that CFS and Auto-WEKA may not
always be the better choice. The code excerpt shows a single method out of 23 methods
of the call graph in Figure 5.23. Although the excution of the candidate method x is
deterministic and mainly depends on the input parameter e, CFS and Auto-WEKA are
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...
@Offload
public void x(int random1, int random2, int input1) {

random1 = Math.random();
int a = a(input1, input1);
int b = b(a);
int e = c(a, b) + d() % 10;

}

private int a(int input1, int input2) {
try { Thread.sleep(1000);
} catch (InterruptedException e) { e.printStackTrace(); }
return (input1 + input2) % 1000;

}

private int b(int input1) {
try { Thread.sleep(input1);
} catch (InterruptedException e) { e.printStackTrace(); }
return input1 % 100;

}

private int c(int a, int b) {
int result = 0;
try { Thread.sleep(b);

if (a < 400) { Thread.sleep(1000); result = 1;
} else if (a < 600) { Thread.sleep(1000 + a); result = 2;
} else { Thread.sleep(2000); result = 3;
}

} catch (InterruptedException e) { e.printStackTrace(); }
return result;

}

private int d() {
try { Thread.sleep(50);
} catch (InterruptedException e) { e.printStackTrace(); }
return 42;

}
...

Listing 5.2: Runtime of method x shall be predicted
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not able to establish a prediction model. CFS selects 6 out of 15 features. 5 features
belong to methods that are executed before method x. The calculated merit MS of the
best subset is only 0.034. After 4 hours on an Intel i7 system with 4 × 2.8GHz and
4GB of RAM and evaluating 214 models, Auto-WEKA chooses a decision stump model
(one-level decision tree) [75]. The MAEP results in 12.76%, which is, in this case, as
good as predicting with the average value of the target variable.

If CFS is left out in this scenario, and the developer restricts the features to the parameter
e, Auto-WEKA finds in the same time a model (additive regression) with an MAEP
of 2.98%. The best result, however, is obtained by the prediction method in listing
5.4. It imitates method x without its sleeping times and takes into account the system
property. Thus, the model for s(j) would also perform well for resource estimation on
other devices. The obtained MAEP on the testing device (MacBook Pro with an Intel i7
system with 4× 2.8GHz) is only 0.03%. Moving the model s(j) to an Samsung Galaxy
S4 and applying MARS for calculating rclient

(
s(j)

)
results in an MAEP for the prediction

of the execution time of 0.04. The additive regresion model of Auto-WEKA with the
feature e, however, increases its MAEP to 61, 10%. This is mainly due to the missing
system property that is not captured by the MOCCAA framework as it is not a method
parameter that can be monitored before the execution of the candidate method.

Figure 5.23: Methods that are executed before method x.
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...
@Offload
public void x(int e) {

int counter = 0;
try {

Thread.sleep(10000);
int i = e % 1000;
if (i < 10) {

Thread.sleep(Math.abs(i * 1000));
counter = i;

} else if (i < 100) {
for (int j = 1; j < i; j++) {

if ((i % j) == 0) {
Thread.sleep(1000);

}
counter++;

}
} else {

Thread.sleep((System.getProperty("os.name").length()
% 10) * i);

}
} catch (InterruptedException e1) {

e1.printStackTrace();
}
y(counter);

}
...

Listing 5.3: Runtime of method x shall be predicted

public long evaluate(int e) {
long time = 10000;
int i = e % 1000;
if (i < 10) {

time += Math.abs(i * 1000);
} else if (i < 100) {

for (int j = 1; j < i; j++) {
if ((i % j) == 0) {

time += 1000;
} }

} else {
String os_name = System.getProperty("os.name");
int millis = (os_name.length() % 10) * i;
time += millis;

}
return time * 1000000;

}

Listing 5.4: Estimator for the task size of method x
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5.7.4 Evaluation of MOCCAA Annotations
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Figure 5.24: Detecting faces in 664 images with an aggregated size of 1 GB

In this experiment, we apply the MOCCAA annotations @Offload and @Splittable in
two different scenarios. In the first scenario, images shall be analyzed and tagged by an
application. The IDs of 664 images are passed to a component that retrieves the images
from the local storage and outputs whether faces were detected in the images. In the
given scenario, the images are also available on server side.

The client is equipped with a notebook with 4 x 3.4 GHz (AMD Phenom II). Analyzing
the images requires 79.98 seconds. Offloading the calculation by means of the @Offload
annotation to a server with Intel XEON E7 with 4 virtual cores, 36.66 seconds are
needed. The round trip time of 30 ms and transferring 664 integer IDs through a 90
MB/s connection are negligible.

Applying the annotation @Splittable with 10 servers (six-core AMD Opterons with 2.6
GHz) available results in a response time of 3.75 seconds.

In the second scenario, prime numbers are generated by a component. The component
takes an array with empty Prime number objects and the requested minimum number of
digits and returns an array with the desired prime numbers.

On the local device, the generation of 1000 Prime numbers with at least 300 digits
each takes 109.2 seconds. Offloading the task to the Intel XEON E7 server reduces the
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required time to 47.33 seconds. A further reduction is achieved through @Splittable and
10 servers. They only need 5.01 seconds.

The worst case, which is not depicted here, would be the iterative invocation of the
Prime number generation method, each time generating only one Prime number. In this
case, the roundtrip time would already sum up to 1000× 30 ms = 30 seconds. Applying
our graph partitioning heuristic or the design guidelines in Section 5.3 would, however,
circumvent this scenario.
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Figure 5.25: Generating 1000 prime numbers, each with at least 300 digits
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6 MOCCAA-RMS

In contrast to existing works in the area of MCC [7, 9, 15, 17], we assume that application
providers run their own VM instances and containers in the Cloud. Thus, there is no
third party that is maintaining the server side of our MCC framework and invoicing each
usage by end users. Application providers themselves may include the offloading features
of their apps into their billing system. This also reduces the number of required trusted
parties. In addition, if the application provider does not lease Cloud resources, but has
an own Cloud infrastructure at its disposal, users only need to trust the provider, under
the condition that the communication is encrypted adequately. Furthermore, this allows
application providers to optimize server configurations and locations. Libraries and apps
may be preinstalled. A more efficient implementation of an app or a more performant
library may be utilized on servers. The additional efforts for the application provider will
be kept to a minimum by supplying containers with MOCCAA-RMS, our self-configuring
resource management system.

In Chapter 3, the so-called Evaluators were introduced that help estimating the resource
consumption of a method. The calculated estimation is not only used for prediction
purposes but also to identify fitting Cloud resources. Therefore, the estimation is
preferably sent to a nearby MOCCAA-RMS registry that is managing several server
instances of the application provider and that is running on one of these instances. It
will assess if an existing instance has sufficient capacities to process the request. If
the request is rejected, different options exist to address the problem. Depending on
the Cloud configuration of the application provider, a load balancer may start a new
container with dedicated resources to scale horizontally or a MOCCAA-RMS registry
at another location is queried. The latter is the default setting. To be able to locate
registries, they are organized in a hierarchical structure. The mobile application has
just to be aware of the address of the root registry. The detailed architecture and the
protocol of MOCCAA-RMS are presented in Section 6.3. Before diving into the details,
related approaches will be discussed.
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6.1 Related Work

Most MCC frameworks focus on partitioning and offloading aspects [7, 9, 15] and expect
that an appropriate server is available. Other works address particular clusters and
environments. In [16], different types of VMs are provided within a cluster to process the
offloaded tasks. For each client, at least one VM clone with basic resource configurations
is active. A resource discovery is not needed as the cluster is considered as given. Multiple
and more performant VMs are assigned to a client whenever a need is detected. Zhou
et. al. present a context-sensitive offloading scheme for MCC in [76]. Their approach
equips each mobile device with a device profiler and a discovery service that collects
periodically the availability, the network status and hardware information of nearby
MANETs, Cloudlets and public Cloud VMs in order to feed the local decision engine
with precise information. Due to the high frequency and amount of information, the
scalability of this approach is restricted to a limited number of users. In [77], Liu et.
al. propose a resource discovery mechanism that enables offloading to other mobile
devices. Depending on the context and network status, their framework switches between
a centralized approach (3G communication) for resource discovery and flooding the local
MANET (ad-hoc WLAN) with the request. In case of flooding, each device is aware of
its available resources and responds appropriately if it accepts the request, or forwards
the request to previously unvisited devices if the request is rejected. A Time To Live
(TTL) parameter restricts the flooding procedure. The centralized approach is realized
through a central request broker that collects statistics periodically from each mobile
device in a given area and that responds to resource requests by returning the address
of mobile devices with sufficient free capacities. Here too, mobile devices are burdened
with tasks such as monitoring local resources, sending statistics and forwarding requests.
Besides that, the central broker constitutes a bottleneck and a single point of failure.

Related approaches may also be found in the area of Grid Computing. Both afore-
mentioned types of resource discovery are also known in Grid Computing. In [78], a
peer-to-peer-based approach is proposed where requests are forwarded to neighbors
until a match is found or the TTL is set to zero. Different search strategies shall help
accelerating finding matches. For example, each node may cache previously matching
neighbors to prefer them in succeeding runs. Filali et. al. utilize the caches of their nodes
in [79] to collect and store the current resource status of neighbor nodes. If resources
are demanded, first the cache is checked for matching neighbor nodes before flooding is
applied. In the worst case, the whole network is flooded with the query. To mitigate the
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typical drawback of unstructured peer-to-peer-based approaches, structured peer-to-peer
computing makes use of Distributed Hash Tables (DHTs) [80]. Each peer and its feature
are mapped to a key. Finding a node that is holding this feature requires O(log N)
messages and steps, if a Chord structure is used [81]. This acceleration is obtained at the
expense of dynamicity and usability. Only exact and single terms can be searched for.
Queries that contain multiple resource dimensions or other kinds of vectors, cannot be
handled. Furthermore, features that are structured in a DHT, reflect rather static factors,
like e.g. file names or hardware and computer categories. The amount of currently free
capacities is, however, changing frequently.

In [82] and [83], resource discovery techniques that are supported by central resource
registries are presented. In [83], nodes report updates regarding their current resource
status to a central server. Molto et. al. suggest in [82] a central system that collects
resource information from participating nodes in discrete time intervals. Both approaches
share the characteristic downsides of centralized solutions. The central server poses
a bottleneck and a single point of failure for the whole system. In case of periodic
updates, resource information may be obsolete and, thereby, false-positive matches may
be returned.

To mitigate these drawbacks, hierarchical and super-peer systems were proposed in
[84], [85], [86], and [87]. The commonality between these works is that they arrange
adjacent nodes into groups, which are called small worlds or Virtual Organizations. Each
group is monitored by a parent node. When distributing tasks, the parent node is asked
for matching nodes. This leads to a preferential selection of local nodes. Only if no
hits were found, the query will be redirected to upper nodes in a hierarchical system
[85] and to other parent nodes [86, 87] in super-peer systems. In the latter case, each
Virtual Organization has its own grid framework such as GT2 or GT3. These frameworks
have their own central or hierarchical information and monitoring system. Each Virtual
Organization has a powerful node that is referred to as Super Peer and that has access
to the information system of the local grid. Super Peers of different Virtual Organization
are connected with each other through a peer-to-peer network. If local resources do not
suffice, the query is sent by the local Super Peer to selected Super Peers of other Virtual
Organization, which may forward the request to further Super Peers. The request is
equipped with a TTL parameter to restrict flooding.

In case of hierarchical systems, upper nodes require higher transmission rates and
computing power to receive and process all the information from descendant nodes.
Mostly, only two parent layers are applied [84, 88]. Kubernetes [88] is used, for example,
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in the Google Cloud Platform, but is also supported by AWS (Amazon Web Services),
IBM Bluemix, and Microsoft Azure. The Kubernetes Master node is monitoring the
nodes in its cluster and supervising and assigning groups of containers running on them.
If multiple clusters shall work together, a further layer is introduced that collects data
from each cluster, checks their states and orchestrates tasks. The federation control
plane is placed on top of the Kubernetes Master nodes. According to [88], it enables
cross-cluster discovery and improves scalability and availability, however, at the expense
of increased network bandwidth and costs. At the time of writing this thesis, only an
alpha version of Kubernetes Federation was available. Nonetheless, a general trend
towards Cloud federations is discernible [89, 90].

Both super-peer and hierarchical systems reduce the downsides of purely peer-to-peer-
based and purely central approaches by introducing local groups of nodes and adding one
or more layers of parent nodes that connect them to further groups of nodes. However,
there exists still a central bottleneck at the root node of the hierarchical system and
a flooding procedure at the top level of the super-peer system. To sum up, it strongly
depends on the context and the concrete use case which characteristics shall be emphasized
and which handicaps are acceptable. A cluster with few nodes, but with a high frequency
of changes and updates, may be well served with a central resource discovery system. The
number of messages required for searches and updates is kept to a minimum. If latency
is of secondary importance, but robustness is a key factor, then a peer-to-peer-based
system may be preferred. Super peers and hierarchies of parent nodes establish a mixture
of both systems. Finally, the question arises which requirements for resource discovery
are crucial in MCC. The next section lists the decisive aspects that we identified for the
MOCCAA framework.

6.2 Requirements

In constrast to Grid Computing, offloaded tasks in MCC are typically no long-running
calculations. A major purpose of MCC is to accelerate the execution of mobile applications
for end users. In general, these applications are tailored for mobile devices. Offloading
partitions of such applications will result in a high number of load changes on server side,
which has to be captured by MOCCAA-RMS without impeding the network bandwidth
through monitoring and controlling. Furthermore, clients in MCC are mobile and may
change their location regularly. Here, the search phase and the operating phase have to
be distinguished. The time and message complexity of the operating phase has to be
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minimized since a large part of the communication will take place during this period.
After transferring the object graph, the parameters and the method invocation to the
server determined in the search phase, the results are synchronized back after the remote
execution of the method. Subsequently, further methods may be called remotely on
the delta-synchronized object. By contrast, searching and identifying a suitable server
only takes place at the beginning. An increased time and message complexity in the
operating phase will have a higher negative impact than in the search phase. This means,
in turn, that a thorough search for a suitable server may pay off in the operating phase. A
server is rated as suitable, if it fulfills the requirements with respect to available resource
capacities, data transfer rate and roundtrip times.

Another important feature is the ability to configure, manage and scale the resource
discovery system automatically without burdening the application provider. This includes
the identification of overloads and outages of registries and replacing or supporting them
automatically by idle servers.

The main requirements can be summarized as follows:

1. Low message complexity for monitoring and controlling servers.

2. Low message and time complexity for finding suitable servers during the search
phase.

3. Finding suitable servers such that the message and time complexity is minimal
during the operating phase.

4. Automatic configuration of new nodes and registries.

5. Robustness of the system against registry overloads and outages to ensure a high
availability.

6. Automatic scaling.

6.3 Architecture

6.3.1 Overview

As discussed in Section 6.1, a central approach would have a low message complexity,
but is also accompanied by poor scalability and availability. Even if a central cluster
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is utilized, disadvantages are just shifted by means of expensive resources. The data
transfer rate has to cope with incoming monitoring messages and search queries from all
over the world. The more servers are registered and the more data is collected, the more
time is needed to find ideal candidate nodes for clients. A peer-to-peer-based system
would circumvent a central bottleneck and single point of failure, but could overstrain the
network with search queries. The message complexity of search queries is only restricted
through a TTL parameter and heuristics that try to prevent flooding by caching previous
matches or the resource information of direct neighbors.

The architecture of MOCCAA-RMS can be considered as a mixture of super-peer and
hierarchical systems. In the following, we distinguish between parent or registry nodes
and leaf or worker nodes. While meta information such as IP addresses and general
configurations of registry nodes are organized hierarchically, worker nodes are grouped in
clusters. Each cluster is monitored and managed by a registry node that acts as super
peer. Each application provider operates its own MOCCAA-RMS system of registries and
clusters. In other words, different application providers do not share registry and worker
nodes. This simplifies billing, enables tailored security and QoS measures, and supports
adapted VM and container images that have preinstalled libraries and environments.
Furthermore, shared registry and worker nodes may endanger user trust significantly, if
third parties that may be unknown to users operate them.

MOCCAA-RMS is suitable for Cloud systems that provide IaaS (Infrastructure as a
Service) and PaaS (Platform as a Service), and single servers distributed all over the
world and connected through the Internet. We tested both configurations combined in
Section 6.4. If load varies and peak loads have to be absorbed, Cloud systems should
be preferred. The main benefits of Cloud systems are the ability to scale rapidly, to be
billed only for the used resources, and that the resources are managed and maintained by
the Cloud provider. However, the overall costs could be higher than in case of dedicated
servers if the load is evenly distributed over a long period. A further advantage of
tailoring MOCCAA-RMS also for single servers is that such resources can be closer to
end users than big data centers of Cloud Providers. The latter have a focus on certain
regions such as West Europe, the United States, and Southeast Asia. Paradigms such
as Edge and Fog Computing and Cloudlets also emphasize the proximity to end users,
sensors, actors and other devices to reduce centralized processing in the Cloud. This may
reduce the number of hops significantly and, thus, the network load and roundtrip times.
Whenever nearby resources run under load, subsequent requests should be directed to
free servers in the vicinity or to the Cloud.
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Figure 6.1 shows a potential configuration. Within the mobile application the annotation
@OffloadRegistry has to be applied. It lists the domain address of the redundant root
registries of the application provider. Alternatively, a configuration file can be used. The
domain address is resolved through Anycast DNS (Domain Name System) nameservers.
By using Anycast, the DNS request is forwarded by routers to the closest nameserver
that is responsible for the given zone. The nameserver, in turn, returns the IP address of
the root registry that is next to the DNS resolver of the end user. Typically the DNS
resolver will cache the DNS record to accelerate future resolutions and to reduce costs.
The Top Level Domain (TLD) is resolved by default through root nameservers that are
reached through Anycast.
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Figure 6.1: A user smartphone making use of the hierarchy of registries. Grey nodes represent
servers that are monitored and serve as worker nodes.

Subsequently, an offloading request is sent to the root registry. The request contains, inter
alia, the application and component name and the task size estimated by the Evaluator.
The metric that is used by the Evaluator, does not need to be an accurate measure for a
certain resource dimension such as CPU and memory consumption, but should correlate
with the resource consumption of the component in general. The root registry and each
level of registries only knows the adjacent level of nodes in the hierarchy. The last level of
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registries also act as super peers. Their children are worker nodes. The root registry will
redirect the query to the registry whose descendant nodes are not overloaded and whose
location is close to the end user. Therefore, super peers maintain queues for incoming
offloading requests and report, inter alia, the average throughput, waiting time, and
number of tasks in the system periodically to their respective parent registry. The parent
registry aggregates the information received from its child nodes and notifies its own
parent registry at regular intervals. This allows an estimation of the average waiting
time and throughput in certain regions and enables routing queries by means of location
and load. It should be noted that upper registries are mainly responsible for routing
queries and aggregate information from child registries, while super peers also manage
worker nodes and distribute tasks.
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Figure 6.2: Feedback loop of the hierarchical Resource Management System.

After finding a suitable registry in the vicinity of the user, the MOCCAA proxy on the
smartphone will receive the address of the worker node. Additionally, the address of the
registry that is acting as super peer, is cached for future offloading requests. In case the
user changes the location more than a preconfigured distance, the cache will be dismissed.
In Figure 6.2, the MOCCAA proxy submits an offloading request directly to a cached
registry address.

A registry may reject a query and redirect it to the parent registry whenever the queue of
the registry exceeds a threshold for the estimated waiting time due to overloaded worker
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nodes. Otherwise, the query will be enqueued in a FIFO queue. After it is dequeued,
it will be assigned to a worker node that has sufficient free capacities available. The
delay or waiting time in the queue at the registry is usually caused by busy and already
allocated worker nodes. In the event that the registry itself constitutes a bottleneck, a
worker node will be elected and converted to a further registry that acquires a subset of
the remaining worker nodes. The concrete procedure will be explained at the end of this
section.

In contrast to registry nodes, worker nodes give immediately notice to their respective
registry after finishing an offloaded task. On the one hand, the free capacities that are
available now are announced. Besides that, the ID of the executed task, the assigned
resource limits, and the actual resource consumption and processing time are reported to
the registry. This allows the registry to correlate the task size, which was estimated by
the Evaluator and that is listed in the query, to the actual resource consumption and
processing time on a worker node. As mentioned before, in comparison to mobile devices,
worker nodes may have an alternative implementation of the components to leverage
special libraries and tools that may be resource-intensive but that also speed up the
execution or increase the quality of the results. Creating a correlation between a type of
component, the estimated task size, and the actual resource consumption and processing
time, facilitates the resource management for the registry. Figure 6.3 illustrates the
offloading procedure and the feedback loop.

While the first registries will not set any limits for the containers, over time they will learn
appropriate limits for different component types and task sizes. The learned correlations
are stored daily on a configuration server. It is mainly a central storage where correlations
are aggregated and where new registries may download a start configuration.

6.3.2 Capacity planning

The correlations have to be learned for each component type separately as they behave
differently. In Chapter 5, the partitioning of applications was explained. An application
may have multiple components whose interfaces or entry classes are marked as offloadable.
Each offloadable component type may have its own Evaluator class that is assessing the
task size in a different way. The applied metrics should be adapted to the type of task
the component is handling. The Evaluator of a component that is processing images
in a given folder of a remote Cloud storage, could inspect the meta data of the folder,
such as number of files and their average size, to assess the task size. If the component
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is calculating the next move in a game, the potential number of options that have to
be investigated may serve as an estimation for the task size. Figure 6.4 shows a simple
example where the CPU consumption rises at a stronger rate for tasks with sizes greater
than 7. In this case, it is just due to an additional loop in the code. The task size itself
only correlates with an input parameter. Memory and network load stay constant and
are not depicted. Other CPU cores were not demanded.

The blue line in Figure 6.4 illustrates the regression splines found by MOCCAA-RMS
when applying the algorithm in [74] (Multivariate adaptive regression splines). Adding
three times the RMSE (Root Mean Squared Error) of the estimation function results
in the green curve, which serves as a basis for the assigned resource limits. Finally, the
MOCCAA-RMS super peer learned the approximate resource consumption. In the given
example, the component makes use of a single core. Thus, the container should get a
complete CPU core assigned. Memory and network limits can be kept low and constant.
If the VM would have 32 cores in total, 32 of these containers could run in parallel. A
more sophisticated scheduling approach could assign different types of components to
different VMs such that on each of them a mix of I/O-, memory- and CPU-intensive
components is running in parallel so that the resources are leveraged optimally. However,
with respect to the resource management system, our focus is not on optimal scheduling
and prediction algorithms but on the general structure and architecture of the system
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Figure 6.4: Correlation of task size and consumed CPU time of a component running on a single
CPU. Determining the function took less than 20 ms on average on a 4×3.4 GHz processor for
1000 measuring points.

and the opportunities and chances it provides. Our current implementation applies a
modification of the First Come First Serve (FCFS) policy and searches for a next match
within the list of worker nodes according to algorithm 3. The following section goes into
further detail.

6.3.3 Pre-planning and Scheduling

Knowing the currently processed tasks in the system, the free capacities of the worker
nodes, the task sizes of the arriving offloading requests and the length of the queue, allows
the super peer to estimate the retention time for each incoming request. If the waiting
queue is empty, the super peer checks its list of worker nodes and their free capacities
and chooses the next match by means of the calculated resource limits. It applies then a
prediction function that estimates the processing time for the given task size. Here again,
Multivariate adaptive regression splines [74] are used for approximation. An example for
predicting the processing time by means of the task size was presented in Chapter 5.

Using the predicted values, for each worker node w a series of tuples with (t,∆cwfree) is
calculated and maintained. t is the point in time at which the capacity ∆cwfree is added to
or subtracted from the free capacities of worker node w. ∆cwfree is added for potentially
finished tasks, and subtracted, if a task will potentially be assigned to w at time t. The
super peer merges the tuples of all worker nodes into a list that is ordered by time. As
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Figure 6.5: Prediction of waiting and processing times by the super peer.

shown in Figure 6.5, this enables the super peer to forecast the chronologically next
change in terms of load and free capacities and, thus, to estimate waiting and processing
times for incoming offloading requests.

If an incoming offloading request cannot be assigned immediately to a worker node, the
super peer checks at which time potentially sufficient resources will be available. In
Figure 6.5, the super peer expects that the incoming offloading request will be processed
at time 1546214525 by worker node w1 after it releases the containers c1 and c2.

The sum of the expected waiting time and the estimated processing time is the retention
time. The latter is reported to the client as offloading offer. If the retention time
exceeds the expected processing time of a local execution on the mobile device (see also
Figure 6.3), the client may reject offloading and query the parent registry of the super
peer for alternatives. Routing offloading requests in upper registries is introduced in
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Section 6.3.5. Nonetheless, it is up to the application developer and its Evaluator on the
smartphone to continue the offloading procedure, for instance, due to insufficient battery
power or in case of background tasks that do not require fast completion.

Algorithm 3 shows the prediction of the retention time of an incoming offloading request
jin. The algorithm also serves for optimizing the FCFS scheduling. Line 1 and 2
correspond to the predictions of previous incoming tasks for which algorithm 3 has
already been invoked. Their results are cached (line 28) and do not need to be calculated
anew as long as no running task is interrupted or no waiting task is cancelled. Line 3
to 15 simulate first all previously predicted changes ∆c and apply them to the current
state of the worker nodes. While P contains the changes regarding the capacities in a
chronological order, CQueueFree stores the free capacities after applying the respective ∆c.
The HashMap CMap

Free<Node,Queue> stores the same information but grouped for each
worker node.

In line 16, the for loop starts with the current state, which was set in line 5. In the
example of Figure 6.6, this would be the starting point at the coordinate origin. The
blue dotted line stands for the free capacities of worker node w2, the green dashed line
for those of worker node w1. In the algorithm, they would be represented by the queues
CMap
Free<w1> and CMap

Free<w2>. The incoming job requires an assignment to a worker node
that has sufficient capacities (line 19) for a given time period (line 27).

The if statement in line 19 first checks whether the capacity requirements are met by the
current entry. If not, the next entry, and thus, the next change of capacity is checked.
If a match is found, it has to be ensured that the capacity is at least available for the
predicted processing time. Here again, three times of the RMSE (Root Mean Squared
Error) of the estimation function is added for assuring an adequate amount of time (line
15). The statement in line 27 inspects whether future assignments to the actual selected
worker node violate the capacity constraint within the required time period. In case of a
match, the repeat loop is left and the results are added to the predictions. The probable
retention time and the assigned worker node are returned to the client.

The benefit of our extension to pure FCFS scheduling is, that it is examining if waiting
tasks with lower capacity needs than the previous ones in the queue can already be
assigned to worker nodes. In Figure 6.6, algorithm 3 is executed initially to find a
predicted match for the first task j1 in the queue. Due to the high capacity needs of j1,
it has to wait until two running jobs are finished that release the capacities ∆cw2

2 and
∆cw2

3 . The next incoming offloading job j2 can, however, start before j1 since worker
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Algorithm 3: MOCCAA-RMS scheduling and retention time prediction
Input: - A queue of i waiting offloading jobs: Twaiting = (j1, j2, . . . , ji)
- A set of j jobs processed in the system: Tprocessed = {ji+1, ji+2, . . . , ji+j}
- A set of k worker nodes: W = {w1, w2, . . . , wk}
- An incoming offloading job jin
Output: The expected retention time for jin and the assigned worker node

1 P = {(job,time,node,∆c1), (job,time,node,∆c2), . . . , (job,time,node,∆cl)} ←
predictions(Twaiting) ∪ predictions(Tprocessed)

2 P = sortByT imeAscending(P )
3 CQueueFree = () // Queue for storing time series of free capacities

4 CMap
Free<Node,Queue>= {} // Queue for each node separately

5 foreach w in W do // Add current capacities to time series

6 Add (system.getCurrentT ime(), w, w.getFreeCapacity()) to CQueueFree

7 Add (system.getCurrentT ime(), w.getFreeCapacity()) to CMap
Free<w>

8 end
9 foreach (j, t, w,∆c) in P do // Simulate future assignments

10 w.setFreeCapacity(w.getFreeCapacity() + ∆c)
11 Add (t, w,w.getFreeCapacity()) to CQueueFree

12 Add (t, w.getFreeCapacity()) to CMap
Free<w>

13 end
14 predictedProcessingT ime =

processingT imePrediction(getTaskSize(jin), getComponentType(jin))
15 requiredT ime = predictedProcessingT ime+ 3×RMSE

16 foreach (tcurrent, w, ccurrent) in CQueueFree do // Search for match
17 tnext ← tcurrent, cnext ← ccurrent
18 repeat
19 if requiredCapacity(jin) ≤ cnext then // Capacity fits

20 (tnext, cnext) = CMap
Free<w>.getNextChangeAfter(tcurrent)

21 if tnext == null then
22 break
23 end
24 else
25 go to 16
26 end
27 until requiredT ime > (tnext − tcurrent) // Time period fits
28 Add (jin, tcurrent, w,−1× requiredCapacity) to P // Caching results
29 Add (jin, tcurrent + requiredT ime,w,+1× requiredCapacity) to P
30 return (tcurrent + predictedProcessingT ime− system.getCurrentT ime(), w)
31 end
32 return (∞,null)
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Figure 6.6: Applying the prediction and scheduling algorithm to three jobs.

node w1 will provide sufficient capacities at an earlier point in time. The same applies to
j3, which will be assigned to w2.

Although the first job in the waiting queue has the highest priority to be served, it
will not lead to excessive idle runs of worker nodes, even if the job is in need of large
capacities. In case of pure FCFS, the scheduler would first assign the first job of the
queue, irrespective of how long it has to wait for obtaining the required capacities. If
the group of worker nodes would contain several nodes with low resource capacities and
a single node with high resource capacities, the scheduler could block until the single
high performance node would be free. MOCCAA-RMS circumvents this through its
pre-planning and scheduling.

Another solution could equip each worker node with an own queue, while the super
peer would act as a load balancer that is distributing the incoming tasks to the worker
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nodes with the shortest waiting time or highest throughput. Nonetheless, this could lead
to worse performance as already taken decisions and deployments cannot be reversed
if certain worker nodes require more or less time and, as a result, alter the previously
assumed waiting and retention time. In contrast, MOCCAA-RMS allows reassignments
and re-scheduling and balances load by means of updated load and processing time
predictions.

An alternative to predictions through task sizes, component types and associated resource
and time consumptions could be the application of queueing theory, in particular, Little’s
Law [91] and the Universal Scalability Law [92], to estimate waiting and retention times.
The super peer should be simulated through a multi-class queueing model [93] since the
characteristics of each component type may differ significantly from each other. If the
service rates of worker nodes vary widely and if each worker node shall also be equipped
with an own queue, a multi-class open network model is recommended. A fully developed
calculation and simulation tool can be found in [1]. Despite of models with multiple
classes and different node types with adjusted service rates, the calculations will only
return average values that are independent of the task size. This hinders a pre-planning
and scheduling according to algorithm 3.

6.3.4 Auto Configuration of Nodes

When utilizing MOCCAA-RMS, the application provider will start with a group of
nodes and one or more A or AAAA resource records at an Anycast DNS nameserver
provider. The nodes may act as worker nodes, registries or root registries. After deploying
MOCCAA-RMS to a node, it is resolving the preset domain name of the root registry
through an Anycast DNS nameserver. If one of the returned IP addresses equals its own
address, it starts working as a root registry. Furthermore, it is registering at other root
registries, if existing, to get and to stay synchronized in case of changes to child nodes.

Other nodes that are entering the system, send their coordinates to the closest root
registry and ask for the nearest registry. The coordinates are estimated through an IP to
Geo localization. The root registry checks its list of child nodes and redirects the node
to the closest one. The selected registry may further redirect the node to a registry in
the succeeding layer. The procedure will stop as soon as a super peer is found. If the
root registry does not have any child nodes at its disposal, the requesting node will be
assigned a super peer role and registered as a child node of the root registry. The root
registry itself will not serve as super peer as its bandwidth capacity has to stay available
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for initial client and server requests. The synchronized root registries could get strained
by the monitoring information and control commands for worker nodes.

Subsequent nodes would be redirected to the super peer and register themselves as worker
nodes. A registry in MOCCAA-RMS makes use of the k-medoids clustering algorithm
[94] after each addition or removal of a child node. The number of clusters is set to one,
if the registry is not overloaded. By doing so, the procedure determines the most central
node in a group after each change. If the distance of the new most central node and
the registry exceeds a threshold (e.g. 100 km), the most central node takes over the
role of the registry. The prior registry broadcasts the address of the new registry to all
child nodes and the parent registry, transfers the queue of offloading requests and the
assignments to worker nodes to the new registry, and starts serving as a worker node.
This approach ensures short distances between a registry and its children, and is needed
in the following sections for the rearrangement of registries in case of overloads.

At a certain point in time, the limited capacities of the registry, in particular its bandwidth
and its processor power, pose a bottleneck and may inhibit the overall performance
significantly. To ensure an early reaction, MOCCAA-RMS triggers a reorganization as
soon as the load of the registry exceeds a given threshold. The application developer may
configure the thresholds appropriately in the configuration settings of MOCAA-RMS. By
default, it is set to 90% over a time period of one minute for the resource dimensions CPU
load, bandwidth, memory consumption, and used disk space. If the resource dimensions
CPU load, bandwidth and memory consumption exceed 80% on average, new nodes that
try to register, already lead to a reorganization.

The algorithm that is applied by MOCCAA-RMS to arrange and rearrange registries
and child nodes, is inspired by the B*-Tree algorithm in [95]. This is especially true
for the idea to shift keys between nodes. We translated this idea to child nodes at a
margin of a cluster that may leave a parent registry due to its overload and jump to
an adjacent registry. To identify adjacent registries and child nodes at the margins of a
cluster, the SLINK algorithm [96] with a complexity of O(n2) is utilized. The SLINK
algorithm is usually employed in hierarchical clustering to determine nearest neighbor
clusters according to:

DistanceSLINK(C1, C2) = min
x∈C1,y∈C2

{distance(x, y)}.

For splitting a single cluster into two smaller ones, we make use of k-medoids. In contrast
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to hierarchical and dense-based clustering approaches such as DBSCAN and OPTICS
[97], k-medoids does not have a tendency to tube-like clusters. In comparison to k-means,
k-medoids does not utilize the central points of clusters, but the most central nodes of
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each cluster. If k is set to 2, two nodes are selected in the first iteration as so called
medoids. In each iteration i, the distance between each medoid and all n nodes is
calculated. Each node is assigned to the cluster of the medoid with the smallest distance.
Subsequently, within each cluster the distances between all member nodes are determined.
The node with the smallest sum of distances is the new medoid. The iterations are
stopped whenever the medoids do not change anymore or a limit of iterations is reached.
The complexity of k-medoids is O(n3 + k(n+ k)2 + i) when applying the implementation
in [94].

The following sections explain the scaling algorithm of MOCCAA-RMS with the aid of
the example given in Figure 6.7. The example assumes that the node numbers correspond
to their location along a single axis and that each node can manage three child nodes at
maximum. Hence, for the sake of simplicity, a registry gets overloaded when a fourth
child node tries to register. The flowchart in Figure 6.8 illustrates the procedure within
a registry when receiving a registration request by a node.

In the initial state, node 20 is the super peer of nodes 10, 30, and 40, as it is the most
central node. This was determined by means of the k-medoids clustering algorithm with
k = 1. After node 50 registers at node 20, the current registry detects an overload. It
first checks whether adjacent registries at the same level can take over a child node. In
the current configuration, this would be the case, if an adjacent registry would not exceed
the aforementioned 80% thresholds. Shifting child nodes at the margin to the respective
neighboring registry avoids the creation of expendable registries and dispensable layers
in the hierarchy.

Due to missing neighboring registries in the given example, the current registry continues
with the alternative step and splits its own cluster into two new clusters with two registries.
According to the flowchart in Figure 6.8, it starts the k-medoids clustering algorithm with
k = 2. The central nodes of the two new clusters are node 20 and node 50. Both nodes
are registered at their parent registry. Since the parent registry has sufficient capacities
available (current utilization < 80% thresholds), it accepts the registrations.

After adding further nodes, all registries, including the root registry, are running out of
capacity. In the last picture section of Figure 6.7, node 75 tries to register at node 70.
The super peer (node 70 ) is out of capacity and, thus, asks first adjacent super peers for
potential node shifts. Since it will be rejected, it clusters the child node, the new node
and itself into two groups. Both medoids are then registered at the parent registry. This
leads to an overload of the parent registry, which consequently has to scale too. As the
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parent registry is the root registry, it cannot split into two groups. Instead, k-medoids
is applied with k = 1 to select the most central node of the successive layer. This node
establishes a new layer between the prior parent node and its child nodes. In the given
case, node 50 is moved to the new level. Offloading jobs in the queue are redirected
to the new child nodes, which are super peers. Previous child nodes are released after
finishing their tasks. They have to register anew. The registrations of the child nodes
node 40, node 45, and node 55 will lead to a shift of node 60 such that the result in
Figure 6.7 is achieved.

In this example, the most central node was always selected as registry. However, this
would switch the registry more often than necessary. Besides that, the new registry could
be overloaded in its new role due to a different hardware configuration. Replacing a
powerful registry by a smaller one could trigger clustering and splitting several times.
As mentioned above, MOCCAA-RMS only switches the registry, if the distance of the
new most central node and the current registry exceeds a preconfigured threshold. In
our current configuration, this is set to 100 km for super peers and 1000 km for upper
registries. With respect to the hardware configuration, a new registry may fall below the
resource capacities of the prior registry, but has to exceed at least 71% of its capacities.
In case the new registry detects an overload, the triggered scaling algorithm selects two
new registries where each, in turn, has at least 71% of the capacities of the overloaded
registry. This allows a replacement by two registries with each having at least 0.712 ≈ 0.5
the capacities of the initial registry.

In summary, the scaling algorithm of MOCCAA-RMS works as follows. A new node
searches first for the closest super peer by means of its coordinates and the tree of
registries. It sends then a registration message to the closest super peer. In case the
load of the super peer exceeds given thresholds, the super peer first tries to move margin
nodes to neighboring super peers. If no adjacent registries exist that take over child
nodes and relieve the overloaded registry, the reorganization effects that the number of
registries is increased by one. Therefore, the current registry inputs the locations of all
child nodes and its own location into a clustering algorithm, which applies the k-medoids
algorithm with the euclidian distance metric to split the set of nodes into two distinct
clusters. The medoid of each cluster is set and configured as a registry. Since the number
of registries is raised, the parent registry may detect an overload now and repeat the
same procedure at its own level.

By combining the shifting idea of the B*-Tree algorithm with the k-medoids clustering
algorithm, the tree depth of the registry hierarchy is kept low while registries and
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clusters are organized such that nodes and clients are redirected to the respectively next
super peer. The former ensures a low search complexity, the latter lowers network load
and reduces latency during the offloading procedure and when managing child nodes.
Figure 6.9 shows the high correlation between RTTs and distance. We opted for the
distance metric as it can be derived from the geographical coordinates and, thus, does
not require the measurement of RTTs between each pair of nodes during registration,
search, and clustering phases.
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Figure 6.9: Correlation between RTTs and distance (Average of 100 measurements on December
15, 2018)

However, the low search complexity and the geographical distribution and coverage
of registries are obtained at the cost of expensive insert operations in case of registry
overloads. The complexities are discussed in the implementation section in detail. In
practice, upper registries may manage a substantially higher number of child nodes as
in the given example since they only receive aggregated reports from child registries
and route client and node requests by means of their geographical location. The load of
super peers depend on several factors such as the frequency of offloading requests, the
number of worker nodes, and the average size of tasks. Nonetheless, the restructuring
of a single cluster by a super peer is straightforward as it is aware of the coordinates
of its child nodes and its siblings. Determining candidate nodes for moving them to
adjacent neighboring registries or splitting the cluster into two groups and informing
the child nodes, does only require a linear amount of messages. The calculations are
non-linear (O(n3)), but mostly take place at one node. An exception is given, when
adjacent registries themselves start to shift nodes to their neighboring registries to obtain
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capacities for a shifted node from the current registry.

Keeping the tree balanced and preferably shifting child nodes to neighboring registries,
instead of adding new layers, reduces the overall number of registries and increases
the number of worker nodes. Applying the pure B-Tree approach [98], could result
in situations where computational power is wasted by too many registries that are
underutilized. This is especially true, when nodes are added one after the other along
one direction, for instance, from east to west. The worst configuration, however, would
then be achieved through non-balanced trees that only grow from top to down.

6.3.5 Routing Offloading Requests in Upper Registries

Section 6.3.1 introduced the general architecture of MOCCAA-RMS and emphasized that
upper registries, which exclude super peers, do not manage worker nodes. However, they
route offloading queries on the basis of geographical locations and aggregated information
of child registries. Super peers can be considered as leaf registries that are responsible for
scheduling tasks within a cluster of worker nodes. This allows them to exactly track, inter
alia, the number of incoming offloading tasks, processed tasks, the average throughput,
and the average waiting and retention times. Although these information would already
allow the parent registry of a number of super peers not only to route offloading requests
by location, but also by the average load of its child nodes, we apply a solution based
on task sizes and prediction functions. The discussion section exemplifies alternative
approaches and extracts the assets and drawbacks.

When considering a super peer as a black box, it receives offloading requests with different
tasks sizes and component types by different clients. It returns offloading offers with
estimated retention times to the respective clients. The clients do not need to traverse
and pass the parent registry of a super peer each time they plan to offload, since they
cache the address of the super peer. Hence, the parent registry only captures a share of
all offloading requests. This share increases, if clients reject the offloading offers of super
peers. In this case, clients contact the parent registry of the current super peer.

A potential solution could be, to redirect a client to the second nearest super peer. If the
offer there is rejected too, the third nearest super peer is asked. This approach would,
however, flood all super peers before the parent registry recognizes that none of them
can fulfill the requirements of the client and finally redirects the client to the own parent
node. Instead, MOCCAA-RMS makes use of prediction functions that are generated by
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each super peer for each component type and reported to the parent registry at regular
time intervals. By default, the time interval δt is set to 60 s. The message also serves as
heartbeat signal.

For determining the prediction function for a given cluster of worker nodes, the respective
super peer does not only consider the offloading requests of the passed time interval ∆t.
In the following, we assume that the number n of jobs exceeds a given threshold such that
the task sizes follow a normal distribution according to the central limit theory. In the
current configuration, the threshold is set to 100 samples. If the threshold is undercut,
samples of previous time intervals are included too. If no samples exist, the function field
is omitted in the message. A further reason for not appending the prediction function
is a low coefficient of determination R2. If it falls below 1/3, it will be ignored since
the majority of the variance of the dependent variable is not explained by the model.
Instead, average values will be considered.

ȳ = 1
n
×

n∑
i=1

yi

R2 = 1−

n∑
i=1

(yi − ŷi)2

n∑
i=1

(yi − ȳ)2
.

In our case, ŷi reflects the retention times predicted by the regression function which
is introduced in the following section. yi are the measured retention times. If a client
rejects an offer, yi is the retention time estimated by the scheduler of the super peer
(Section 6.3.3). Although the latter may increase the error rate, it enables the model to
include rejected offers. This in turn helps parent registries to identify offloading requests
that cannot be processed by a super peer within the demanded time.

The input variables of the regression function are the task size s(j) of the offloading
request j and the total number msp(j) of tasks in the entire system of the super peer
sp when j is entering the system. The regression function f̂ csp(j) is determined for
each component type c by applying multi-variate adaptive regression [74]. The MARS
algorithm is configured such that no interactions between s(j) and msp(j) are evaluated
in the forward pass and that only linear basis functions are used. This keeps the model
simple and accelerates the calculation of the hinge functions H, coefficients β and the
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intercept c. Overfitting is prevented in MARS by means of Generalized Cross Validation
(GCV) in the backward pass. The prediction function will finally have the form:

f̂ csp
(
s(j),msp

)
=
∑
i

(
βi ×Hi

(
s(j)

))
+
∑
j

(
βj ×Hj

(
msp

))
+ c.

f̂ csp(j) estimates the retention time for the job j with size s(j) at the super peer sp in
the event that sp has msp jobs on average in the entire system. The parent registry of a
group of super peers receives the average numbers of jobs in the system of its child nodes
and the prediction functions f̂ csp(j) with periodic updates.

In the very beginning, the parent registry of super peers redirects incoming offloading
requests entirely by means of the coordinates of the clients and its child nodes. Super
peers without any load still send a heartbeat message, which includes the previously
mentioned average values. f̂ csp(j) is initialized with the average retention time of ȳ = 0,
and the current number msp of jobs is set to 0. Super peers whose worker nodes process
initial offloading requests, report the respective values msp and f̂ csp(j) = ȳ to their parent
registry until the threshold of 100 samples is exceeded for the considered component type
c. In the succeeding time intervals, f̂ csp(j) is calculated with at least 100 samples.

At any point in time, thus also in the very beginning, a parent registry of super peers is
executing the flowchart depicted in 6.10 for each incoming offloading request. If f̂ csp(j) is
equal to 0, routing is based on coordinates. In case the regression function is available,
the parent registry checks if the super peer, which is closest to the client, will potentially
offer a retention time that is below or equeal to the estimated execution time of the
client. If this does not apply, the second closest super peer is selected and checked for
this condition. This procedure is continued until a promising match is found. If no super
peer meets the requirement, the client is redirected to the parent node of the current
registry.

It is worth mentioning that f̂ csp
(
s(j),msp

)
is taking into account the current load of the

super peer by means of msp. Jobs are entering the system with a certain arrival rate
λ and are processed with a service rate nW × µ in an M/M/nW system, whereby nW
is the number of worker nodes. Assuming a single component type and, thus a single
class in the M/M/nW system, the average number msp of tasks in the system can be
described with Little’s Law:
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Figure 6.10: Flowchart of upper registries for processing offloading requests of clients.
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)−1
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msp = pwait ×
ρ

1− ρ︸ ︷︷ ︸
mwaitsp

+nW × ρ = λ× T

Irrespective of whether the average number mwait
sp of waiting tasks, the arrival rate

λ or the service rate µ change, they will be reflected in the number of tasks in the
system as long as these changes do not cancel out each other. In case the latter scenario
appears, f̂ csp

(
s(j),msp

)
does not capture the current situation properly. For example, the

average retention time T decreases due to a higher service rate that is caused by further
worker nodes. This would lower msp possibly only temporarily as its parent registry
would thereupon increase λ based on the predicted, low retention times by means of
f̂ csp
(
s(j),msp

)
. Finally, msp would acquire its previous value, although lower retention

times can be expected. For this reason, the calculation of f̂ csp
(
s(j),msp

)
has not only a
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minimum, but also a maximum limit of samples that are factored in. In this way, changes
are reproduced with some time delay by the prediction function.

Figure 6.11: Excerpt of a M/M/30 Markov chain with λ = 60/min and an average service time
of 5s. msp results in 5. (Image generated with JMT [1]

In general, msp is a dimension that is not varying strongly. This is especially true, if
the number of worker nodes is high. An example with 30 worker nodes can be seen in
Figure 6.11. As depicted in 6.12, a slight change in λ has only a minor impact on msp

as long as λ << nW × µ. msp will be reported at a higher rate, if the value halves or
doubles. This is mostly the case, when ρ approaches 1.
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Figure 6.12: Correlation between λ and msp in an M/M/30 system with an average service time
of 5s.

A further benefit of utilizingmsp instead of λ, is its suitability for linear splines. Figure 6.13
shows the correlation between msp and the average retention time, if lambda is increased.
The same scenario is depicted in 6.14 with λ as independent variable. As soon as λ
approximates the total service rate, the average retention time grows exponentially.
Indeed, a more comprehensive and complex model like a neural network could incorporate
dimensions such as λ, µ and the number of tasks for each component type directly, but
it would also need much more samples to obtain a stable model due to the curse of
dimensionality phenomena. Keeping the number of dimensions low and utilizing almost
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linear dependencies allows quick adaptations of the model.
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Figure 6.14: Correlation between the average retention time and λ.

The flowchart in 6.10 is not only applied by the parent registries of super peers, but
also by upper registries. Therefore, registries, except of super peers, compile an own
prediction function f̂ creg

(
s(j),mreg

)
by means of the samples that were generated through

predictions for the respective child registries. However, mreg is the current sum of the
number of tasks of the child registries. f̂ creg

(
s(j),mreg

)
will have a high RMSE at the

beginning and in case the load of the child registries is low since the child registries may
report prediction functions with strong disparities. This is acceptable as it does not lead
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to rejections of offloading requests. As soon as the load rises and load balancing has to
be performed according to the flowchart in 6.10, f̂ creg

(
s(j),mreg

)
stabilizes. The upper

limit of f̂ creg
(
s(j),mreg

)
is bounded by the rejections of clients or, more specifically, by

the estimated execution times of clients. Offloading requests that cannot be complied
with, are redirected to the parent registry.

Discussion

Utilizing average values in combination with Little’s Law for load balancing, is a widely
known solution that is applied in Cloud Computing as well as in Edge Computing [99].
The goal of typical load balancers is to improve the overall throughput of the system.
Notwithstanding this, MOCCAA-RMS aims at routing offloading requests to the closest
super peer that is beneficial for the client. Therefore, an individual assessment of each
offloading request has to be conducted since mobile devices, task sizes and component
types may vary widely. Routing particular offloading requests to certain super peers
may be ineffective as their offers will be rejected by the client. Although a super peer
might have a low load, it can deliver inadequate performance for large tasks or for special
component types. On the other hand, it could be a good candidate for many small tasks.
This granularity, however, gets lost through average values.

The routing algorithm of MOCCAA-RMS is tailored towards the requirements listed in
Section 6.2. The message and time complexity shall be low when finding suitable worker
nodes. If, however, the best candidate within a region shall be found, the flowchart in 6.10
can be adapted such that not the closest but the best with respect to the retention time is
selected. A weighted function could incorporate both, the distance and the retention time.
Communication costs could also be measured explicitly or be derived from coordinates
and distances as we did in a previous work for service-oriented architectures [100]. These
measures will lead, nevertheless, to increased search times and could additionally effect
that powerful worker nodes are permanently under load so that they are not readily
available for heavy tasks. It should also be noted that within clusters, or in other words
small regions, super peers in MOCCAA-RMS already take care of assigning tasks to
worker nodes that will finish them as quickly as possible.

A further alternative to our approach could be the application of a clustering algorithm
that assigns an offloading request to the classes accept or reject. Since searching for
suitable worker nodes shall be quick, a logistic regression function could be used. For each
component type a binary logistic regression function would be sent to the parent registry.
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According to Section 6.3.3, clients may reject offloading, if the predicted retention time
tsp(j) of a remote execution exceeds the predicted local execution time tclient(j). The
logistic regression function expresses then the probability Psp(Offloading = 1|x1 =
size(j), x2 = tclient(j), x3 = msp(j)) that for a given task size size(j) and predicted local
execution time tclient(j) of an offloading job j the offer of the super peer sp is accepted by
the respective client. In opposition to that, 1− Psp(Offloading = 1|x1 = size(j), x2 =
tclient(j), x3 = msp(j)) stands for the probability that the client will reject the offer of
the super peer. The logistic regression function obtained by a super peer would have the
form:

Psp
(
Offloading = 1|x1 = size(j), x2 = tclient(j), x3 = msp(j)

)
=
(
1 + e−(α0+α1×size(j)+α2×tclient(j)+α3×msp(j))

)−1
.

The coefficients α0 to α3 would be determined by means of the Maximum likelihood
estimation. A parent registry that receives the logistic regression functions of its child
nodes, is then capable of rating the fitness of a certain child registry to process an
incoming offloading request j.

The disadvantage of this approach and also from typical clustering algorithms such
as k-means, k-Nearest-Neighbors or dense-based and hierarchical techniques is that a
sufficient amount of rejections and acceptances by clients is needed to reproduce the
acceptable and unacceptable offloading offers of a super peer. In case of logistic regression,
the pseudo-coefficient of determination pseudo-R2 could be applied to determine the
suitability of the data or, alternatively, the model. Depending on the used metric, the
pseudo-R2 is a measure for the correlation between the actual values and the predicted
values, a measure for the explained variability, or a measure for the improvement from a
null model to the prediction model. However, there is currently no clear recommendation
for appropriate thresholds and metrics by the field of statistics. According to Hosmer et
al. [101], low pseudo-R2 are the norm and may be obtained in spite of low classification
errors of the model. Alternative tests for the Goodness of Fit apply the χ2 statistic
and the C-statistic by Harrell et al. [102]. Choosing an appropriate Goodness of Fit
test requires numerous experiments and adjustments. A further challenge lies in the
automation of the test as it has to be informative and sound for different scenarios.

In MOCCAA-RMS, we have chosen for the upper registries a model with independent
variables whose correlation to the retention time is well-suited for linear splines. This
holds true for the number of tasks in the system and the size of the task. The prediction
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step only requires the execution of a single function. The fitness of the model is ensured
through a minimum level for the coefficient of determination and a minimum number of
samples. Otherwise, the average retention times of the component types are applied for
routing offloading requests.

6.3.6 Scaling with the Cloud

The previous sections assumed single servers that were added to the MOCCAA-RMS
system and acted as worker nodes, super peers or as upper registries. The servers
could belong to a single organizational unit that has several business locations. Other
companies could conclude long-term contracts with typical host providers in different
regions. As long as these servers are under load, there could be a high cost benefit
towards short-term contracts or, more specifically, towards Utility Computing. The latter
is typical for Cloud providers that charge users only for actually needed services and
resources. Minimum billing periods amount to a few seconds, especially for peek loads in
case of vertical scaling, up to several hours. To leverage the scalability and elasticity of
Cloud Computing without loosing the benefit of low costs of long-term and on-premise
solutions, organizations often exploit the deployment model of hybrid Clouds.

According to the definition of the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST),
hybrid Clouds combine at least two deployment models [103]. These are typically an
internal, private Cloud and a public Cloud which is, for example, utilized in case of peak
loads. In MOCCAA-RMS, preconfigured super peers can be placed within a node in a
public Cloud. These super peers are not elected and are not configured automatically by
MOCCAA-RMS. They keep their super peer role even if no worker nodes are available
as children. In the following, they are referred to as auto-scaling super peers. They are
responsible for compensating peak loads.

Auto-scaling super peers always report the same prediction function f̂ csp
(
tclient(j)

)
=

tclient(j) to their parent registry. Thus, the reported estimated retention time always
equals the estimated local processing time of the client. In this way, the performance of
the auto-scaling super peer is considered as acceptable, even though it is almost on the
threshold of being rejected. According to the flowchart in 6.10, this effects that a parent
registry redirects offloading requests of clients to the auto-scaling super peer only if the
other super peers touch or exceed the threshold.
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A parent registry that receives the prediction function f̂ csp
(
tclient(j)

)
= tclient(j) from a

child node, takes over the function and reports it to its own parent node. This will lead
to redirections of offloading requests from regions that are overloaded. An example is
given in Figure 6.15.
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Figure 6.15: An offloading request that is redirected to an auto-scaling super peer.

Discussion

In contrast to the automatically configured super peers of the previous sections, auto-
scaling super peers have to invoke the Auto Scaling API of the Cloud provider. In the
majority of cases, this API is vendor specific and has to be adapted if alternative providers
are used. Notwithstanding this implementation effort, a certain degree of automation is
reachable, if systems like Kubernetes and Docker Swarm are used for scaling purposes.
They allow to bypass vendor lock-in when deploying worker nodes on Virtual Machines
(VMs). As of 2018, both are supported by major Cloud providers such as Amazon,
Google, and Microsoft. However, the VM itself has to be launched through the API of
the Cloud provider. This can be circumvented, if the load balancer of the Cloud provider
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is used, which would start additional worker nodes (provided as Docker images or Java
archives) on further VMs as soon as preconfigured thresholds are exceeded. Since we use
MOCCAA-RMS for load balancing, we waived this option. Furthermore, the super peer
needs initially certain manual configurations. It has to be equipped with specific rights
and a budget that serves as upper financial limit. Hence, the auto-scaling super peer
requires an initial setup and adapted calls to the vendor’s Auto Scaling API. However,
the adjustments and setups for a certain provider can be stored and re-used in other
data centers of the same provider.

The current version of our auto-scaling super peer assumes an unlimited budget and
unlimited scaling capacities. To a certain extent, this can be achieved by charging end
users for offloading. Starting from a certain load level, the auto-scaling super peer has to
scale itself. Therefore, the mechanisms in Section 6.3.4 are unsuitable as the application
of k-medoids and the determination of new super peers by their location is useless for a
single data center. Only the adapted auto-scaling super peer shall be scaled horizontally.
For this purpose, the auto scaling function and the load balancer of the Cloud provider
may be used. The former would copy the image and run it on a newly created VM.
The latter would distribute the incoming offloading requests evenly to the auto-scaling
super peers. The states have to be stored in an external storage that is accessible for
all auto-scaling super peers. This also applies to the queue. In MOCCAA-RMS, states
are stored in an in-memory data structure, the queue is implemented by means of JMS.
Cloud providers such as Amazon, Google, and Microsoft, offer corresponding solutions for
horizontal scaling scenarios with high-performing queues and in-memory data structures
as it is a typical pattern in Cloud Computing.

6.4 Implementation and Evaluation

6.4.1 Utilization of MOCCAA-RMS

As mentioned in the introduction to this chapter, we assume that application providers
run or lease their own Cloud resources. This allows them to preconfigure container or
VM images with the required libraries and the server side of their application. The
latter can be, for instance, Java archives. Conversely, this means that we do not expect
a pool of generally available resources that can be leveraged by different application
providers and their mobile applications. Application providers have different budgets
and different requirements and standards regarding security, safety and other quality
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dimensions. Different mobile applications need different types and ways of support by
special libraries, environments, and resources. A shared pool of resources, where parts of
various mobile applications are uploaded and executed, does not allow the optimizations
that a VM or container, which was tailored by the respective developer of the mobile
application, achieves. The mere fact that the offloaded parts may contain untested and
untrustworthy code, would lead to rigid security restrictions.

Figure 6.16: Registry (System Information) with one child (System Information Aggregated)

The container or VM image that is configured by the application provider, has to contain
at least MOCCAA-RMS, a Java EE compatible server, and a NoSQL database. Using
Spring Boot, a self-contained and executable jar file can be generated that contains all
three components. The jar file with a size of approximately 70 MB can be placed, for
example, within a Docker image with Java preinstalled. With JDK 8 preinstalled, a total
size of 143 MB will be achieved. An image with JDK 12 or 13 and MOCCAA-RMS will
result in 270 MB. Starting MOCCAA-RMS in a container with Java 8 requires 8 seconds
on average.

MOCCAA-RMS monitors currently running Java applications and the available and
used resources of the local system by making use of JMX (Java Management Extensions)
and the SIGAR library 1. JMS (Java Messaging Service) is used to receive and send

1http://support.hyperic.com/display/SIGAR/Home
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aggregated monitoring data from and to other MOCCAA-RMS instances. Detailed
monitoring data is stored locally in MongoDB2, a NoSQL database. Resource capacities
for Java applications are restricted by means of jcgroup3, which is a Java wrapper for
cgroups. cgroups allow, for example, to restrict the number of CPU cores per application,
the CPU share, the memory consumption, and the network utilization.

Figure 6.17: Server details on a map

If developers wants to extend the system by adding further servers, they have to install
the same framework and setting the IP address and credentials of the first server in a
configuration file or setup a central configuration server. This is also true for any further
server so that a VM image or container can be created and deployed to newly added
servers.

For the client application potential servers are not listed with @OffloadServers anymore.
Instead, developers have to indicate the address of the root registry through @Offload-
Registry in the application. Our framework offers additionally a Java Web Archive that
can be deployed on an application server. It accesses the root node and traverses step by
step the child registries. It creates an overview for the developer or an administrator and
informs them about servers that are down or not accessible anymore. Figure 6.16 shows
a root node with one child node. A map view is provided too (Figure 6.17).

2https://www.mongodb.com
3https://github.com/haosdent/jcgroup
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6.4.2 Evaluation of the Scheduling Algorithm

In this section, the scheduling algorithm of MOCCAA-RMS is evaluated and compared
with a First Come First Serve (FCFS) scheduling algorithm. We distinguish between
FCFS Pure and FCFS TSP. FCFS Pure will allocate the complete worker node as task
size information are missing or not used. In contrast to FCFS Pure, FCFS TSP (Task Size
Prediction) is equipped with the capacity estimation of Section 6.3.2. Thus, it is capable
of estimating the required resource capacities and allocating the respective amount on a
worker node. The remaining capacities can be assigned to succeeding offloading tasks.
The MOCCAA scheduler is additionally applying the pre-planning of Section 6.3.3, which
allows a retention time prediction and, thus, an allocation of remaining capacities to
offloading tasks that are not at the head of the waiting queue.
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Figure 6.18: Super peer with one worker node. Average execution time is 9108 ms.

The experiments are executed on six-core AMD Opterons with 2.6 GHz and 64 GB of
memory. However, we restricted the total amount of memory to 1 GB. The offloaded
task copies Integers within a loop into the heap, executes busy waiting and copies further
Integers to the memory. The restricting factor is the memory. The task size correlates
with the number of loops and, indirectly, with the amount of memory that has to be
allocated for a successful execution. In the following, a task size of 100 means that 100%
of the memory is potentially required.

The scheduling algorithms are executed on a super peer that is also equipped with a
six-core AMD Opteron with 2.6 GHz. In the first experiment, only one worker node is
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Figure 6.19: Super peer with three worker nodes. Average execution time is 8952 ms.
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Figure 6.20: Super peer with one worker node. Average execution time is 4901 ms.

registered at the super peer. The task sizes range between 80% and 100%. The average
execution time of each task is 9108 ms. In Figure 6.18, the retention time is plotted
against the arrival rate λ. As expected, the performance of the scheduling algorithms is
similar. The tasks are too big to run in parallel. This is also true when further worker
nodes are added. In Figure 6.19, three worker nodes are used to process the incoming
tasks.

When reducing the task sizes to 10% up to 90%, the performance of the three scheduling
algorithms starts to diverge. Figure 6.20 shows the results for one worker node, Figure 6.21
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Figure 6.21: Super peer with three worker nodes. Average execution time is 4891 ms.
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Figure 6.22: Super peer with three worker nodes. Average execution time is 2948 ms.

for three worker nodes. Both, FCFS TSP and the MOCCAA Scheduler, obtain the
option to assign multiple tasks to a worker node. In case of FCFS TSP, the task at the
head of the waiting queue has to be assigned first before proceeding with the next task
in the queue.

Decreasing the task sizes to 10% up to 50%, emphasizes the performance differences
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of the three scheduling algorithms. Now, the MOCCAA scheduler is able to find more
matches of free capacities for waiting and incoming offloading tasks.
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Figure 6.23: Plot for sp2 with one worker node.

In the last experiment, we add a further super peer sp2 with the MOCCAA scheduler
and one worker node. The task sizes are kept between 10% up to 50%. A clients is
sending with an increasing rate offloading tasks to the sp2 and accepts any offloading
offers of sp2. After one hour, the prediction function that is created at sp2 and reported
to its parent registry, has the form given in Figure 6.23. The coefficient of determination
is R2 = 0.7501.

The parent registry has also the super peer sp1 as child node. sp1 runs the MOCCAA
scheduler with three worker nodes and gets offloading tasks with the same frequency as
sp2. The perspective of the parent registry on both super peers can be summarized with
6.24. The blue curve represents the retention time prediction for sp1. It has the coefficient
of determination R2 = 0.981. Whenever a client is redirected to the parent registry, the
parent registry may ignore the distances between the super peers and the client, if the
client requests a low retention time and the nearest super peer cannot provide that.
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Figure 6.24: Plot for sp2 with one worker node (grey) and sp1 with three worker nodes (blue).
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7 MOCCAA-SAM

The core of this chapter is to map local IPC with third-party apps to network IPC
with third-party endpoints and vice versa transparently. This would empower mobile
devices to reduce the overall execution time of resource-intensive scenarios since remotely
participating components may scale independently of one another. A specific advantage
of the introduced IPC is that it is not bound to components installed locally. The
message-oriented middleware MOCCAA-SAM makes use of its local knowledge base,
which resembles a registry with reasoning capabilities. If a target component of a third
party is not found on the local device, the remote MOCCAA-SAM Store will be queried
for matching counterparts. Semantic information supports unambiguous matches. The
result may be a downloadable component or remote endpoints satisfying the constraints
given by the client application and adhering to the restrictions of the end user 1.

7.1 Related Work

In [7] and [8], a device clone running as a VM in the Cloud is employed to switch between
a local and a remote execution. Since the clone is fully synchronized, a local IPC on
the device would be executable on the VM clone, too. However, the speed-up would be
restricted by the capacity and configuration of the used VM since all applications run
on the single machine. The same argument applies to other MCC approaches. Kosta
et al. introduce in [16] their framework ThinkAir that allows developers to execute an
application’s methods in parallel on different VMs. Yet, IPC is limited to the respective
VM and is not distributed. In [24] different parts of a single application may be offloaded
to different servers in the Cloud. The remote communication between the individual
parts of the application is established by the framework. Unfortunately, IPC is not
considered by the authors and, hence, would also be bound to the actual VM.

1The results of this chapter have been published at the IEEE 11th International Conference on Cloud
Computing, 2018 [104]. Co-authors helped in implementing the approach, but did not contribute to the
idea or to writings.
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Other highly cited works in the area of MCC, which are well summarized in [20], also
do not leverage IPC to support mobile devices and enable new application fields. In
the scope of cluster and grid computing, message-oriented middlewares are widely used
for local as well as distributed communication. They even find use in combination with
mobile devices [105]. Nonetheless, IPC is applied in the common way of sending and
receiving messages without refinements that support patterns like those presented in this
work. These patterns are enabled by MOCCAA-SAM particularly through the assistance
by non-monotonic ontologies and a shared knowledge and reasoning platform.

MOCCAA-SAM is a middleware that enables various IPC patterns for Mobile Cloud
Computing. Together with the MOCCAA-SAM Store, it unveils a new dimension of
scalability and flexibility for mobile applications and breaks the existing barrier of isolated
applications and VMs in MCC. In addition, semantic interfaces were introduced that
allow the definition of minimum standards and defaults for implementing parties. Client
applications may search and communicate with particular components or all components
implementing a certain semantic interface. The communication is location transparent
and allows leveraging different patterns for realizing well-performing solutions.

7.2 Motivating Example

While the latest mobile devices and their operating systems are well equipped for common
tasks and execute them in acceptable time, many resource-intensive scenarios and use
cases are not realized or rare due to different restrictions. For example, let us consider a
mobile application that is searching for certain faces or objects within the photo albums
of the user. The application would read and analyze each image on the mobile device,
which could be hundreds or even thousands of files. Additionally, if the images are not
available locally, in order to reduce storage consumption and allow central access, they
have to be downloaded first from the Cloud storage. In summary, the task would ask
for high capacity in respect to computational power, memory, storage, bandwidth, and
energy, as well as for access rights for reading and processing the images.

The outlined scenario encompasses the following parties. Firstly, there is the image
analysis app IMA-APP that requests initially images from the photo album app PH-APP.
While the former belongs to the company IMA, the latter is a product of PH. The images
are confidential and intellectual property of the user who relies on the services provided
by PH. In most MCC approaches, a device clone would run as a VM in the Cloud [7, 8].
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It would neither belong to IMA nor to PH but would be associated with the user and
operated by a third party. Offloading a face detection task to the device clone would
require a synchronization of images and application states. The image synchronization
has to take account of images available on the device and in the PH Cloud.

While in the purely local case described in the first section images are present on the
local device and in the PH Cloud, in the latter case they also occur in the device clone of
the user. Storage and bandwidth consumption and overall costs rise due to an additional
VM and its extra synchronization efforts. Further QoS dimensions like trust, availability
and error rate could suffer as a result too. Hence, the decision to offload has to be taken
carefully.

A user-centric view where Virtual Machines or containers are assigned to individual
customers and their devices, prevents interacting applications and their providers to
weigh in and to exploit the full potential of their own Cloud infrastructure. In the
aforementioned example, the PH-APP is aware of the PH Cloud endpoint and, thus,
could offer partner applications to offload and execute their data-intensive operations
remotely in the PH Cloud. The IMA-APP would then execute its analysis function in a
sandbox environment in the PH Cloud and extract and return the URIs of images that
match the submitted query. Images that are only available on the mobile device and
are not yet synchronized, could still be analyzed on the mobile device or synchronized
first with the PH Cloud. Customers would not be in need of own VMs and images
are not required to be transferred first to be analyzed. The evaluation section takes
up this example and shows clearly the benefits of our IPC patterns. Before describing
MOCCAA-SAM and the distributed IPC patterns, the following section explains current
IPC techniques on mobile devices. They deliver the starting point for our middleware.

7.3 MOCCAA-SAM Middleware

7.3.1 Overview

Considering popular operating systems for mobile devices, message passing turns out
as the common IPC technique. On Apple’s iOS, where applications run in sandboxes,
messages can be sent through XPC (Cross Process Communication) connections between
extensions and their hosting applications. If third-party applications shall be addressed,
data can be framed into messages and sent through BSD sockets.
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In Android, communication between independent processes is typically performed by
means of Intents. An Intent may include the following fields: a component name, an
action, data, categories, extras, and flags. A dispatched Intent listing a component name
can be assigned by the operating system to the associated application. The component
will be started and may then execute the specified action on the data, mostly URIs, and
process the extras given as key-value pairs. Intents without component names are called
implicit Intents. In this case, Android determines the target application by taking the
action, the MIME type of the data and the mentioned categories into account. They are
matched against so-called Intent filters declared by the installed applications. If several
applications comply with the Intent, the user has to select one of them.

Figure 7.1: Message types and respective parties

At an entirely local level, MOCCAA-SAM’s IPC resembles to a certain extent Android’s
Intent mechanism. The message-oriented middleware MOCCAA-SAM matches incoming
messages to registered and eligible application components. However, MOCCAA-SAM
distinguishes between registration, ontology, initiation and usual IPC messages and
provides various interaction modes. Registration and initiation messages are directly
addressed to MOCCAA-SAM, and, in certain circumstances, to the MOCCAA-SAM Store
too. Registration messages are intended for registering and de-registering application
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components, their interfaces and their endpoints. In this way, components can offer their
functionality to client applications. Client applications may find and potentially start
one or more matching counterparts through initiation messages. Thereafter, MOCCAA-
SAM will establish a message-oriented connection between these. Depending on the
selected interaction mode, applications are sending each other IPC messages through
message queues or by publishing and subscribing to topics. Registration messages may
also reference ontologies they comply with. Referenced ontologies must exist at the
MOCCAA-SAM Store where they can be downloaded by MOCCAA-SAM. This allows
MOCCAA-SAM more precise matches and motivates application developers to adhere
to common interfaces and ontologies. Figure 7.1 illustrates the different message types
and the parties using them. The following sections explain each message type and the
middleware MOCCAA-SAM. Section 7.4 will switch over to the distributed IPC patterns
that are particularly important for MCC.

7.3.2 Registration of Components

Whenever applications are installed that offer functionalities to other applications, they
need to register these through registration messages at MOCCAA-SAM. To support
the distributed IPC patterns introduced in Section 7.4, a one-time registration at the
MOCCAA-SAM Store is required too. Messages sent to and received from MOCCAA-
SAM adhere to the JavaScript Object Notation (JSON). A registration message lists at
least the component name, its path, an interface description, and the interaction mode.
An application may register different components. The path is required to start the
appropriate component when needed. The interaction mode distinguishes between single
and multiple instances of the regarded component, and between queue- and topic-based
communication. A single instance and queue-based communication would lead to a
many-to-one communication through message queues. If for each inquiring partner a
separate component instance shall run, for example to support stateful sessions, multiple
instances has to be selected. Listing 7.1 shows a registration message fulfilling the
minimum requirements.

1 {"sam:component": "com.ph.app.storage",

2 "sam:path": "/apps/ph/storage.comp",

3 "sam:interaction": {

4 "sam:message": "sam:queue",

5 "sam:instances": "sam:single" }

6 "sam:interfaces": {

7 "sam:types": {
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8 "xs:schema": {

9 "-xmlns": "http://.../XMLSchema",

10 "-targetNamespace": "http://.../img/storage/monitoring",

11 "xs:element": [

12 {"-name": "getImageCountRequest",

13 "xs:complexType": {

14 "xs:sequence": {

15 "xs:element": {

16 "-name": "mimeType",

17 "-type": "xs:string"

18 }}}},

19 {"-name": "getImageCountResponse",

20 "xs:complexType": {

21 "xs:sequence": {

22 "xs:element": {

23 "-name": "count",

24 "xs:simpleType": {

25 "xs:restriction": {

26 "-base": "xs:integer",

27 "xs:minInclusive": { "-value": "0" }

28 }}}}}},...]}},

29 "sam:interface": {

30 "-name": "img.storage.monitoring",

31 "sam:operation": [{

32 "-name": "getImageCount",

33 "sam:input": {

34 "-element": "getImageCountRequest"},

35 "sam:output": {

36 "-element": "getImageCountResponse"

37 }},...]}}}

Listing 7.1: Registration message for a many-to-one communication

To enable compliance checks, a description of the interface is also part of the registration
message. The interface description follows to a great extent the schema of the Web
Service Description Language (WSDL) and can be seen as a JSON representation of the
abstract part of a WSDL file. This allows an automatic derivation of the JSON interface
description by making use of WSDL generators for the respective programming language.
An excerpt of a generated interface description is shown in line 6 to 37 in listing 7.1.
Namespace aliases are generally resolved into an ASCII representation of their effective
character string. For the sake of clarity, listing 7.1 keeps the aliases.
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1 { "sam:component": "com.ph.app.storage",

2 // registration message:

3 ...

4 // automatically added information:

5 "sam:permissions": [{

6 "sam:permName": "storage.files.meta.read",

7 "sam:permDescription": "Allows app to..." },...]}

Listing 7.2: Permissions granted for an installed component

Listing 7.2 contains the permissions that are needed by the previously mentioned compo-
nent and that have been granted by the user during its installation process. MOCCAA-
SAM captures and stores this information in its registry since partner applications are
only permitted to initiate a communication with a component, if they hold its privileges
too.

1 { "sam:component": "com.ph.app.storage",

2 "sam:path": "/apps/ph/storage.comp",

3 "sam:interaction": {

4 "sam:message": "sam:topic",

5 "sam:instances": "sam:single" },

6 "sam:topic": "/img/storage/monitoring" }

Listing 7.3: Registration message for a topic

The topic-based communication is of importance when it comes to well-defined interfaces
that are additionally described through an ontology. Henceforth, they are referred to
as semantic interfaces. Semantic interfaces have to be registered through registration
and ontology messages (for example by ontology providers) at the MOCCAA-SAM
Store. Subsequently, the MOCCAA-SAM Store checks first for cyclic dependencies,
inconsistencies and naming conflicts with other referenced and registered semantic
interfaces before publishing it. On the local device, the topic field of a registration
message designates the semantic interface that the application’s component implements
(listing 7.3). If not already available on the device, the description of a referenced
semantic interface is downloaded by the MOCCAA-SAM middleware. The following
section introduces ontology messages after describing how interface descriptions are
represented internally in MOCCAA-SAM.
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7.3.3 Enriching Interfaces with Semantics

Semantic interfaces can be referenced, implemented and extended by application providers.
Thus, the use of an ontology is essential to avoid ambiguities and to enforce strict typing
also in a semantic sense. To enrich a structural description of an interface with semantic
information, each term appearing in the description should have a counterpart in an
ontology. MOCCAA-SAM assumes unique names and abandons semantic annotations.
Therefore, the XML Schema and the MOCCAA-SAM interface vocabulary also exist as
ontology (listing 7.4).

1 % Variables in capital letters

2 % Derived head :- if body true

3 % N = Name, T = Type, S = Sequence,

4 % O = Operation, I = Interface

5 xs_primitive(xs_string).

6 xs_primitive(xs_integer).

7 xs_primitive(xs_anytype).

8 ...

9 xs_type(N,T) :- sam_input(N,T).

10 xs_type(N,T) :- sam_output(N,T).

11 xs_type(N,T) :- sam_fault(N,T).

12 ...

13 xs_complexType(S) :- xs_sequence(S).

14 xs_sequence(S) :- xs_sequence(S,N,T), xs_type(N,T).

15 ...

16 % Each type is connected to an operation or

17 % an interface and is used as input,

18 % output or fault.

19 sam_input(N,T) :- sam_input(O,N,T), sam_operation(O).

20 sam_output(N,T) :- sam_output(O,N,T), sam_operation(O).

21 sam_fault(N,T) :- sam_fault(O,N,T), sam_operation(O).

22 ...

23 % A component requires a name, an interface

24 % and an endpoint or path.

25 sam_component(N) :- sam_component(N, I, E), sam_interface(I),

sam_path(E).

Listing 7.4: Excerpt of the MOCCAA-SAM and XML Schema vocabulary in ASP

MOCCAA-SAM uses declarative logic programs formulated in ASP (Answer Set Pro-
gramming) to represent knowledge [106] and to reason about it [107]. In contrast to
Web Ontology Languages (OWL), ASP supports the demanded unique name assumption,
which is needed to automatically derive ASP code from the interface description. Listing
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7.5 illustrates the automatically generated ASP program when parsing and translating
the interface of listing 7.1. Combining it with the available ASP program of listing 7.4
will derive additionally the respective heads in listing 7.4.

1 sam_operation(ism_getImageCount).

2 sam_input(ism_getImageCount,

3 ism_getImageCountRequest,

4 ism_mimeSequence).

5 sequence(ism_mimeSequence, ism_mimeType).

6 type(ism_mimeType, xs_string).

7 sam_output(....).

8 ...

Listing 7.5: Generated ASP representation of the getImageCount operation

However, whenever new terms are introduced by application providers, they should also
be described in ASP or should be connected with existing ontologies stored as ASP
programs. This task is their own responsibility and is not mandatory. Yet semantic
knowledge avoids misunderstandings and improves matching search requests or initiation
messages against registered components. This not only allows an exact match of client
goals and provided components, but enables also subsumption and intersection matches.
Using ASP reasoning in MOCCAA-SAM, components are even composable to achieve
more complex goals. An example of a simple ASP program that could be supplied by an
application provider for the aforementioned interface is shown in listing 7.6. It defines
image/jpeg and image/gif as MIME types and then states that directories may contain
other directories and files and that the type of the latter one is a MIME type.

1 ism_mimeType(jpeg).

2 ism_mimeType(gif).

3 ...

4 ism_folder(F) :- ism_folder(D),

5 ism_contains(D, F), not ism_file(F).

6 ism_file(F) :- ism_folder(D),

7 ism_contains(D, F), not ism_folder(F).

8 ism_mimeType(M) :- ism_file(F),

9 ism_hasType(F, M).

10 ism_mimeType(M) :- sam_component(N),

11 ism_supportMimeType(N, M).

12 ...

Listing 7.6: Added semantics for the registered semantic interface
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The program may also include further attributes that may or must be set by components
when registering as an implementing party through JSON messages at MOCCAA-SAM.
It must be considered as an extended schema for registration messages. Typically, the
attributes shall describe the context of a component and allow MOCCAA-SAM more
precise matches. For example, line 3 in listing 7.7 shows a constraint that requires
each component to support at least three MIME types. Since line 3 directly connects
this attribute with the component, it has to be listed on the top level of the JSON
registration message. This allows MOCCAA-SAM to automatically link an entry like
"ism:supportMimeType":"png" to the component itself. Attributes for operations and
messages have to be listed accordingly on lower levels. Line 7 in listing 7.7 states that a
component supports the MIME type image/jpeg by default. A component can invalidate
it by explicitly stating the opposite: "ism:supportMimeType":"-jpeg" in its registration
message. Defaults are well suited for setting standard values which can be overwritten
when necessary. A minimum standard can be enforced through constraints.

1 % At least three supportMimeType have to be

2 % set, otherwise, the constraint is violated

3 :- sam_component(N), #count{ism_supportMimeType(N, M)} < 3.

4
5 % Mime type supported by default

6 % unless stated otherwise

7 ism_supportMimeType(N, jpeg) :- sam_component(N), not -

ism_supportMimeType(N, jpeg).

Listing 7.7: Added constraints and default values for components implementing the semantic
interface and referring to it as a topic

The main reason for using ASP instead of OWL [108] is that OWL is based on Description
Logics (DL) [109] and, hence, does not support integrity constraints and closed-world
reasoning. In addition, OWL is monotonic. Updating existing rules or overwriting
initial default assumptions necessitates first discarding the current knowledge base.
Frameworks like WSMX [110] combine OWL with rule-based formalisms grounded in
logic programming. However, logical conclusions that an OWL reasoner would draw from
an ontology differ from those that would be obtained when using a logic program engine.
ASP roots in logic programming, allows non-monotonic reasoning and provides defaults
for expressing standard representations. Public or given default knowledge may be
overwritten by application providers by local versions without causing inconsistencies for
any participating party. This is essential in dynamic and heterogeneous environments.

MOCCAA-SAM utilizes the given ontologies, registration messages and their representa-
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tions in ASP to respond to search queries (initiation messages) and to execute compliance
and permission checks. Further attributes and mechanisms of the registration procedure
are presented in Section 7.4.

7.3.4 Initiating the Communication

As with registration messages, there are two different types of initiation messages,
depending on the interaction mode. An application may address a specific component by
indicating the respective component name in the initiation message or it publishes, by
means of a topic name, to a set of components implementing a certain semantic interface.
In the former case, a queue-based communication is established by MOCCAA-SAM,
provided that the required privileges are given. IPC messages have to comply with the
schema defined in the registration message of the component.

An initiation message that asks for a particular topic, may list several constraints.
Otherwise, IPC messages published to a topic are broadcasted to all locally available
components that implement the interface, adhere to the default values and that are
accessible to the requesting application with respect to the permissions. Constraints may
refer to generally admitted attributes, such as meta information, Quality of Service (QoS)
and Quality of Experience (QoE) parameters and the number of addressed components.
For example, an application may prefer among all components implementing a given
interface, one that was installed or used recently by the user. In addition, constraints
may pertain to attributes and features that are specific to the topic and, thus, to the
semantic description of the interface. In the example of listing 7.7, support for certain
MIME types can be demanded. MOCCAA-SAM will match them against the values of
the "ism:supportMimeType" attribute of the registered components. For other topics, for
example in the context of weather apps, the precision of a weather component and its
metric can be of interest.

As indicated in Section 7.3.3 and listing 7.7, components do not need to register attributes
as long as they stick to their default values. Unless otherwise specified in the initiation
message, MOCCAA-SAM also expects that only components shall be addressed that
comply with the default values defined for the attributes. According to listing 7.7,
MOCCAA-SAM would publish IPC messages to components that support at least
image/jpeg and two further MIME types. As a general rule, application developers do
not require deep ontology expertise. They can be fully relieved when generating JSON
registration message templates for a given semantic interface.
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7.4 Distributed IPC Patterns for MCC

Leveraging MOCCAA-SAM and the MOCCAA-SAM Store, different patterns for dis-
tributed IPC are implementable. The following sections present three patterns that,
depending on the scenario, support common goals of MCC approaches, i.e., the reduction
of the device’s energy consumption and the acceleration of a task’s execution. Thereby,
the patterns abandon the requirement for device clones running in the Cloud or Cloud
resources assigned to single customers and their application collection. Instead, we
presume our MOCCAA-RMS architecture, according to which application providers that
aim at utilizing MCC, have to operate or lease their own Cloud infrastructure. During
runtime, parts of their mobile application can be executed in their Cloud.

For a better understanding, the patterns are explained by means of scenarios and examples.
They do not follow the typical structure of software design patterns, since this work
emphasizes and evaluates the techniques behind them.

7.4.1 Pattern: Location Transparent IPC

Application providers initially register applications and their components at the MOCCAA-
SAM Store where users will search, find and download them. In case components are
missing that are needed by local applications, the middleware MOCCAA-SAM informs
the user and suggests components available for download at the MOCCAA-SAM Store.

However, under certain circumstances, for example, if remote information and access
is needed either way, it may be advisable to provide a functionality through a remote
endpoint instead of a downloadable application. In that case, a registration message sent
to the MOCCAA-SAM Store contains the "sam:endpoint" attribute and omits "sam:path".
Additionally, the interaction mode must be set to "sam:queue". There is a variety of
reasons for the latter restriction. Firstly, API keys and tokens are often required for
remote endpoints. They differ for every provider. Secondly, an online publish-subscriber
system would pose a central bottleneck. In contrast to that, the queue-based and
encrypted communication takes directly place between the local MOCCAA-SAM and
the remote MOCCAA-SAM running on the provider’s server, avoiding any delays and
insecurities through third parties. In this scenario, the MOCCAA-SAM Store can be
considered as a name resolver where MOCCAA-SAM obtains and caches the registration
message as the name resolution. For client applications location transparency is achieved
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through addressing components by their names (see initiation messages in Section 7.3.4)
and sending messages through queues managed by MOCCAA-SAM.

Compared to service-oriented architectures, which mostly rely on HTTP and are mainly
suited for single reply-response messages, Location Transparent IPC can be tailored to
any desired message exchange pattern without extra configuration. Its asynchronous
data transmission is predestined for unreliable communication channels. To support this
essential feature further, a provider may supply a component through the "sam:path"
attribute, but additionally list an endpoint by means of "sam:endpoint". In this case,
the locally available component only serves as a fallback if the remote endpoint is not
reachable.

7.4.2 Pattern: Mobile Code IPC

The Mobile Code IPC pattern is particularly suited for data-intensive applications. Many
of the current mobile applications already integrate Cloud services to allow users to
access centrally administered data and functions and to make additional storage available.
With respect to the scenario presented in Section 7.2, some Cloud storage providers offer
a Web or REST service to third-party applications to access metadata and to upload and
download data on condition that an appropriate token or key is given. However, they
do not support in-situ execution of third-party operations in the Cloud. The data has
to be downloaded first, which leads to a significant rise of latency and bandwidth and
energy consumption. Furthermore, mobile devices are not well equipped for processing
big amounts of data.

To enable code migration to a third party in the Cloud, the Mobile Code IPC pattern
proceeds as follows. Starting from a client application that analyzes images or extracts
and aggregates information from user files in the Cloud, the client application has to
send first an initiation message to MOCCAA-SAM. The initiation message will ask for
components that implement a certain semantic interface and, thus, for components that
subscribed through registration messages to the respective "sam:topic". This could be,
for instance, cloud.storage.img. The registration messages have to adhere to the ASP
program linked to the interface, in particular, by providing the requested attributes.
Default and additional attributes list the platforms, libraries and the programming and
script languages that are supported by the component’s Cloud counterpart. In our
experiments, for instance, we set the default platform to Java VM, supporting Java 1.8
and 1.9. Alternatively, containers can be made available, or interpreters can be provided.
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For each domain, other platforms and libraries might be preferred as default or minimum
configuration.

Figure 7.2: Mobile Code IPC pattern applied on the example of Section 7.2

The client application finally sends its IPC message, which contains the mobile code and
parameters for its execution, to matching components by publishing it to the topic. Each
component equips the incoming IPC message with information required for the remote
access, such as tokens and device identifiers (step 2 in Figure 7.2). Subsequently, each
component applies the Location Transparent IPC to send the extended IPC message
through MOCCAA-SAM to the remote endpoint of the respective provider. In this
way, tokens and credentials are hidden from client applications. They merely need the
permission for the given scope.

The receiving component on server side checks authorization information and feeds, when
access is granted, a queue with the requested data in the form of messages. Depending
on the configuration, one or more instances of the mobile code are constructed. They
are registered as subscribers for the queue and process the incoming messages through
callback methods. Further access to server resources is restricted, except writing results
to a queue. The results are returned to the provider’s component on the local device,
which may remove information or postprocess the messages before returning it finally to
the client application.
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7.4.3 Pattern: Local2Distributed IPC

The last pattern presented in the scope of this work is applicable for typical MCC
scenarios where resource-intensive parts of an application are offloaded to the Cloud.
For offloading, we apply the MOCCAA framework. As mentioned before, it presumes
that partitions of an application may only be offloaded to the application provider’s
own Cloud. In case of MOCCAA, objects and methods are annotated therefore by the
application developers, and properties, like e.g. resource registry or server addresses, are
set by them. Annotated objects are automatically proxied by a configurable evaluator
which decides, before executing an invoked and marked method, if offloading would be
beneficial or not. If offloading appears, the state of the object and the parameters are
transferred by means of an intermediate and compressed format to the Cloud and the
method is invoked (see also Chapter 3). A device clone is not needed.

By the inclusion of MOCCAA-SAM, even methods can be offloaded that send and receive
IPC messages to third-party applications. Assuming that a client application applies the
Location Transparent IPC or the Mobile Code IPC pattern on the local device, it may
use it the same way in the Cloud. Since the operator of the Cloud is also the application
provider, MOCCAA-SAM can be pre-installed and equipped with sufficient rights to
access the MOCCAA-SAM Store and to start components.

7.5 Evaluation

The evaluation shall demonstrate the efficiency and expediency of MOCCAA-SAM in
comparison with a characteristic MCC approach and with a purely local IPC approach.
The example presented in Section 7.2 serves as evaluation scenario. The application
IMA-APP shall return the URL of all images that contain a face from a front view.
The images are managed by the photo gallery application PH-APP, which synchronizes
images with the PH Cloud.

The Mobile Code IPC pattern is applied in MOCCAA-SAM, which would even allow
to include several image providers in parallel, without adapting the client application
IMA-APP. For the characteristic MCC approach described in Section 7.2, henceforth
named CMCC, the user has a private VM with 4 x 2.6 GHz CPU, 8 GB of memory,
and SSD storage, which has all applications pre-installed. The local device is simulated
by a notebook with a 2 x 2.6 GHz CPU, 8 GB of memory, and SSD storage. The PH
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Cloud has 12 nodes - each containing a six-core processor with 2.6 GHz and 64 GB of
memory - at its disposal. The SSD storage is connected by means of an Infiniband switch.
The latencies between all three parties were 20ms on average. The average bandwidth
between the CMCC VM and the PH Cloud were 12 MB/s, from client to the CMCC VM
and the PH Cloud 1.2 MB/s, and from the CMCC VM and the PH Cloud to client 11.4
MB/s. The average size of an image was 1578 kB. The results show the arithmetic mean
of ten iterations. MOCCAA-SAM, Java 8 and the OpenCV library were available on all
parties. MOCCAA-SAM itself makes use of clingo [107], genson2 and the OpenHFT3

Chronicle Engine and Queue.

The first experiment expects a private person or a company as a user who prefers Cloud-
based storage to relieve mobile devices and to enable access by different devices via
Internet. All images are stored in the PH Cloud. According to table 7.1, downloading
images and analyzing them on the mobile device leads only to acceptable times for few
images. For 10 MB around 3.77s are needed. Downloading and analyzing 1 GB of images
requires 382.58s on average. If the mobile device starts the corresponding method of the
IMA-APP in the CMCC VM, times are reduced to 1.47s and 140.73s respectively. The
times include the download and analysis of the images and the return of the results to
the mobile device.

Table 7.1: Experiment 1: All images centrally stored in the PH Cloud

Time in seconds
Local CMCC PH PH-Splittable

10 MB 3.769 1.464 0.377 0.067

50 MB 18.905 6.921 1.732 0.145

100 MB 37.722 13.632 3.594 0.331

250 MB 96.823 37.773 10.81 0.903

500 MB 187.267 67.928 18.123 1.541

750 MB 285.692 106.126 27.486 2.315

1000 MB 382.579 140.726 36.458 3.188

Using MOCCAA-SAM and applying the Mobile Code IPC pattern, it is possible to run
multiple instances of the uploaded mobile code directly in the PH Cloud. In the first

2https://owlike.github.io/genson/
3https://github.com/OpenHFT
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configuration, the maximum number of instances is set to one. The second configuration,
named PH-Splittable, makes use of a receiving component that first checks which nodes
are idle. In this experiment, all nodes are free and, thus, 12 instances are constructed.
Applying the pattern reduces the expended time to 0.38s for 10 MB and to 36.46s for 1 GB
and one node, including the transfer of the mobile code and the response. PH-Splittable
decreases the response time further to 0.07s and 3.19s respectively. In all experiments
the analyzing code stayed the same.

Table 7.2: Experiment 2: Images available locally

Time in seconds
Local100 CMCC100 Local-PH CMCC-PH

10 MB 0.723 0.622 0.372 0.313

50 MB 3.675 2.684 1.855 1.356

100 MB 7.172 5.172 3.683 2.688

250 MB 20.998 16.748 9.897 8.389

500 MB 35.267 25.828 21.455 16.801

750 MB 59.042 42.676 29.801 21.442

1000 MB 79.479 56.426 36.368 26.279

In the second experiment, images are already distributed between different parties. The
first column in table 7.2, Local100, shows the times in the event that all images are
stored and analyzed on the mobile device. There is no delay by downloading images first.
However, this eliminates the advantage of centrally accessible data, enhanced battery
life, and significantly faster applications. Assuming that 50% of the images are stored
and analyzed on the mobile device and 50% in the PH Cloud (see column Local-PH ),
the benefit would be limited. The processing power of the mobile device constitutes the
major bottleneck. It needs around 36s for 500 MB. Accordingly, the columns CMCC100
and CMCC-PH list the times when images are stored and analyzed fully and partly
in the CMCC VM. Here again, a single private VM cannot reach the capabilities and
advantages of shared clusters and central Cloud storages.
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8 Conclusion and Future Work

In this thesis, we have presented the framework MOCCAA. The major goal has been to
provide a comprehensive and adaptable framework that supports developers in creating
mobile applications that are capable of leveraging Cloud resources in an efficient way
in order to improve response times and to reduce local resource utilization. In addition,
MOCCAA facilitates the integration of third-party components that may reside on the
local device and on remote servers.

The framework is composed of the following building blocks. The communication protocol
MOCCAA-DRMI and the MOCCAA annotations enable developers to apply offloading on
object and method granularity. For complex applications, MOCCAA-InspectA provides
sophisticated tools for identifying resource-intensive application parts, for partitioning
applications, for verifying cuts, and for determining monitoring points and prediction
functions for estimating the resource consumption at runtime. The latter can be used in
combination with MOCCAA-RMS, which is a distributed and self-configuring resource
management system. MOCCAA-RMS makes use of the predictions that are provided by
clients to route offloading tasks to nearby worker nodes that are capable of processing
the task within a given time limit. MOCCAA-RMS is laid out for scalability and high
utilization of server resources. Scalability is achieved through hierarchically organized
registries, super peers and worker nodes. Registries and super peers automatically
determine their role and position in the hierarchy such that they are neither underutilized
nor overloaded. For a high utilization of worker nodes, MOCCAA-RMS makes use of a
predictive scheduling algorithm at the level of super peers. The scheduling is supported
by a predictive routing mechanism for offloaded tasks at upper registries.

The middleware MOCCAA-SAM and the central repository MOCCAA-SAM Store open
up a new perspective on MCC. By means of network IPC through messages and semantic
descriptions of interfaces, different local and remote parties may interact in a transparent
manner with each other. However, further research is required in this context as aspects
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in the area of security, usability, and QoS (Quality of Service) have not been addressed
yet.

With respect to the MOCCAA framework, further efforts are needed for improving the
runtime prediction of complex methods. Therefore, we currently develop a tool that
applies Program Slicing to extract features from resource-intensive methods and evaluates
them before the execution of the method.

For enhancing the modularization of existing monolith applications, we will combine our
current graph partitioning heuristic with existing heuristics that apply techniques such
as variable neighborhood search, path re-linking and genetic algorithms. Furthermore,
we plan to equip the graph partitioning tool with further configuration options so that
partitions with different granularities can be obtained.

A further option that is taken into consideration for future work, is the transfer and
application of MOCCAA in the area of Fog Computing. In particular, the nodes in the
Fog layer may replace worker nodes in the Cloud to reduce latency and network load. By
means of MOCCAA-SAM and the MOCCAA-SAM Store, nearby endpoints could be
leveraged to use local services or to provide services to neighboring clients.
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